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Introduction
L
ES besoins en e´nergie e´lectrique sont en croissance constante, et les infrastructures
– base´es sur des re´seaux de transport interconnecte´s et maille´s – arrivent peu a`
peu en limite de leurs capacite´s. Le recours a` de nouveaux moyens de production et
le besoin de construire des infrastructures pour acheminer cette e´nergie permet de
nouvelles opportunite´s.
L’e´nergie e´lectrique est aujourd’hui produite, transporte´e et distribue´e en courant
alternatif (AC). Ce choix tient a` quelques raisons majeures : la simplicite´ de production
(les alternateurs sont plus simples et plus fiables que les ge´ne´rateurs a` courant continu
(DC)) ainsi que la facilite´ de changer de niveau de tension a` l’aide de transformateurs.
Cependant, la maˆıtrise des transferts d’e´nergie en courant alternatif pose, dans les
re´seaux denses, des proble`mes de plus en plus difficile a` re´soudre :
• la re´partition des transits d’e´nergie dans les diverses branches des re´seaux maille´s
se fait suivant des lois physiques et ne peuvent pas eˆtre maˆıtrise´s facilement ;
• la puissance re´active doit eˆtre compense´e au plus pre`s de sa consommation afin
de limiter les pertes et les chutes de tension ;
• les re´glages de la fre´quence des alternateurs interconnecte´s doivent eˆtre coor-
donne´s.
Le courant continu pose aussi des proble`mes : sa production ne´cessite le redresse-
ment des ondes de courant alternatif et le changement de tension ne peut se conce-
voir qu’au moyen de dispositifs complexes. Dans l’un et l’autre cas, le recours a` une
e´lectronique de puissance tre`s couˆteuse s’ave`re ne´cessaire.
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Le proble`me de la coupure du courant continu est techniquement re´solu mais au
prix de proce´de´s sophistique´s et chers. Par ailleur, il y a des situations dans lesquelles
le courant continu est plus inte´ressant que le courant alternatif.
HVDC
Un syste`me de transmission a` courant continu haute tension (HVDC) est un e´quipement
d’e´lectronique de puissance utilise´ pour la transmission de l’e´lectricite´ en courant continu
haute tension.
Une liaison a` courant continu est constitue´e d’une ligne a` courant continu reliant
au moins deux re´seaux alternatifs par l’interme´diaire de stations de conversion. Une
liaison HVDC est, la plupart du temps, inse´re´e dans un syste`me de transmission en
courant alternatif. Elle est donc constitue´e de trois e´le´ments :
1. un redresseur ;
2. une ligne de transmission ;
3. un onduleur.
Ge´ne´ralement, le redresseur et l’onduleur sont syme´triques et re´versibles (ils peuvent
e´changer leur roˆle). Historiquement, le redresseur et l’onduleur ont d’abord e´te´ re´alise´s
avec des soupapes a` vapeur de mercure. Re´cemment, ils sont majoritairement re´alise´s
avec des thyristors, quelques fois avec du transistor bipolaire a` grille isole´e (IGBT).
Ces syste`mes de transmission de l’e´nergie e´lectrique sont utilise´s pour trois princi-
pales raisons :
• Transporter des puissances sur de longues distances :
Le HVDC permet de transporter, sur de longues distances, des puissances souvent
supe´rieures a` 1000 MW. Il est dans ce cas technico-e´conomiquement pre´fe´rable
d’utiliser du courant continu plutoˆt qu’alternatif classique (HVAC). Le couˆt e´leve´
de l’e´lectronique de puissance est compense´ par deux avantages de´cisifs :
– deux conducteurs sont ne´cessaires au lieu de trois en tension alternative (ou
un conducteur seul, si l’on utilise la terre ou l’eau de mer comme deuxie`me
conducteur), ce qui peut compenser le surcouˆt pour des liaisons longues ;
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– au-dela` d’une certaine distance, (50 a` 100 km environ pour des liaisons
sous-terraines ou sous-marines, 500 a` 1000 km pour les lignes e´lectriques
ae´riennes), l’importance de courant capacitif rend peu inte´ressant le trans-
port d’e´lectricite´ en courant alternatif.
En 2012, la plus longue liaison HVDC du monde, sous le nom Rio Madeira (en-
viron 2500 km), reliera l’Amazonas et la zone du Sao Paulo en Bre´sil.
La re´alisation de liaisons sous-marines par caˆble sur de longues distances (typique-
ment plus de 50 km) en courant alternatif impose de compenser l’effet capacitif
des caˆbles, faute de quoi la tension de ce caˆble est mal controˆle´e. A` cet effet, on
installe dans les liaisons classiques des re´actances de compensation a` des points
interme´diaires (postes e´lectriques) de la liaison.
Dans une liaison sous-marine, on ne peut pas envisager un poste e´lectrique a` un
point interme´diaire (sous la mer). En courant continu, cet effet capacitif n’existe
pas, et justifie l’utilisation des HVDC pour ce type de liaison. De futures grandes
installations offshore pourront ainsi mieux exporter leur courant e´lectrique.
• Transporter des puissances entre des reseaux e´lectriques non synchrones :
Interconnecter des re´seaux e´lectriques non synchrones ou pre´sentant des fre´quences
diffe´rentes (50 Hz ou 60 Hz dans la presque totalite´ des cas) ne´cessite un disposi-
tif spe´cifique, et un HVDC est la re´ponse la plus courante. Par exemple, l’Arabie
saoudite et le Japon utilisent les deux fre´quences.
Le projet d’interconnexion des pays du golfe Arabique, majoritairement en 50
Hz, pre´voit une liaison HVDC de 1800 MW avec ce pays. C’est aussi le cas de la
France et du Royaume-Uni, qui bien que tous deux a` 50 Hz, ne sont pas conside´re´s
comme synchrones.
• Controˆler du flux de puissance :
Le troisie`me inte´reˆt des HVDC est le pilotage du flux de puissance entre deux
parties d’un re´seau e´lectrique. Les e´quipements HVDC destine´s a` cette application
ne comportent ge´ne´ralement pas de ligne de transmission, et les deux extre´mite´s
sont sur le meˆme site : on parle du HVDC de type back to back. Dans certains
cas ces e´quipements peuvent eˆtre en paralle`le avec une liaison alternative.
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En fait une grande partie des HVDC en service dans le monde sont des back
to back. Des grands pays, comme la Chine, l’Inde, les E´tats-Unis par exemple,
pre´sentent plusieurs ≪ re´gions e´lectriques ≫ difficilement interconnectables entre
elles, bien que a` la meˆme fre´quence.
Contexte
La croissance continue de la demande d’e´lectricite´ exige l’expansion continue des plans
pour augmenter la capacite´ de production, la capacite´ de transport, et a` promouvoir l’in-
terconnexion des re´gions qui sont parfois se´pare´es par de longues distances. La ne´cessite´
de transmettre l’e´nergie a` travers la mer est tre`s commun ainsi que l’interconnexion de
syste`mes asynchrones de diffe´rentes fre´quences. Ceci suppose de trouver des syste`mes
techniquement et e´conomiquement re´alisables afin d’assurer la stabilite´ et de garantir
un bon e´change d’e´nergie. Dans un re´seau de transport AC, les e´carts angulaires entre
les tensions aux extre´mite´s d’un ligne influencent de la puissance transmise. Cet e´cart
affecte la stabilite´ du re´seau.
La transmission d’e´nergie e´lectrique en utilisant des caˆbles sous-marins est limite´e
aux courtes distances dans le cas de HVAC en raison de la haute capacite´ die´lectrique
des caˆbles, et par conse´quent, des reactances shunt de compensation sont ne´cessaires
pour limiter la distance efficace de transmission [1, 2]. L’interconnexion directe des
re´seaux AC asynchrones est impossible via des liens HVAC.
Ces restrictions ont ne´cessite´ la recherche des solutions alternatives, qui, avec les
de´veloppements technologiques et les progre`s en e´lectronique de puissance ont permis
de progresser dans la transmission d’e´nergie e´lectrique [1]. En conse´quence, les syste`mes
de transmission HVDC ont e´merge´. En re´sultat, les actions e´conomiques et technolo-
giques pour revigorer le marche´ de l’e´nergie ont e´te´ fournies. Moins cher et plus des
interconnexions efficaces ont e´te´ re´alise´es.
En outre, les syste`mes de transmission HVDC ont permi d’interconnecter facilement
des re´seaux ou` la tension et la fre´quence ne sont pas compatibles ou quand il y a des
obstacles ge´ographiques tel que les mers, ou les oce´ans, ou les montagnes [1, 3, 4, 5, 6].
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L’e´nergie renouvelable est constamment innove´e dans le nouveau marche´ mondial.
Bien que les centres de production d’e´lectricite´ renouvelable soient souvent loin des
points de consommation, la transmission d’e´nergie avec des pertes minimales doit eˆtre
assure´e. Dans le cas des sources de production renouvelables e´olien offshore, il est
ne´cessaire de transmettre de grandes quantite´s d’e´nergie avec un rendument satisfisant.
A cet effet, plusieurs projets utilisant les technologies HVDC en combinaison avec des
e´nergies renouvelables sont en cours de de´veloppement en particulier via des caˆbles
sous-marins [7, 8, 9, 10].
Pour les raisons environnementales, techniques et e´conomiques, l’installation de
lignes HVDC est favorise´e afin de maximiser l’efficacite´ de transmission d’e´lectricite´. Par
conse´quent, les cinq dernie`res de´cennies ont te´moigne´ un de´veloppement significatif des
syste`mes de transmission HVDC. La technologie HVDC s’est notamment de´veloppe´e
pour :
• Interconnecter les zones e´loigne´es pour faciliter les e´changes d’e´nergies (NorNed :
le plus long caˆble HVDC sous-marin du monde ope´rationnel) ;
• Raccorder des parcs e´olien offshore ;
• Acheminer de l’e´nergie hydro e´loigne´e.
La plupart de ces syste`mes sont base´s sur les convertisseurs de source de courant (CSC)
utilisant la technologie de thyristor. Les de´fauts de cette technologie de transmission
sont l’absorption de la puissance re´active dans le syste`me, l’existence des harmoniques
ainsi que la valve, thyristor, ne peut pas eˆtre commute´ en position ouverte en pilotant
directement la grille. Cela limite la porte´e de son application [11].
Re´cemment, un avancement rapide et considerable est re´alise´ dans le domaine des
dispositifs d’e´lectroniques de puissance qui peuvent non seulement mettre active mais
aussi de´sactive imme´diatement, comme IGBT. Cela ouvre des possibilite´s pour l’in-
dustrie de l’e´nergie via l’utilisation du HVDC base´ sur les convertisseurs de source
de tension (VSC) avec la technologie IGBT qui est commercialise´ sous le nom HVDC
LightTM par ABB. Siemens propose e´galement la variante VSC-HVDC, propose´ par
le nom commercial HVDC PlusTM [12, 13, 14, 15, 16]. Graˆce aux valves e´lectroniques
IGBT, ces technologies innovantes montrent des avantages techniques et e´conomiques
plus conside´rables que les syste`mes conventionnels de transmission CSC-HVDC.
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La technologie VSC-HVDC offre des avantages compe´titifs pour les syste`mes d’e´nergie
actuels comme :
• L’e´change des puissances active et re´active peut eˆtre controˆle´e de manie`re flexible
et inde´pendante ;
• Aucun proble`me de de´faut de commutation ;
• Aucun communication est requise entre les stations interconnecte´es [11, 15].
Actuellement, le proble`me de la stabilisation des syste`mes de transmission VSC-
HVDC a attire´ l’attention de la communaute´ d’e´nergie et aussi d’automatique. La
conception de controˆleurs PI classique conside`re habituellement une condition de fonc-
tionnement unique du syste`me. Dans ce type de controˆleurs, le feedback est fixe et il
amplifie l’erreur de controˆle qui de´termine a` son tour la valeur du signal d’entre´e u
(sortie du controˆleur) du syste`me. La conception du controˆleur est traite´e de la meˆme
manie`re pour les diffe´rentes conditions de fonctionnement. Ce controˆleur simple ne
fonctionne souvent que dans une gamme de fonctionnement limite´.
Les incertitudes parame´triques (principalement a` cause d’une mauvaise pre´cision
des valeurs de parame`tres ou des perturbations) font apparaitre un changement des
conditions de fonctionnement. Donc, un faible amortissement inde´sirable ou meˆme des
oscillations instables peuvent eˆtre entraˆıne´es. Les parame`tres de controˆleurs produisent
un amortissement satisfaisant et ame´liorent la comportement dynamique des syste`mes
pour une condition de fonctionnement ne pouvant plus fournir l’amortissement suffisant
pour les autres conditions.
Par conse´quent, on peut conside´rer que les controˆleurs de type PI sont les plus
simples pour les syste`mes complexes non line´aires et dynamiques. Toutefois, dans cer-
taines circonstances, les controˆleurs traditionnels PI avec des valeurs de gain fixe qui
sont utilise´s pour les syste`mes de transmission VSC-HVDC produisent souvent une in-
stabilite´ des syste`mes [17, 18, 19, 20]. Ces controˆles de feedback classiques (celles qui
sont facilement re´gle´ manuellement) sont ge´ne´ralement applique´s aux syste`mes sans
incertitudes.
Bien que les controˆleurs re´gle´s par les approches de conception conventionnelles
soient simples, le manque de robustesse de ce type de controˆleurs n’est pas le seul
proble`me rencontre´.
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Les proce´dures traditionnelles deviennent longues et difficiles a` mettre en œuvre
notamment dans les cas ou` : diffe´rents controˆleurs doivent eˆtre coordonne´s, la coor-
dination doit eˆtre re´alise´e pour une varie´te´ de conditions de fonctionnement, et pour
des performances spe´cifiques a` satisfaire. Par conse´quent, pour surmonter les proble`mes
inde´sirables qui pourraient eˆtre rencontre´es par les controˆleurs PI classiques mises au
point avec le changement des conditions de fonctionnement et pour garantir la stabilite´
des syste`mes, diffe´rentes approches pour la conception de controˆleurs robustes et les
structures de controˆle adaptatif ont e´te´ propose´es.
La pre´sence des non-line´arite´s larges dans la dynamique du syste`me VSC-HVDC
rend les mode`les line´arise´s inade´quats pour la conception de controˆleur, une situation
qui motive l’utilisation des techniques de commandes non line´aire [21]. Ainsi, un grand
nombre de controˆleur pour des syste`mes de transmission HVDC base´ sur des techniques
de controˆle diffe´rentes ont e´te´ propose´es pour ame´liorer les syste`mes transitoires et la
stabilite´ dynamique [22, 23].
Des controˆleurs de´centralise´s, des structures de controˆle robuste, des lois de com-
mandes adaptatives et des controˆleurs non-line´aires base´s sur des techniques de controˆle
intelligents tels que la logique floue et les re´seaux de neurones (NN) ont e´te´ applique´es
pour controˆler le HVDC [24, 25, 26].
Faire une revue de litte´rature disponible dans le controˆle DC adaptatif n’est pas
tre`s pertinent car il y a eu peu de travaux dans le cas de perturbations de grande
amplitude. Ainsi, le controˆle adaptatif peut eˆtre non seulement inefficace, mais aussi
peut de´grader la performance plutoˆt que l’ame´liorer [24, 25, 26].
En outre, les autres techniques de controˆle non line´aires tels que le line´arisation
feedback [27, 28, 29], les techniques hamiltonien [30, 31], l’approache fonde´e sur la
passivite´ [32], des perturbations singulie`res [33] ont e´te´ applique´es avec succe`s pour at-
teindre un niveau e´leve´ de performance dynamique, en particulier en cas d’incertitudes
parame´triques, ou les e´ve´nements de contingences larges et inattendues [27].
De meˆme, la commande par modes glissants (SMC) est une technique pour ame´liorer
la robustesse du syste`me sous des incertitudes parame´triques et/ou des perturbations
exoge`nes [34, 35, 36]. Cette me´thode de controˆle avance´e (a` base de mode`le), agit effica-
cement sur les performances de controˆle de trajectoire pour les syste`mes stochastiques
(incertain ou mal de´fini).
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La commande de type SMC repre´sente un degre´ de stabilite´ raisonable. Elle a e´te´
de´montre´ la capacite´ a` amortir les oscillations en plus sa robustesse en pre´sence des
incertitudes parame´triques et/ou de bruit pour les syste`mes non line´aires. Ainsi, ce type
de commande, qui a attire´ un certain nombre de recherches, est explicitement robuste
en faveur de son insensibilite´ aux changements de topologie et/ou des parame`tres.
En outre, la me´thode du suivi asymptotique d’une trajectoire de re´fe´rence des sorties
(AOT) est utilise´e comme un controˆleur non-line´aire alternatif pour tels syste`mes. La
robustesse ade´quate des controˆleurs AOT est ve´rifie´e.
Etat de l’Art
Afin de surmonter les difficulte´s lors des conditions anormales de fonctionnement en
particulier sous des incertitudes parame´triques, des perturbations et des de´fauts, l’utili-
sation des techniques de controˆle avance´es telles que la commande robuste, adaptative,
optimale et les commandes base´es sur l’intelligence artificielle (AI) ont e´te´ e´labore´s
pour ame´liorer la stabilite´ transitoire des syste`mes e´nerge´tiques [27].
Ces approches non-line´aires ont e´te´ parmi des domaines les plus prometteurs d’ap-
plications de controˆle automatique [27]. Chacune de ces me´thodes a e´te´ utilise´e pour
e´laborer des controˆleurs non-line´aires pour les syste`mes incertains, caracte´rise´s par
un manque de connaissance comple`te des caracte´ristiques dynamiques du syste`me
[37, 38, 39].
Dans [40], Reeve et al. (1994) ont propose´ la commande adaptative par se´quencement
de gains pour les syste`mes HVDC afin d’accommoder des perturbations larges. Dash
et al. (1999) [24] ont e´tudie´ la performance de la liaison point to point HVDC en uti-
lisant un tuner flou. Une me´thode du tuner flou base´ sur une fonction d’e´nergie pour
le re´glage des parame`tres de controˆleurs d’un syste`me de transmission HVDC a e´te´
pre´sente´e. Le lien DC a e´te´ expose´ aux diverses perturbations (petites et grandes) pour
examiner l’efficacite´ de la technique concerne´e. L’erreur de courant DC et sa de´rive´e
ont e´te´ utilise´s comme les deux signaux principaux pour ge´ne´rer le changement des
gains PI du re´gulateur du courant du redresseur selon une base de re`gles floues. Les
re´sultats des simulations ont confirme´ la supe´riorite´ des re´gulateurs flous adaptatifs sur
les controˆleurs classiques de gain fixe dans l’amortissement des oscillations transitoires
du HVDC connectant des syste`mes AC faibles.
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Une fois de plus, comme explique´ dans [41], Dash et al. (1999) ont de´veloppe´ une
strate´gie de commande base´e sur Fuzzy Logic Control(FLC) pour le syste`me HVDC de
type point to point. L’approche de FLC s’est e´leve´e pour supprimer la non-line´arite´ dans
le syste`me de transmission non-line´aire HVDC, de sorte les dynamiques de la boucle
ferme´e deviennent sous une forme line´aire. Avant l’application de cette commande,
les parame`tres basiques du mode`le ont e´te´ identifie´s par la formation d’un combineur
adaptatif line´aire (adaline). Apre`s l’e´laboration du mode`le mathe´matique d’une boucle
ferme´e, l’action de controˆle peut eˆtre directement exprime´e comme une fonction de
l’erreur. En se basant sur les re´sultats obtenus, la supe´riorite´ de ces controˆleurs sur les
commandes classiques a e´te´ affiche´e.
Thomas et al. (2001) [42] ont introduit une synthe`se de controˆleurs non-line´aires
pour les syste`mes de transmission VSC-HVDC dans des conditions d’un re´seau e´quilibre´
afin de mettre en e´vidence les dynamiques rapides et lentes respectivement associe´es
aux boucles de controˆle de courant ainsi que la tension DC.
Durrant et al. (2003) ont propose´ dans [43] une me´thode base´e sur un controˆleur
de de´couplage a` chaque station de conversion pour controˆler le syste`me VSC. Cette
me´thode a utilise´ le feedback rapide pour line´ariser, de´coupler et simplifier la dynamique
de feedback pour les courants (d-q). Les re´fe´rences des entre´es de commande (courants
d-q) ont e´te´ utilise´es par la suite pour la mise en œuvre des strate´gies de controˆle P-V
(ou P-Q, ou VDC-Q) au niveau supe´rieur de controˆle.
Ensuite, Durrant et al. (2004) ont de´crit une conception de controˆleur base´e sur
l’ine´galite´ matricielle line´aire (LMI) pour les syste`mes VSC-HVDC a e´te´ robuste au
cours d’une se´rie de points de fonctionnement tel que de´montre´ dans [44]. Toutefois, la
conception de controˆleur non-line´aire base´e sur LMI a e´te´ complexe. Ainsi, sa mise en
œuvre est de´favorable.
Ruan et al. (2007) [11] ont sugge´re´ le controˆle Feedback Linearization (FL) pour
le syste`me VSC-HVDC. Un mode`le d’espace d’e´tat du syste`me a e´te´ premie`rement
de´veloppe´ et ensuite a e´te´ transforme´ en axe (d-q) du chaˆssis synchrone tournant.
Selon ce mode`le, la relation de correspondance entre les deux entre´es de commande et
les deux variables controˆle´es de chaque station a e´te´ de´termine´e. En utilisant le controˆle
FL, la tension de lien DC a e´te´ gouverne´e et les puissances active et re´active ont e´te´
controˆle´es. La validite´ du mode`le d’espace d’e´tat et de la strate´gie de controˆle propose´
a e´te´ ve´rifie´e a` amortir les oscillations du syste`me et ame´liorer le niveau de sa stabilite´.
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Des meilleures performances ont e´te´ obtenues avec cette commande base´e sur FL
par rapport au controˆle traditionnel.
De nouveau, Ruan et al. (2007) [45] ont applique´ un controˆle adaptatif de backs-
tepping dans le chaˆssis synchrone pour ame´liorer les performances du comportement
dynamique des syste`mes VSC-HVDC. Les incertitudes parame´triques telles que le chan-
gement des impe´dances de la ligne AC ont e´te´ prises en compte dans le design. Pour
un syste`me d’ordre e´leve´, les lois finales de controˆle ont e´te´ de´rive´es, e´tape par e´tape
via des fonctions de Lyapunov approprie´es. Ainsi, le processus de design n’est pas si
complexe. La performance de controˆle a e´te´ compare´e avec celle du controˆle line´aire.
L’efficacite´ des controˆleurs adaptatifs propose´s a e´te´ de´montre´e par des e´tudes de simu-
lation nume´rique sur un syste`me de transmission VSC-HVDC. Ces controˆleurs contri-
buent de manie`re significative pour ame´liorer le comportement dynamique des syste`mes
VSC-HVDC sous une large gamme de conditions de fonctionnement.
Jovcic et al. (2007) ont examine´ un syste`me de controˆle approprie´ pour un syste`me
de transmission de courant continu base´ sur VSC [46]. Chacun des deux convertis-
seurs VSC a deux entre´es de controˆle et quatre canaux de controˆle sur un syste`me de
transmission VSC pour offrir un controˆle polyvalent. Toutefois, le de´fi principal a e´te´
l’interaction dynamique entre les boucles de re´gulation. La stabilite´ globale du syste`me
et sa robustesse satisfaisants ont e´te´ re´alise´es avec deux boucles ferme´es a` gain e´leve´,
un a` chaque convertisseur.
Les deux boucles de controˆle peuvent eˆtre conc¸us en utilisant un mode`le approprie´
MATLABTM , a` la suite de la me´thode du lieu des racines ’Root Locus’ et les indicateurs
de robustesse. Le meilleur feedback rapide de stabilisation du coˆte´ redresseur a e´te´
trouve´e a` eˆtre une composante en quadrature de tension, qui comple´ment le feedback
de tension DC a` gain e´leve´ du coˆte´ onduleur.
Le controˆleur lent comporte trois boucles de controˆle de re´gulation PI utilisant
comme signaux de retour : la tension AC du coˆte´ redresseur, la tension AC du coˆte´
onduleur et la puissance DC du coˆte´ redresseur. Le controˆle de transmission VSC en
pre´sence des conditions de de´faut a e´te´ examine´ avec un controˆleur inde´pendant jus-
qu’aux niveaux de courants de de´faut. La commande de de´faut controˆle les courants
locaux de de´faut DC a` chaque convertisseur. Ce type de controˆleurs a e´te´ examine´ pour
des petits e´chelons en entre´es et des sce´narios de de´faut typique des coˆte´s AC et DC
pour confirmer la performance de conception du controˆleur.
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Pandey et al. (2009) ont pre´sente´ la conception des controˆleurs a` auto-re´glage pour
des syste`mes HVDC a` deux extre´mite´s [47]. Les controˆleurs ont e´te´ formule´s en utili-
sant un nouveau model de convertisseur a` temps discret base´ sur l’e´chantillonnage a`
taux multiple. Le controˆleur du courant du coˆte´ de redresseur a e´te´ conc¸u pour traiter
tout changement du courant du coˆte´ investisseur comme la perturbation de´terministe
agissante sur le syste`me. Afin d’estimer le courant du coˆte´ d’investisseur, un observa-
teur de suppression de bruit dynamique a e´te´ conc¸u qui ne´cessite seulement la mesure
des parame`tres au coˆte´ redresseur. Les dynamiques globales du syste`me de´pendent des
dynamiques du controˆleur et d’observateur. L’investigation de la boucle ferme´e d’un
controˆleur a` autore´glage a e´te´ plutoˆt difficile, et l’inclusion des dynamiques d’observa-
teur peuvent la rendre plus difficile. La performance de ces controˆleurs a e´te´ analyse´ a`
travers des simulations nume´riques de´taille´es sous une varie´te´ de perturbations larges.
La mode´lisation ade´quate des syste`mes de transmission VSC-HVDC peut ouvrir la
voie a` leur utilisation efficace pour ame´liorer la stabilite´ transitoire, l’amortissement
des oscillations de l’angle de puissance ainsi que la commande de la synchronisation de
puissance [48, 49, 50].
Dans [48], Cole et al. (2008) ont propose´ un mode`le ge´ne´rique du VSC-HVDC afin
d’e´tudier la stabilite´ de la tension et de l’angle du syste`me. Le compromise ne´cessaire
entre le respect de de´tail, de l’effort de mode´lisation, de la vitesse de simulation, et les
donne´es ont e´te´ conside´re´es dans la mode´lisation des syste`mes VSC-HVDC. Le mode`le
de´duit a base´ sur ’coupled current injectors’ qui permettent l’imple´mentation facile dans
la plupart des programmes commerciales de stabilite´. Les simulations ont e´te´ exe´cute´es
pour montrer le comportement dynamique de la liaison HVDC dans un syste`me simple.
De nouveau, Cole et al. (2011) ont conc¸u deux mode`les dynamiques standards du
VSC-HVDC pour e´tudier la stabilite´ du syste`me [49]. Le mode`le complet du syste`me,
compose´ du convertisseur et ses controˆleurs, les e´quations du circuit DC et les e´quations
de couplage, a e´te´ de´rive´e mathe´matiquement. Le filtre AC et la boucle a` verrouillage de
phase (PLL), souvent ne´glige´ dans la mode´lisation du VSC-HVDC, ont e´te´ conside´re´s.
Par ailleurs, un mode`le d’ordre re´duit a e´te´ de´duit du mode`le complet en ne´gligeant
les constantes de temps les plus petites. Par conse´quent, les auteurs ont pre´sente´ un
ensemble re´duit d’e´quations diffe´rentielles qui peuvent eˆtre inte´gre´es avec une phase de
temps plus grande.
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Les mode`les ont e´te´ mis en œuvre dans le programme de stabilite´ du MATLAB
(MatDyn). Les re´sultats des simulations ont confirme´ que le mode`le complet re´pond
de manie`re satisfaisante et que le mode`le re´duit peut eˆtre utilise´ afin d’e´tudier des
syste`mes des dynamiques d’ordre infe´rieur.
Zhang et al. (2009) [50] ont ve´rifie´ que la commande de synchronisation de puissance
est particulie`rement applicable aux syste`mes de transmission VSC-HVDC raccorde´s
aux syste`mes faibles de courant alternatif. Ils ont e´tudie´s le controˆle de feedback multi-
variable afin de controˆler la synchronisation de puissance. Deux approches de conception
diffe´rentes sont propose´es : le controˆle des mode`les internes (IMC) et la commande
base´e sur H∞. Les deux approches ont e´te´ compare´es par rapport a` leurs performance
dynamique, robustesse et simplicite´.
Inte´gration des Eolienne dans les Re´seaux Electriques
La proposition de la commission europe´enne d’atteindre 20% d’e´lectricite´ d’origine
renouvelable d’ici 2020 ouvre la voie a` une expansion massive de la filie`re e´olienne.
Pour atteindre cet objectif, l’inte´gration des e´oliennes a` grande e´chelle devra se faire
onshore, mais surtout offshore. La connexion de ces sites offshore repre´sente alors des
de´fis inte´ressants pour les gestionnaires de re´seaux e´lectriques ne´cessitant de nouvelles
me´thodes pour concevoir et exploiter le syste`me [51, 52, 53]. Cela passe notamment
par la mise en place de re´seaux a` technologie continu qui seront ensuite raccorde´s aux
re´seaux alternatifs.
Ce raccordement se fait par l’interme´diaire de convertisseurs utilisant la technolo-
gie VSC-HVDC. Cette technologie combine la flexibilite´, la capacite´ de transmission,
la controˆlabilite´ et l’ope´rabilite´ ne´cessaire par les exigences techniques et commerciales.
L’e´olien offshore favorise la technologie ” machine synchrone a` aimants permanents ”
pour laquelle le parc est connecte´ au re´seau principal a` l’aide d’un syste`me de trans-
mission VSC, Il n’y a alors pas de lien direct entre les machines et le re´seau principal
AC. Il en re´sulte plusieurs avantages techniques et e´conomiques pour les gestionnaires
du syste`me de transport (TSOs), les de´veloppeurs et les fabricants de parc e´olien.
Du point de vue des TSO, le convertisseur VSC cote´ re´seau peut eˆtre directement
relie´ a` un centre de controˆle pour le pilotage des puissances active et re´active. En
outre, le bus continu limite la propagation des perturbations du re´seau vers l’e´olienne
(et vice-et-versa).
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Par conse´quent, il y a une re´duction des contraintes me´caniques sur les e´oliennes,
ces contraintes e´tant reporte´es sur les convertisseurs de puissance. Les principales ca-
racte´ristiques du syste`me de transmission VSC-HVDC a` grande e´chelle de l’e´nergie
e´olienne offshore sont :
• Le VSC-HVDC peut re´pondre aux recommandations du grid code ;
• Les e´oliennes n’ont plus besoin d’eˆtre conc¸u pour satisfaire le grid code, l’optimi-
sation peut se concentrer sur le couˆt, l’efficacite´ et la robustesse ;
• Le VSC-HVDC permet de de´coupler le parc e´olien du re´seau AC pour re´duire la
propagation des perturbations ;
• Le VSC-HVDC permet de controˆler la tension au point de raccordement et de
e´ventuellement de participer au re´glage de la fre´quence. Ainsi, il peut eˆtre utilise´
pour ame´liorer le niveau de la stabilite´ du re´seau AC.
Ces dernie`res anne´es, de nombreux travaux ont e´te´ de´die´s au controˆle des parcs
e´oliens, et de leur inte´gration dans le re´seau e´lectrique. Deux situations sont ren-
contre´es :
– Commande des convertisseurs VSC d’une e´olienne asynchrone a` double alimentation
(DFIG) ;
– Commande des convertisseurs VSC d’une e´olienne synchrone a` aimants permanents
(PMSG).
L’impact du controˆle du VSC-HVDC sur les performances dynamiques de parcs
e´oliens offshore pendant des re´gimes permanant et/ou des re´gimes transitoires ont e´te´
pre´sente´s dans la litte´rature.
Mahi et al. (2007) [54] ont propose´e une strate´gie de controˆle direct de couple (DTC)
pour la machine de type DFIG d’une e´olienne a` vitesse variable. Les lois de commande
non line´aires sont formule´es pour fournir la re´fe´rence de couple, et ainsi re´duire l’erreur
de la trajectoire de puissance e´lectrique produite. L’approche DTC a e´te´ utilise´e au
lieu du controˆle classique a` flux oriente´ (FOC). Cette technique de controˆle a montre´e
la de´pendance plus faible vis-a`-vis des parame`tres du syste`me, en plus sa simplicite´
relative d’imple´mentation.
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La combinaison de la loi de controˆle multivariable puissante avec la commande de
type DTC a garanti la bonne performance, ainsi que la robustesse contre les perturba-
tions diverses.
Dans [55], Boukhezzar et al. (2009) ont conc¸u le controˆleur non line´aire en cascade
pour une e´olienne a` vitesse variable de type DFIG. L’objectif principal de ce controˆleur
est la capture optimale de l’e´nergie e´olienne en dessous de la zone de puissance nomi-
nale. Des nouvelles structures de controˆle, meˆme pour le DFIG et la partie me´canique
(aeroturbine) ont e´te´ introduites afin d’e´viter certains inconve´nients des me´thodes de
controˆle existants. La commande globale a e´te´ compose´e de deux controˆleurs en cas-
cade. Le premier concerne l’aeroturbine, tandis que le second concerne le DFIG. Ces
controˆleurs ont e´te´ conc¸us en conside´rant l’aspect dynamique de la turbine e´olienne,
la non-line´arite´ du comportement de l’ae´rodynamique ainsi que la nature turbulente
du vent. En utilisant la commande propose´e, les re´sultats de simulation ont garanti
l’ame´lioration de la performance du point de vue de l’efficacite´ avec des charges tran-
sitoires ainsi que son imple´mentation plus simple par rapport a` certaines strate´gies de
controˆleur existantes.
Wang et al. (2011) [56] ont de´crit l’utilisation de la technologie du VSC-HVDC pour
atte´nuer les fluctuations de puissance cre´es par les parcs e´oliens base´ sur les machines de
type DFIG. Un controˆle vectoriel a` flux statorique oriente´ afin de capturer une e´nergie
e´olienne maximale a e´te´ pre´sente´. Le controˆle inde´pendant de la puissance active et
re´active a e´te´ re´alise´. L’efficacite´ du controˆle de l’e´nergie e´olienne en captant l’e´nergie
maximale du vent a e´te´ e´galement remplie. En outre, la strate´gie de la coordination de
controˆle entre les parcs e´oliens et le syste`me VSC-HVDC a e´te´ pre´sente´e. La re´gulation
rapide de la puissance active et de la puissance re´active du syste`me VSC-HVDC a
maintenu la puissance d’injection du syste`me AC une valeur stable, selon les besoins
du syste`me. Les re´sultats de simulation ont ve´rifie´ la pertinence de la strate´gie de
controˆle propose´e afin d’atte´nuer les fluctuations de puissance de sortie [56].
Muyeen et al. (2010) [57] ont pre´sente´ les strate´gies de fonctionnement et le controˆle
du parc e´olien offshore interconnecte´ aux syste`mes HVDC. Le parc e´olien offshore
compose´ d’ae´roge´ne´rateurs a` vitesse variable avec de type PMSG a e´te´ conside´re´ dans
cette e´tude. Le syste`me de transmission HVDC base´e sur un point neutre a` trois niveaux
du VSC a e´te´ utilise´ pour l’interconnexion entre le parc e´olien offshore et le re´seau
onshore.
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Une mode´lisation globale du syste`me en proposant des strate´gies de controˆle a e´te´
e´labore´e. Un controˆleur simple base´ sur la logique floue a e´te´ adopte´e dans la station
offshore du VSC. Les re´ponses dynamique et transitoire du syste`me ont e´te´ e´tudie´es en
conside´rant les donne´es re´elles de la vitesse du vent [56, 57, 58, 59, 60].
Zhao et al. (2011) [58] ont introduit la structure de raccordement DC du parc e´olien
base´ sur le PMSG. Selon le syste`me du VSC-HVDC, la topologie de type se´rie-paralle`le
des unite´s de production DC a e´te´ propose´e. La tension continue a e´te´ controˆle´e au
niveau du ge´ne´rateur afin d’atteindre l’objectif de la se´rie-paralle`le. Coˆte´ re´seau, une
me´thode de de´couplage des puissances active et re´active a e´te´ applique´e pour suivre la
puissance maximale en controˆlant les courants d-q du re´seau. Les mode`les du syste`me
de ge´ne´rateur unique, de connexion se´rie et paralle`le ont e´te´ e´tablis. Les re´sultats des
simulations ont mis en e´vidence l’efficacite´ de la strate´gie de commande pre´sente´e [58].
Enfin, Nguyen et al. (2011) [60] ont e´tudie´ l’e´valuation de la stabilite´ pour les
syste`mes de transmission VSC-HVDC lorsqu’ils sont applique´s a` grande e´chelle. Des
strate´gies de controˆle ont e´te´ propose´es pour permettre une inte´gration des grands parcs
e´oliens offshore dans le re´seau e´lectrique en minimisant les situations critiques et pour
garantir la stabilite´ requise. Par conse´quent, la capacite´ de ces syste`mes complexes a`
supporter de de´fauts sur le re´seau a e´te´ e´value´e. Ainsi, diffe´rentes strate´gies de controˆle
ont e´te´ propose´es pour le VSC-HVDC. Les re´sultats de simulation ont e´te´ e´value´s en
analysant le temps de re´ponse et la fiabilite´ de la strate´gie de controˆle [60].
Dans cette the`se, des controˆleurs conventionnels de type PI et des techniques de
commandes non-line´aires avance´es telles que AOT ou SMC ont e´te´ applique´es sur les
syste`mes de transmission VSC-HVDC. Les approches non-line´aires de type AOT et
SMC, simples et robustes, fournissent explicitement une ame´lioration des performances
du comportement dynamique et d’une e´le´vation du niveau de la stabilite´ du syste`me
meˆme en pre´sence des incertitudes parame´triques et/ou des perturbations.
Ainsi, une e´tude inte´ressante afin d’ame´liorer la performance dynamique du syste`me
nomme´ Single Machine via VSC-HVDC (SM via VSC-HVDC) et d’amortir les oscil-
lations de l’angle de puissance en utilisant la commande classique PI est introduite en
pre´sence des de´fauts. Le principal avantage de ce type du controˆle est sa simplicite´.
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Objectifs de la The`se
L’objectif de cette the`se est d’e´tudier la stabilisation, les commandes non-line´aires et
l’ame´lioration des performances dynamiques des syste`mes de transmission VSC-HVDC
sous les incertitudes parame´triques, telles que les fluctuations des parame`tres de caˆbles
DC ou de lignes AC, et/ou des perturbations (de´fauts).
D’une part, les controˆleurs a` feedback non-line´aires base´s sur les techniques AOT
et SMC sont respectivement utilise´s pour atteindre ce but graˆce a` leur robustesse
aux incertitudes parame´triques et les perturbations exoge`nes. Ces approches de com-
mandes avance´es, base´s sur des syste`mes de structures variables (VSS), ont la capacite´
a` controˆler un syste`me non-line´aire en pre´sence des incertitudes associe´es a` l’estimation
des parame`tres et la mode´lisation des erreurs. Ils fournissent, avant tout, la robustesse
de performance ainsi que la simplicite´ des proce´dures de conception de commandes.
Premie`rement, les mode`les mathe´matiques d’espace d’e´tats du syste`me de trans-
mission VSC-HVDC, qui relient soit ge´ne´rateur-charge (GL) or ge´ne´rateur-ge´ne´rateur
(GG) ou` le flux de puissance est unidirectionnel ou bidirectionnel respectivement, sont
de´veloppe´s. Pour les syste`mes GL VSC-HVDC, les controˆleurs conventionnels PI sont
applique´s. Puis, des signaux non-line´aires de commandes base´s sur AOT et SMC sont
formule´s pour les syste`mes GG VSC-HVDC. Les puissances re´actives aux coˆte´s AC
des deux VSCs sont controˆle´es vers leurs valeurs de re´fe´rence spe´cifie´es. Les valeurs
favorables de consigne sont nulles afin d’atteindre un facteur de puissance d’unite´. En
outre, la puissance active au cote´ AC d’un VSC et la tension DC sur l’autre convertis-
seur sont re´gies a` leurs valeurs nominales. Par conse´quent, la puissance transmise est
controˆle´e ade´quatement. La chute de tension et la perte de puissance dans le lien DC
sont prises en conside´ration. En conse´quence, la stabilisation globale et l’ame´lioration
de performance des syste`mes en pre´sence des incertitudes parame´triques, sont effectue´s.
La robustesse de commandes conventionnelle et non-line´aire propose´es est e´value´e.
En utilisant MATLABr, les re´sultats ve´rifient d’une manie`re significative que les
commandes robustes de´sire´es base´es sur AOT et SMC peuvent fournir une performance
favorable de trajectoire, et contribuent efficacement a` l’ame´lioration du comportement
dynamique des syste`mes, dans les conditions normaux de fonctionnement ou en pre´sence
des incertitudes parame´triques telle que la variation de parame`tres de caˆble DC pour
diffe´rent longueurs de liens DC.
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De ce fait, les commandes non-line´aires robustes propose´es peuvent constituer un
bon candidat pour re´soudre une varie´te´ de proble`mes pratiques des syste`mes VSC-
HVDC notamment en pre´sence des variations de parame`tres de liens DC.
D’autre part, le syste`me de transmission GG VSC-HVDC est remplace´ par un nou-
veau syste`me e´quivalent nomme´ SM via VSC-HVDC. Apre`s la mode´lisation analytique
du syste`me, le controˆleur conventionnel PI est applique´ au niveau du convertisseur afin
d’ame´liorer la stabilite´ transitoire du syste`me et pour amortir les oscillations de l’angle
de rotor du ge´ne´rateur synchrone.
Contributions de la The`se
Cette the`se comporte deux parties principales. Dans la premie`re, les controˆleurs conven-
tionnel et non-line´aire ainsi la stabilisation de syste`mes de transmissions VSC-HVDC
sont re´alise´es. Deux syste`mes diffe´rents, GL VSC-HVDC et GG VSC-HVDC, sont
e´tudie´s. Quant a` l’existence d’incertitudes parame´triques, le mode`le physique du syste`me
de transmission VSC-HVDC est explicitement discute´. Ensuite, les mode`les mathe´matiques
d’espace d’e´tats des deux syste`mes de transmission, dont le flux de puissance est res-
pectivement unidirectionnel et bidirectionnel, sont e´labore´s selon des expressions relati-
vement simples pour e´valuer la re´ponse du syste`me en re´gime permanent et transitoire
dans les re´seaux d’e´nergie. Puisque les incertitudes parame´triques sont associe´es au
fonctionnement du syste`me, des diffe´rentes me´thodologies de commandes non-line´aires
sont applique´es afin de contourner des situations anormales.
Pour les syste`me GL VSC-HVDC, les controˆleurs conventionnel PID sont conc¸us
pour re´duire l’impact des incertitudes parame´triques et perturbations sur les perfor-
mances dynamiques du syste`me. Les actions de commandes ge´ne´re´es sont directe-
ment exprime´es comme une fonction de l’erreur, ses de´rive´s ou inte´grales. Les com-
mandes conventionnelles propose´es garantissent une performance acceptable de tra-
jectoire quand les parame`tres du re´gulateur PID sont choisies de manie`re approprie´e.
Apre`s le choix convenable des gains de re´glage afin d’obtenir une re´ponse ade´quate, les
commandes classiques sont ve´rifie´es afin d’eˆtre efficaces en ge´rant la tension DC ainsi
en controˆlent les puissances re´active inde´pendamment et d’une manie`re flexible.
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La puissance re´active est controˆle´e vers sa valeur de reference a` l’extre´mite´ AC
de VSC du syste`me GL VSC-HVDC. Pour obtenir un facteur de puissance d’unite´, la
valeur de re´fe´rence de la puissance re´active est fixe´e a` ze´ro. En controˆlant les puissances
re´actives Q dans le cas de N convertisseurs connecte´s a` un meˆme re´seau DC, (N-1)
convertisseurs sont pilote´s en puissance active P et le Neme pilote la tension de bus DC.
Les re´sultats de simulation confirment que les controˆleurs traditionnels propose´s
fournissent des niveaux ade´quates de stabilite´ dans certains points de fonctionnement.
Le temps de re´ponse et le comportement dynamique du syste`me peuvent encore eˆtre
ame´liore´es par l’optimisation des gains de re´glage. L’e´valuation de la robustesse des
controˆleurs est misee en e´vidence en pre´sence d’incertitudes parame´triques telles que des
variations de re´sistance de caˆble DC et des changements de re´actance de ligne AC. Ainsi,
le comportement dynamique et les performances de trajectoire sont obtenus meˆme avec
des changements de consigne. Une robustesse acceptable et une performance suffisante
sont re´alise´es. L’analyse du syste`me avec un PID est tre`s simple mais sa conception peut
eˆtre de´licate, car il n’existe pas de me´thode unique pour re´soudre ce proble`me. Il faut
trouver des compromis, le re´gulateur ide´al n’existe pas. En ge´ne´ral on se fixe un cahier
des charges a` respecter sur la robustesse, le de´passement et le temps d’e´tablissement du
re´gime stationnaire. Parfois, les performances d’un PID peuvent devenir insuffisantes
en raison de la pre´sence du non-line´arite´ du syste`me ou d’un retard trop important
dans le mode`le, on fait alors appel a` d’autres algorithmes de re´glage.
Pour les syste`mes de transmission GG VSC-HVDC, les commandes de feedback
base´es sur diffe´rentes commandes telles que AOT et SMC sont de´duites. L’e´laboration
des deux controˆleurs AOT et SMC est relativement simple et claire parce que les lois
non-line´aires des commandes re´sultantes sont de´rive´es e´tape par e´tape. La technique de
commande base´e sur SMC applique´e au syste`me garantie la re´alisation de robustesse
et la performance de trajectoire en utilisant la the´orie de Lyapunov.
En conside´rant les commandes base´es sur la theorie de VSS, les puissances active
et re´active d’une extrimettees AC du VSC sont controˆle´es en utilisant directement
leurs signaux de re´fe´rence. Egalement, la tension DC et la puissance re´active de l’autre
convertisseur VSC sont ge´re´es. En effet, la chute de tension dans le lien DC, les pertes et
la direction de flux de puissances sont prises en compte. Par conse´quent, la commande
non-line´aire SMC est capable d’atteindre le but de´sire´.
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Conside´rant les incertitudes parame´triques des re´seaux e´lectriques telles que les
fluctuations de resistance du caˆble DC, les variations de re´actance de ligne AC et les
changements de signaux de re´fe´rence, la robustesse du controˆleur conc¸u et sa perfor-
mance dynamique sont e´value´es.
Les re´sultats de simulation montrent explicitement la robustesse inhe´rente des
controˆleurs sous les incertitudes parame´triques pour diffe´rent longueurs de caˆbles DC.
En plus, la stabilite´ du syste`me et son comportement dynamique sont renforce´s en uti-
lisant les controˆleurs non-line´aires propose´s notamment en pre´sence des variations de
re´sistance du caˆble DC.
Le proble`me de chattering est un inconve´nient majeur des commandes de type
AOT et SMC. Donc, la ne´cessite´ d’avoir des transitions douces significatives ainsi un
comportement dynamique sans chattering est prise en conside´ration notamment pour
l’e´laboration de la commande non-line´aire SMC. Par conse´quent, le phe´nome`ne de
chattering qui apparait en utilisant la commande SMC peut eˆtre surmonte´ en proposant
des fonctions continues telles que la fonction saturation ou la fonction hyperbolique au
lieu de la fonction sigmo¨ıde discontinu.
Dans le cas d’un syste`me GG VSC-HVDC dans lequel les deux re´seaux AC sont
interconnecte´s par des liens de courant continu, des commandes base´es sur AOT et
SMC sont utilise´es afin de controˆler les puissances re´actives sur les coˆte´s AC de deux
convertisseurs du HVDC, pour maintenir la puissance active au terminal envoyant
AC du VSC a` sa valeur de consigne, et pour gouverner les tensions continues sur le
ligne DC raccordant les deux stations AC. En conside´rant les diffe´rentes distances
se´parant les postes AC ainsi que les variations de la re´fe´rence de puissance active de
±20% chacun, ces commandes non-line´aires garantient efficacement d’erreur statique du
trajectoire e´gale a` ze´ro meˆme en pre´sence de variation de la re´fe´rence de puissance active
notamment avec des incertitudes parame´triques telles que les variations de re´sistance
du caˆble DC.
Les figures (1) et (2) illustrent la capacite´ de la commande base´e sur SMC en
considerant ces perturbations. Dans la figure (1), bien que les longueurs de liaison DC
varient, le comportement des puissances re´actives rest toujours a` ze´ro. Un facteur de
puissance d’unite´ sur les coˆte´s AC des convertisseurs VSC sont obtenus sous la variation
de la re´fe´rence de la puissance active envoye´e et avec l’incertitudes parame´triques de
l’impe´dance de la liaison DC.
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Figure 1: Les comportements dynamiques des puissances active et re´active sur les cote´es
AC des convertisseurs en utilisant la commande base´e sur SMC.
Figure 2: Les comportements des tensions DC en conside`rant des diffe´rentes longueurs de
liaison DCen utilisant la commande base´e sur SMC.
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La puissance active a` la borne d’envoi AC suit parfaitement sa valeur nominale
pour la premie`re periode pour toutes les longueurs conside´re´es. Des e´carts acceptables
re´sultent par rapport a` la puissance nominale dans les periodes suivantes. Le temps de
stabilisation peut eˆtre ge´re´ en augmentant les gains de re´glage des controˆleurs jusqu’a` la
re´alisation d’un temps de re´ponse ade´quat avec un niveau de de´passement convenable
infe´rieur a` 15%.
Dans la figure (2), des tensions admissibles de courant continues (UC1, UC2 et UCC)
sont atteints pour les diffe´rentes longueurs de liaison DC. UC2 est a` sa valeur nominale
de 300 kV pour toutes les longueurs propose´es de liaison DC. Pour ces longueurs de
liaison DC, les valeurs estime´es des UCC et UC1 sont effecte´es en raison de la chute
de tension du lien qui ne reste pas constant. Simplement, la re´sistance de la liaison
DC varie proportionnelle a` sa longueur. La plus longe des liaisons DC voient les chutes
de tension plus e´leve´es. Par conse´quent, les valeurs supe´rieures de UCC et UC1 sont
re´ve´le´es.
Explicitement, l’approche de la commande non line´aire base´e sur SMC peut eˆtre
conside´re´e comme une me´thode de controˆle efficace et sans chattering surtout avec la
se´lection approprie´e des gains de re´glage.
Elle fournit l’amortissement signifiant d’oscillations et diminue le temps de conver-
gence. Par conse´quent, elle peut eˆtre avantageusement utilise´ non seulement lors de
conditions normales d’exploitation, mais aussi pour de longueurs diffe´rentes de liaison
DC afin d’ame´liorer les performances dynamiques du syste`me.
La deuxie`me partie fournit une contribution substantielle pour ma the`se. Elle vise
a` e´tudier l’influence de la commande du VSC-HVDC sur l’ame´lioration de la per-
formance dynamique du re´seau de courant alternatif au cours de de´fauts. Le mode`le
mathe´matique du syste`me SM via VSC-HVDC propose´ est initialement re´alise´. Ensuite,
le controˆleur conventionnel PI est applique´ au niveau du convertisseur du syste`me pour
agir sur les oscillations de l’angle de puissance (POD) de la machine synchrone ; puis
pour ame´liorer son comportement dynamique lors de de´fauts.
Les re´sultats de simulation ve´rifient la possibilite´ de l’utilisation de la commande
classique PI, qui sont relativement simples a` mettre en œuvre, pour asservir la tension
ou l’angle au niveau du convertisseur afin de garantir une ame´lioration acceptable des
performances dynamiques du syste`me ; ainsi pour l’amortissement des oscillations de
l’angle de puissance de la machine synchrone.
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Pour l’amortissement des oscillations de l’angle du rotor de la machine synchrone
dans le syste`me SM via VSC-HVDC, le syste`me peut-eˆtre controˆle´ en ajustant l’angle
ou l’amplitude de la tension au niveau de convertisseur VSC. Puis, les composantes d-q
de la tension sur le coˆte´ VSC sont asservies. Par conse´quent, deux approches base´es
sur les controˆleurs PI sont propose´es :
• La premie`re approche consiste a` ajuster d’une manie`re continue la valeur du
V∞d(ref) en conside´rant une re´fe´rence constante de la puissance active sur le coˆte´ du
convertisseur. On calcule alors la quantite´ du ∆V∞d qui permet l’asservissement
de la valeur du V∞d(ref) . Le cas d’e´tude de base est re´alise´ pour ∆V
∞
d =0 ;
• La deuxie`me approche a base´e sur le control de la valeur du V∞d(ref) en cas de
la variation du PHVDC(ref). En effet, la valeur du ∆PHVDC estime´e a` partir du
∆δHVDC est conside´re´e dans la boucle de re´gulateur PI.
La Figure (3) repre´sente le comportement dynamique des angles de puissance au
niveau du convertisseur et de la machine asynchrone (δHVDC et δr) dans le cas de
base de SM via VSC-HVDC en pre´sence du de´faut. Les gains du controˆleur PI (Kp
et Ki) utilise´s pour la re´gulation de la re´fe´rence de la composant directe de la tension
au niveau de convertisseur V∞d(ref) sont choisis comme (0, 005 et 4), respectivement. Il
est inte´ressant de comparer les re´ponses des δHVDC et δr. Le temps de stabilisation du
δHVDC est plus court et son amplitude est plus faible compare´ au temps de re´ponse du
δr. En re´gime permanent, δr=δHVDC .
La figure (4) illustre l’impact du controˆle du V∞d(ref) sur les performances dyna-
miques de l’angle du rotor du ge´ne´rateur synchrone δr. L’angle du rotor est estime´
par l’inte´gration de la vitesse du rotor de la machine. Le comportement dynamique est
e´tudie´ avec et sans conside´ration de l’effet du ∆V∞d en asserviront V
∞
d(ref)
.
La figure (5) montre l’impact de controˆler la valeur du PHVDC(ref) sur l’ame´lioration
de la re´ponse dynamique de l’angle du rotor de la machine. En augmentant la valeur
du Kp, on obtient un comportement dynamique plus stable, mieux amorti et avec de
temps de stabilisation plus court par rapport au sce´nario du cas de base.
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Figure 3: Le comportement dynamique des angles δr et δHVDC dans le cas de base du
syste`me SM via VSC-HVDC en pre´sence d’un de´faut a` t=5 secondes (Rfault=10 Ω et
tfault=120 msecondes).
Figure 4: La re´ponse dynamique de l’angle du rotor de la machine synchrone δr en
controˆlant V∞d(ref) avec une commande classique PI (Kp = 0.005, Ki = 4) en pre´sence
d’un de´faut a` t=5 secondes (Rfault=10 Ω et tfault=120 msecondes).
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Figure 5: Le comportement dynamique de l’angle du rotor de la machine synchrone δr en
controˆlant PHVDC(ref) avec une commande classique PI (Kp = 0.005, Ki = 4) en pre´sence
d’un de´faut a` t=5 secondes (Rfault=10 Ω et tfault=120 msecondes).
Donc, on peut constater l’efficacite´ du controˆle du fonctionnement du ge´ne´rateur
synchrone, l’ame´lioration de sa performance dynamique et l’amortissement des oscilla-
tions de l’angle de puissance en ajustant la valeur et l’angle de la tension au niveau du
convertisseur avec un controˆle classique PI inte´gre´ dans les deux approches propose´es.
Grandes Lignes de The`se
Apre`s l’introduction, le chapitre 1 introduit brie`vement un aperc¸u des syste`mes de
transmissions HVDC ou` un arrie`re-plan historique des principaux types des syste`mes
de transmissions d’e´nergie est pre´sente´. Les aspects environnementaux, techniques et
e´conomiques des syste`mes de transmissions HVDC sont explicite´s. Les avantages de la
mise en œuvre des syste`mes HVDC plutoˆt qu’utiliser des syste`mes de transmissions
HVAC sont expose´s. Les configurations HVDC les plus re´centes selon la technologie
d’e´lectronique de puissance et la cate´gorie de transmission sont montre´es. Ensuite,
l’inte´gration des e´oliennes dans les re´seaux e´lectriques est introduite.
Le chapitre 2 fournie une bre`ve de´finition des commandes non-line´aires robustes et
adaptatives. Alors, un sommaire des diffe´rentes techniques modernes de ces commandes
utilise´es pour la stabilisation des syste`mes est pre´sente´.
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Les raisons principales d’incertitudes parame´triques qui existaient dans les re´seaux
e´lectriques sont clairement expose´es. Ensuite, les concepts de base derrie`re l’e´laboration
de commandes non-line´aires SMC et AOT, base´es sur la the´orie de Lyapunov applique´es
aux syste`mes VSC-HVDC, sont mises en e´vidence par des de´rivations mathe´matiques
simples.
Dans le chapitre 3, le mode`le mathe´matique du syste`me de transmission VSC-
HVDC, qui interconnecte le ge´ne´rateur-charge (GL) ou` le flux de puissance est uni-
directionnel, est de´duit. Pour les syste`mes GL VSC-HVDC, la puissance est livre´e du
ge´ne´rateur vers la charge. En conse´quence, les e´quations de l’espace d’e´tats du syste`me
sont clairement de´veloppe´es. Les commandes conventionnelles line´aires de type PI sont
introduites. Les re´sultats de simulation pre´sentent l’efficacite´ de ces controˆleurs pour
ame´liorer le comportement dynamique du syste`me GL VSC-HVDC et pour renforcer
son stabilite´. D’ailleurs, la robustesse de ces commandes traditionnelles est interpre´te´e
en pre´sence des incertitudes parame´triques telles que les variations de charge et/ou la
re´actance de ligne AC.
Ensuite, le mode`le mathe´matique d’espace d’e´tats du syste`me VSC-HVDC, qui
interconnecte le ge´ne´rateur-ge´ne´rateur (GG) ou` la puissance peut eˆtre transmise dans
les deux sens, est de´veloppe´. Les commandes non-line´aires base´es sur AOT et SMC sont
formule´es et largement de´montre´. Pour les syste`mes de transmissions VSC-HVDC des
puissances e´leve´es, les re´sultats de simulation et l’analyse qui mettent en e´vidence la
robustesse des commandes non-line´aires propose´es envers a` la pre´sence d’incertitudes
parame´triques sont illustre´s. Egalement, le comportement dynamique du syste`me et
son niveau de stabilite´, en utilisant ces controˆleurs relativement simples, sont e´tudie´s.
Le chapitre 5 pre´sente un re´seau AC pilote´ par un convertisseur VSC-HVDC pour
un syste`me de transmission GG VSC-HVDC. Pour une extre´mite´ du re´seau, le mode`le
mathe´matique du ge´ne´rateur synchrone est conside´re´ au septie`me ordre afin de prendre
en compte la dynamique du syste`me. De l’autre extre´mite´, le re´seau AC est repre´sente´
par un bus mais avec une tension fixe et un angle variable. Nous e´tudions l’influence de
l’utilisation d’un re´gulateur PI conventionnel sur la puissance active ou la composante
directe de la tension du terminal AC du convertisseur VSC afin d’amortir les oscillations
de l’angle de puissance. Pour illustrer l’effet de ce controˆleur sur la stabilite´ globale,
diffe´rentes conditions de fonctionnement du re´seau sont e´tudie´es notamment avec la
pre´sence de de´fauts.
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Les re´sultats des simulations ve´rifient que la commande classique propose´e du cote´
du convertisseur est capable d’amortir les oscillations de l’angle de puissance de la
machine et d’ame´liorer le comportement dynamique du syste`me, meˆme sous les de´fauts.
Finalement, les conclusions principales et les contributions de cette the`se ainsi que
les suggestions pour les directions de recherche dans le futur et les perspectives sont
fournies.
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Introduction
M
ODERN human society needs an ever-increasing supply of electrical power. Elec-
trical power systems, which are very complex in nature, have been built to satisfy
this increasing demand. The trend in electric power production is toward an intercon-
nected network of transmission lines linking generators and loads into large integrated
systems. Successful operation of a power system depends largely on its ability to provide
reliable and uninterrupted service to the loads. Ideally, the loads must be continuously
fed at constant voltage and frequency. A reliable service is to keep synchronous gener-
ators running in parallel and with adequate capacity to meet the load demand, and to
maintain the power network’s integrity. If a generator loses synchronism with the rest
of the system, significant voltage and current fluctuations may occur. Then, transmis-
sion lines may be automatically tripped by their relays at undesired locations [21]. A
major system’s shock may lead to a loss of synchronism for one or more machines.
Context
The continued growth in electricity demand requires ongoing expansion plans to in-
crease the generation capacity, transmission capability, and to promote the intercon-
nection of regions that sometimes are separated by long distances. The need to transmit
energy across the sea is very common as well as to interconnect asynchronous systems
of different frequencies. This implies finding technically and economically feasible sys-
tems that ensure stability and provide proper exchange of energy. The power transfer
in AC lines commonly depends on the angular difference between voltage phasors at
both ends of the line. This angular difference varies with the AC line length and affects
the system’s stability.
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The power transmission using submarine cables is limited to short distances in case
of High Voltage Alternative Current (HVAC) due to high dielectric capacity cables.
Therefore, compensating inductors are required for limiting the effective transmission
distance [1, 2]. Direct interconnection of asynchronous AC systems is impossible via
HVAC links. The foregoing limitations have been forced to seek alternative solutions,
which with technological developments and advances in power electronics have enabled
progress in power transmission [1]. Accordingly, the globalization process based on
High Voltage Direct Current (HVDC) transmission systems has been emerged. As a
consequence, economic and technological actions to invigorate the trade of energy have
been provided. Cheaper and more efficient interconnections have been performed. Fur-
thermore, HVDC transmission systems have assisted to overcome instability problems
and to easily interconnect systems where voltage and frequency are not compatible or
when there are geographic obstacles such as seas, or oceans, or mountains [1, 3, 4, 5, 6].
VSC-HVDC Technology Challenges
Due to environmental, technical and economical reasons, the installation of HVDC lines
is favored in order to maximize the electric power transmission efficiency. As a result,
the past five decades witnessed significant development in HVDC transmission systems.
Most of these systems are based on Current Source Converters (CSC) utilizing thyristor
technology. The shortcomings of this transmission technology are the system’s reactive
power absorbtion, the harmonic existence besides that its valve or thyristor cannot be
turned off with gate signal directly. These drawbacks limit the range of its application
[11].
Recently, rapid advancement is achieved in the field of power electronic devices
which can not only switch on but also switch off immediately, such as Insulated Gate
Bipolar Transistor (IGBT). That opens opportunities for the power industry via the
utilization of HVDC based on Voltage Sourced Converters (VSC) with IGBT technology
which is commercially known as HVDC LightTM by ABB. Siemens also offers VSC-
HVDC variant, commercialized as HVDC PlusTM [12, 13, 14, 15, 16].
Owing to IGBT valves, this new innovative technology exhibits substantial technical
and economical advantages over conventional CSC-based HVDC systems. VSC-HVDC
transmission technology offers competitive benefits to today’s power systems such as:
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(i) Active and reactive power exchange can be controlled flexibly and independently;
(ii) No commutation failure problem;
(iii) No communication required between two interconnected stations [11, 15].
Lately, the problem of VSC-HVDC transmission system’s stabilization has attracted
renewed attention in both power systems and control communities. The design of
conventional PI controllers usually considers a system’s single operating condition. In
this type of controllers, feedback is fixed and amplifies the control error which in turn
determines the value of the input signal u (controller output) to the system. The
controller design is processed in the same manner for different operating conditions.
This simple controller often works only within a limited operating range.
In case of parameter uncertainties (mainly due to poor precision of parameters’ val-
ues or disturbances), changed operating conditions, and/or faults, undesirable poorly
damped or even unstable oscillations may result. More clearly, controller parameters
yielding satisfactory damping and enhancing system’s dynamic behavior for one op-
erating condition may no longer provide sufficient damping for others. Therefore, it
can be considered that the simplest yet controllers for complex nonlinear and dynamic
systems are PI types. However, under certain circumstances, traditional PI controllers
with fixed gain values which are used for VSC-HVDC transmission systems often cause
system’s instability [17, 18, 19, 20].
These classical feedback controls (those which are readily tuned manually) are usu-
ally applied to systems without uncertainties. Although controllers tuned by conven-
tional design approach are simple, lack of robustness of that kind of controllers is not
the only problem encountered.
Conventional procedures become time consuming and difficult to implement espe-
cially for cases in which: different controllers are to be coordinated, the coordination
must be conducted for a variety of operating conditions, and certain performance spec-
ifications have to be satisfied. Consequently, to overcome the undesired problems prob-
ably encountered by PI conventionally tuned controllers under operating conditions’
variations and to guarantee system stability, different robust controllers design and
adaptive control structures have been proposed.
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The presence of large nonlinearities in VSC-HVDC system dynamics make the lin-
earized models inadequate for controller design, a situation that motivates the use of
nonlinear control techniques [21]. This inherent non-linearity causes the design of ap-
propriate controllers difficult under different normal and abnormal situations. Thus,
a large number of HVDC controller schemes based on various control techniques have
been proposed to improve the systems’ transient and dynamic stability [22, 23]. De-
centralized controllers, robust control structures, adaptive control laws, and nonlinear
controllers based on Artificial Intelligent (AI) control techniques such as fuzzy logic
and neural networks have been applied to HVDC control.
Elaborate literature available in DC adaptive control are not very conclusive for
all practical situations because of the absence of insight into performance with large
disturbances. Hence, the adaptive control not only may be ineffective, but also may
degrade the performance rather than enhancing it [24, 25, 26]. In addition, other non-
linear control techniques such as Feedback Linearization (FL) [27, 28, 29], Hamiltonian
techniques [30, 31], passivity-based approach [32], singular perturbations [33] have been
successfully applied to achieve high dynamic performance especially under parameter
uncertainties, or large and unexpected contingencies [27].
Likewise, Sliding Mode Control (SMC) is a technique for improving robustness un-
der parameter uncertainties and exogenous disturbances [34, 35, 36]. SMC, an advanced
(model-based) control method, efficiently acts if high performance motion control (such
as trajectory tracking or model following) is required on stochastic (uncertain or ill de-
fined) systems.
SMC performs better degree of stability and is capable to damp out the oscillations
besides its robustness with respect to parameter variations and/or noise for nonlinear
systems. In addition, SMC controller, which has attracted a number of researches, is
explicitly robust in favor of its insensitivity to changes in both topology and parameters.
Furthermore, Asymptotic Output Tracking (AOT) approach has been used as an
alternative nonlinear controller for such systems. The robustness of AOT controllers
has been verified.
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HVDC Nonlinear Control: State of the Art
To get rid of the difficulties during abnormal operating conditions particularly under
parameter uncertainties, disturbances and faults, the use of advanced control techniques
such as robust, adaptive, optimal, and artificial intelligence-based methods of control
design to improve power systems transient stability has been of the most promising
areas of automatic control applications [27]. Each of these methods has been used to
design nonlinear controllers for uncertain systems, characterized by a lack of complete
knowledge of systems’ dynamic features [37, 38, 39].
In [40], Reeve et al. (1994) have tried gain scheduling adaptive control for HVDC
systems to accommodate large disturbances.
Dash et al. (1999) [24] have studied the point to point HVDC link performance using
a fuzzy tuner. An energy function based fuzzy tuning method for the controller param-
eters of an HVDC transmission link has been presented. The DC link was subjected to
various small and large disturbances to examine the concerned technique effectiveness.
The DC current error and its derivative have been used as the two principal signals to
generate the change in the PI gains of the rectifier current regulator according to a fuzzy
rule base. Computer simulation results have confirmed the adaptive fuzzy controllers
superiority over the conventional fixed gain ones in damping out transient oscillations
in HVDC links connected to weak AC systems.
Once more as explained in [41], Dash et al. (1999) have developed a simplified
Fuzzy Logic Control (FLC) strategy for a point to point HVDC link. FLC approach
has amounted to canceling the non-linearities in HVDC transmission systems. Thus,
the closed-loop dynamics becomes in a linear form. Prior to the control application; the
basic model parameters have been identified by training an adaptive linear combiner
(adaline). After developing the closed loop mathematical model, the control action can
directly be expressed as any function of the error. Based on the results, the superiority
of such controllers over conventional ones has been displayed.
Thomas et al. (2001) [42] have introduced a nonlinear controller synthesis for VSC-
HVDC systems under balanced network conditions to highlight fast and slow dynamics
respectively associated with current control loops and DC bus voltage control loop.
Durrant et al. (2003) have proposed in [43] a method for controlling VSC transmis-
sion based on a decoupling controller at each converter station.
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This method has used fast-feedback to linearize, decouple and simplify feedback
dynamics for direct and quadrature (d-q) currents. The d-q current control reference
inputs have been further used for implementing P-V (or P-Q, or VDC-Q) control
strategies at higher control level.
Yet again, Durrant et al. (2004) have designed a nonlinear controller design based
on Linear Matrix Inequality (LMI) for VSC-HVDC. The controller was robust over a
range of operating points [44]. However, LMI based nonlinear controller design was
complex and complicated. Thus, its implementation is unfavorable.
Ruan et al. (2007) [11] have suggested Feedback Linearization (FL) control for
VSC-HVDC transmission systems. A steady-state model of VSC-HVDC system has
been initially developed, and then it has been transformed into d-q axis of the rotating
synchronous frame. According to this model, the corresponding relationship between
the two control inputs and the two controlled variables of each station has been deter-
mined. Using the FL control, DC link voltage has been governed and both active and
reactive powers have been controlled. The proposed control strategy has been verified
to damp system oscillations and to enhance system stability. Better performance has
been attained compared to traditional control.
Again, Ruan et al. (2007) [45] have applied an adaptive backstepping control in
synchronous frame to improve the dynamic behavior of VSC-HVDC systems. Param-
eter uncertainties such as the change of AC line impedances have been considered for
controller’s design. For the high-order system, feedback control laws have been derived
step by step through suitable Lyapunov functions. Thus, the design process was not so
complex. The control performance has been compared to those of linear control. The
effectiveness of the proposed adaptive controller has been demonstrated for VSC-HVDC
systems through digital simulation studies. These controllers significantly contribute
to improve VSC-HVDC system dynamic behavior under wide range of operating con-
ditions.
Jovcic et al. (2007) have investigated a suitable nonlinear control system for DC
transmission systems based on VSC [46]. Each of the two VSC converters has two
control inputs and four control channels on a VSC transmission system to offer potential
for a versatile control. However, the main challenge has been the dynamic interaction
among the control loops. The overall system stability and its satisfactory robustness
have been verified with two high-gain feedback loops, one at each converter.
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Both control loops can be designed using suitable MATLAB model, following the
root locus rules and robustness indicators. The best fast stabilizing feedback at rectifier
side has been found to be AC voltage quadrature component, which complements the
high-gain DC voltage feedback at inverter side. The slow controller has consisted of
three PI regulating control loops using the following feedback signals: AC voltage at
rectifier side, AC voltage at inverter side, and DC power at rectifier side. VSC trans-
mission control under fault conditions has been considered with a separate controller
that takes over system control for fault-level currents. The fault controller regulates
the local DC currents at each converter. This type of controllers has been tested for a
wide range of small-signal step inputs and typical fault scenarios on AC and DC side
to confirm the controller performance.
Pandey et al. (2009) have presented self-tuning controllers design for a two terminal
HVDC link [47]. The controllers have been formulated utilizing a novel discrete-time
converter model based on multi-rate sampling. The current controller at the rectifier
terminal has been designed treating any change in the inverter end current as determin-
istic disturbance acting on the system. To estimate the inverter end current, a dynamic
noise rejecting observer has been designed which requires the measurement of rectifier
end quantities only. Overall system dynamics have depended on both controller and
observer dynamics.
The closed loop investigation of a self-tuning controller was rather difficult, and the
inclusion of the observer dynamics may further add to this difficulty. The controller
performance has been tested through detailed nonlinear digital simulation under a
variety of large disturbances.
Adequate modeling of VSC-HVDC transmission systems can pave the way for their
effective utilization for enhancing the transient stability, damping power angle oscilla-
tions as well as power-synchronisation control [48, 49, 50].
In [48], Cole et al. (2008) have proposed a generic VSC-HVDC model for voltage
and angle stability studies. The required trade-off between respect of detail, modeling
effort, simulation speed, and data requirements has been considered in the modeling
of VSC-HVDC systems. The deduced model has based on coupled current injectors
which allow easy implementation in most commercial stability programs. Simulations
have been performed to show the dynamic behavior of the modeled HVDC link in a
simple system.
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Then in [49], Cole et al. (2011) have designed two standard VSC-HVDC dynamic
models for stability studies. The full system model, consisting of the converter and its
controllers, DC circuit equations, and coupling equations, has been derived mathemat-
ically. The AC filter and Phase Locked Loop (PLL), often neglected in VSC-HVDC
modeling, have been accounted. Furthermore, a reduced order model has been deduced
from the full model by neglecting the smallest time constants. Consequently, a reduced
set of differential equations that can be integrated with a larger time step has been pre-
sented. The models have been implemented in the MATLAB based stability program
(MatDyn). Simulations have confirmed that the full model responds satisfactorily and
that the reduced model can be used for lower order dynamics studies.
Zhang et al. (2009) [50] have verified that power-synchronization control is particu-
larly applicable to VSC-HVDC systems connected to weak AC systems. The multivari-
able feedback design aspect of the power synchronization control has been investigated
by two different design approaches: Internal Model Control (IMC) and H∞ control.
Both approaches have been compared regarding their dynamic performance, robustness
and simplicity.
Wind Energy Challenges
Global environmental concerns associated with conventional energy generation have
led to the rapid growth of Wind Energy (WE) in power systems [61]. WE, a source
of Renewable Energy (RE), comes from air current flowing across the earth’s surface.
Wind turbines harvest this kinetic energy and convert it into power. The electricity is
sent through transmission and distribution lines to customers [61].
WE has numerous and clear advantages. Thus, its technology has taken a leap for-
ward in recent years. Wind power is the most mature and cost-effective RE technologies
available today. It is competitive with traditional power plants.
The electricity from fossil-fuel-powered sources depends on fuels whose prices are
costly and may vary considerably. However, the cost of wind power is relatively sta-
ble. Wind power is inexhaustible and requires no ’fuel’. Additionally, Wind Turbine
Generators (WTGs) do not produce Greenhouse Gases (GHGs) that may cause global
warming [62].
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Nevertheless, convenient WTG sites may require significant infrastructure improve-
ment to deliver the wind power to the load center. Wind power plants have relatively
little impact on the environment compared to other conventional power plants. There is
some concern over the noise, visual impacts, and, sometimes, birds have been killed by
flying into the rotor blades. These problems can been greatly reduced by technologically
improving or properly siting wind plants [62].
WTGs integration into the electric power system exhibits challenges to power-
system planners and operators. These challenges stem primarily from the natural
characteristics of wind plants. Rapid expansion of wind power in the electricity sector
is raising questions about how wind resource variability might affect the capacity of
wind farms at high levels of penetration [61, 62].
Large wind farms are being developed in many countries. These wind farms may
present a significant power contribution to the grids, and therefore, play an important
role on the power quality and the control of power systems. Consequently, high technical
demands are expected to be met by these generation units, such as to perform frequency
and voltage control, regulation of active and reactive power, quick responses under
power system transient and dynamic situations, for example, it may be required to
reduce the power from the nominal power to 20% power within 2 seconds.
The power electronic technology is an important part in both the system configu-
rations and the control of the wind farms in order to fulfill these demands [63].
The European Commission proposal for 20% RE by 2020 paves the way for a massive
expansion of WE and a new energy future for Europe. To reach the goal, WE is a key
technology and large scale integration is required both onshore and offshore. This
represents interesting challenges to the power system requiring new ways of designing
and operating the system. Especially large scale offshore wind power – usually located
on the continental shelves, far from coastlines – will require attention to new focus
areas [51, 52, 53].
Consequently, certain researchers have recently studied the grid integration of off-
shore wind farms using VSC-HVDC transmission system. In addition, the impact of
VSC-HVDC control on the dynamic performance of the offshore wind farms during
steady state and transient conditions have been presented in literature [57]. Two dif-
ferent situations have been adressed:
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– VSC control for the Doubly Fed Induction Generation (DFIG) of WTGs;
– VSC control for the Permanent Magnet Synchronous Generation (PMSG) of WTGs.
In [54], Mahi et al. (2007) have presented a Direct Torque Control (DTC) strategy
for DFIG of a variable speed wind turbine. Nonlinear state feedback control laws
are formulated to provide the torque reference so as to reduce the produced electrical
power tacking error. DTC has been used as an alternative to the classical Field Oriented
Control (FOC) method . This control technique has shown lower parameter dependency
in addition to its relative structure simplicity because neither torque nor flux estimators
is needed. The combination of both powerful multivariable control law and the DTC
strategy has guaranteed good performance besides increasing the robustness against
different perturbations.
In [55], Boukhezzar et al. (2009) have designed a cascaded nonlinear controller for a
variable speed wind turbine equipped with a DFIG. The main objective of the proposed
controller has been wind energy capture optimization below the rated power area. New
control structures for both the DFIG and the mechanical part (aeroturbine) have been
introduced in order to overcome some of the drawbacks of the existing control methods.
The global controller has composed of two cascaded ones. The first one concerns the
aeroturbine, while the second one is for the DFIG. These controllers have been designed
while accounting for the dynamic aspects of the wind turbine and its aerodynamic
behavior nonlinearity in addition to the turbulent nature of the wind. Simulation results
have verified that the proposed controller ensures enhanced performance in terms of
efficiency with an acceptable drive train transient loads and significant implementation
simplicity compared to some existing control strategies.
In [56], Wang et al. (2011) have described the use of VSC-HVDC technology to
mitigate power output fluctuation caused by wind farms based on DFIGs which dom-
inate in large capability WTGs. Stator flux oriented vector control technology and
capturing maximal wind energy have been adopted. The independent control of active
and reactive power has been realized and wind generation by capturing maximal wind
energy with efficiency has been also fulfilled. Additionally, the coordinated control
strategy between wind farms and VSC-HVDC system has been presented. Both active
and reactive power fast regulation of VSC-HVDC system have maintained the injection
power of the AC system stable according to the system needs.
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Simulation results have verified the suitability of the proposed control strategy
towards mitigating the power output fluctuations [56].
In [57], Muyeen et al. (2010) have presented the operation and control strategies
of an offshore wind farm interconnected to HVDC systems. The offshore wind farm
composed of variable speed wind turbines driving PMSGs has been considered in this
study, based on DC-bus concept. The HVDC transmission system based on a three-level
neutral point clamped VSC has been used for the interconnection between the offshore
wind farm and onshore grid. Detailed modeling and control strategies are developed
for the individual component of the overall system. A simple fuzzy logic controller has
been adopted in the offshore VSC station. Real wind speed data has been used in the
simulation study to obtain realistic responses. Both dynamic and transient analyses of
the proposed system have been demonstrated [56, 57, 58, 59, 60].
In [58], Zhao et al. (2011) have introduced the DC connection structure of wind
farm based on PMSG. According to VSC-HVDC transmission, the topology of series-
parallel DC generation units has been proposed. Regarding to the control strategy
of the power generation and transmission system, the DC voltage has been controlled
on the generator-side for achieving the purpose of series-parallel, and on the grid-side
active and reactive power decoupling method has been applied to track maximum wind
power by controlling the d-q currents of the grid. The models of single generator, series
connection and parallel connection system have been established. Simulation results
have proved the validity of the topology scheme and the corresponding control strategy
as presented in [58].
According to [60], Nguyen et al. (2011) have studied the stability assessment for the
VSC-HVDC transmission systems when applied to a large scale. Appropriate control
strategies have been investigated for the VSC-HVDC transmission to reach a full inte-
gration of large offshore wind farms into the power system operation while minimizing
the critical situations for the power system operation and guaranteeing the required
stability level. Therefore, the Fault Ride Through (FRT) capabilities of such complex
systems have been evaluated. Thus, different emergency control strategies have been
proposed for VSC-HVDC. Among them, the reduction of power generation by wind
turbines using a voltage based information carrier has been analyzed. Simulation re-
sults have been assessed regarding aspects such as the time response and the reliability
of the control strategy [60].
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Thesis Objectives
The objective of this thesis deals with the stabilization, nonlinear control and dynam-
ics performance enhancement of VSC-HVDC transmission systems under parameter
uncertainties, such as load resistance, DC cable parameter and/or AC line reactance
variations. Furthermore, the AC network control and stabilization through VSC-HVDC
systems are illustrated. The impact of controlling the VSC side on enhancing the dy-
namic behavior of the synchronous generator and damping its rotor angle oscillations
are studied in presence of faults.
Nonlinear feedback controllers based on both SMC and AOT techniques are re-
spectively used for accomplishing this purpose in favor of their robustness with respect
to parameter uncertainties and exogenous disturbances. These advanced control ap-
proaches, based on Variable Structure Systems (VSS), have the capability of controlling
nonlinear plants in presence of uncertainties associated with parameter estimation and
modeling errors. They provide, foremost, performance robustness as well as control
design simplicity.
The steady state mathematical models of generator-load (GL) and generator-generator
(GG) VSC-HVDC transmission systems, where the power flow is unidirectional and
bidirectional respectively, are developed. The GL VSC-HVDC transmission system is
initially controlled via the classical PI controllers, with fixed tuning gains, supposing
different operating conditions. Then, the system dynamic response and the controller
robustness are assessed. For GG VSC-HVDC systems, appropriate nonlinear feedback
control signals based on AOT and SMC are formulated. The active power at the AC
terminal of either converters and the DC voltage at the DC side of the other VSC are
regulated to their prescribed reference values. Additionally, the reactive powers at the
AC sides of both converters are controlled towards their specified set-point values. Zero
reactive power set-point is considered at both VSCs’ AC sides to attain desirable unity
power factor. Therefore, the transmitted power is adequately regulated. Obviously,
the DC link voltage drop and power losses are taken into account. Accordingly, overall
systems’ stabilization and performance improvement, under parameter uncertainties,
are studied. The robustness of the proposed control techniques, for both VSC-HVDC
systems under study, is then evaluated.
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Using MATLABr, the results significantly verify that the desired robust controllers
based on both AOT and SMC can achieve favorable tracking performance, and con-
tribute efficiently towards improving the system dynamic behavior, supposing DC cable
parameters variations, for different DC link lengths. The chattering behavior resulted
using AOT is avoided using continuous functions for SMC design. The proposed nonlin-
ear controllers, which are verified to be robust against DC cable parameter variations,
can constitute a good candidate against this type of uncertainty. However, these con-
trollers are not robust to AC line reactance variations.
Finally, GG VSC-HVDC transmission system is replaced by a new equivalent sys-
tem named Single Machine via VSC-HVDC (SM via VSC-HVDC) systems. After the
mathematical modeling of such system, the conventional PI controller is applied at the
converter’s side in order to improve the the system transient stability and to damp the
power angle oscillations of the synchronous generator.
Thesis Contributions
This thesis comprises two main parts. In the first one, nonlinear control and stabi-
lization of VSC-HVDC transmission systems are performed. Two different systems,
GL VSC-HVDC and GG VSC-HVDC, are studied. Regarding parameter uncertainty
existence, the physical model of VSC-HVDC transmission system is explicitly discussed.
The steady state mathematical models of both GL VSC-HVDC and GG VSC-
HVDC transmission systems, whose power flow are respectively unidirectional and
bidirectional, are developed based on relatively simple expressions to assess systems’
steady state responses in upgraded power networks. As parameter uncertainties are
involved in systems’ operation, different nonlinear control methodologies are applied to
circumvent these abnormal situations.
The design of GL VSC-HVDC transmission system controllers, to reduce the influ-
ences of the parameter uncertainties interference with system dynamic performance, is
employed. Therefore, conventional PID controllers are proposed. The control actions
are directly expressed as a function of the error, it’s derivative or integral. After the ap-
propriate choice of tuning gains, the proposed controllers are verified to be effective on
both governing DC bus voltage and controlling the reactive power flexibly and rapidly.
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The reactive power is controlled towards their pre-specified set-point value at the
VSC’s AC-side of GL VSC-HVDC system. To ensure unity power factor, reactive power
reference value is set to zero.
Simulation results confirm that the classical PI controllers (either without or with
an internal current control loop) provide reasonable stability levels and dynamic per-
formance. The responses may be further enhanced via tuning gains optimization. How-
ever, the PI controllers -with fixed gains- are not robust enough against different pa-
rameter uncertainties (i.e., load resistance changes and AC reactance variations).
For GG VSC-HVDC transmission systems, nonlinear feedback control laws based on
different nonlinear control systems such as AOT and SMC are deduced. The necessity
of significant smooth transitions and chattering-free behavior are highlighted especially
for nonlinear SMC design. Thus, chattering phenomena that appear in AOT control are
treated proposing SMC with continuous functions such as saturation and hyperbolic
ones instead of the discontinuous sigmoid function. Both AOT and SMC controller
design processes are relatively simple because feedback laws are derived step by step.
The control technique based on SMC guarantee robustness realization and tracking
performance making use of Lyapunov theory. SMC is used to control active and reactive
powers of either converters and to govern the DC link voltage and the reactive power
of the other. Indeed, DC link voltage drop, power losses and power flow direction are
accounted for. Considering networks’ parameter uncertainties such as AC line and DC
cable parameter variations besides reference signal variations, the designed controller
robustness is evaluated and the system’s dynamic performance is illustrated.
Simulation results explicit a leap forward in controllers inherent robustness under
DC cable resistance uncertainties for different DC link lengths. Moreover, overall sys-
tem’s stability and its dynamic behavior are enhanced using the proposed nonlinear
controllers. On the other hand, it is verified that the same controller is not robust
against the AC line reactance variations.
The second part of the thesis aims at studying the influence of VSC-HVDC control
on enhancing the AC network dynamic performance during faults. After the math-
ematical modeling of the proposed SM via VSC-HVDC system, the conventional PI
controller is applied on the converters side of the system to act on Power Oscillations
Damping (POD) of the synchronous machine even under a fault as an important con-
tribution of this study.
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Simulation results verify that the use of the conventional PI control, which are
simple to be implemented, for governing the voltage or the angle on the converter side
can guarantee acceptable dynamic performance enhancement as well as power angle
oscillations improvement inside the synchronous machine in presence of faults.
Thesis Outline
Following the Introduction, Chapter 1 briefly introduces an overview of HVDC trans-
mission systems in which a historical background of main types of electrical transmission
systems is presented. The environmental, technical and economical aspects of HVDC
transmission systems are explicitly demonstrated. The advantages of using HVDC
transmission systems rather than HVAC are argued. The latest HVDC configurations
according to both power electronics technology and transmission category are shown.
Then, the integration of WE to the grid via VSC-HVDC technology is introduced.
Chapter 2 gives a brief definition for both robust and adaptive control. It offers a
synopsis of different modern robust and adaptive control techniques used for nonlinear
system’s stabilization. The main reasons of parametric uncertainties existed in electrical
power systems are clearly exhibited. Then, the basic concepts behind both SMC and
AOT control design, applied to VSC-HVDC systems, are displayed with the provision
of minimal mathematical derivations.
In Chapter 3, the steady state mathematical model of the generator-load (GL) and
generator-generator (GG) VSC-HVDC systems, where the power flow is unidirectional
and directional respectively, are deduced. For GL VSC-HVDC systems, the power is
delivered from the generator to the load. As a consequence, the overall system state
space equation representation is developed. Thereafter, conventional PI controllers,
which are simple to be implemented, are explicitly introduced. The controller tuning
gains are chosen using automated tuning simulink PID controller. Simulation results
that illustrate the proposed PI controller effectiveness (either without or with an in-
ternal current control loop) are revealed. Their flexibility towards enhancing GL VSC-
HVDC system’s dynamic behavior and stability are attentively interpreted. However,
the system dynamic performance is influenced by parameter uncertainties using fixed
gains conventional controllers. Unfavorable overshoots result in the system dynamic
behavior.
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Nonlinear feedback controllers based on either AOT or SMC are then formulated
and extensively demonstrated for GG VSC-HVDC systems. Simulation results verifies
the robustness of the proposed nonlinear controllers against parameter uncertainties
such as DC cable resistance variations. Their enhanced dynamic behavior and stability
level as well as their relative structural simplicity are explicitly illustrated. However,
lack of robustness of these nonlinear controllers against AC line reactance variations is
encountered.
To clarify the SMC superiority, the system dynamic behavior in case of using two-
terms SMC is compared to its corresponding performance attained from using conven-
tional cascaded PI controller with internal currwnt control.
Chapter 5 explores the AC network control via VSC-HVDC for GG VSC-HVDC
transmission systems. The full nonlinear seventh order generator mathematical model
is considered for one of both AC networks in order to present its detailed dynamics.
The other AC network equipped with the DC link is represented as a bus with constant
voltage and variable angle. Then, the impact of using the conventional PI controller
for controlling either the active power or the direct component of the voltage at the
VSC’s AC side on the generator’s power angle oscillations is studied. Simulation results
verify that the proposed controllers preserve system stability with guaranteed power
angle oscillations damping and dynamic behavior enhancement particularly in presence
of external perturbations such as faults.
Finally, the main conclusions and contributions of this thesis in addition to several
suggestions for future work research directions and perspectives are drawn.
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Chapter 1
Overview of HVDC Transmission
Systems
T
HIS chapter briefly introduces a historical background of the main types of electri-
cal transmission systems. It focuses on the general environmental, technical and
economical aspects of HVDC transmission systems. The advantages of using of HVDC
transmission systems rather than HVAC ones are stated. Then, the latest HVDC tech-
nologies are introduced. HVDC types according to power electronics technology as
conventional LCC-HVDC transmission systems and recent VSC-HVDCs respectively
are extensively explained. Additionally, HVDC configurations due to transmission cat-
egory; back to back, point to point and multi-terminal HVDC systems are discussed.
Moreover, VSC-HVDC worldwide most modern installations, providing the main rea-
sons and comments on each installation, are pointed out. Finally, the conclusions
concerning VSC-HVDC systems utilization are drawn.
1.1 Introduction
High Voltage Direct Current (HVDC) technology has characteristics that make it es-
pecially attractive for certain transmission applications. HVDC transmission has been
widely recognized as being advantageous for long-distance bulk-power delivery, asyn-
chronous interconnections, and long submarine cable crossings [64]. Therefore, HVDC
has been in use for more than 50 years and has remained a niche technology.
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HVDC has proved to be a reliable and valuable transmission media for electrical
energy in favor of its technical superiority compared with HVAC transmission. Nonethe-
less, a comprehensive HVDC/HVAC system planning approach is not commonly found
within utilities, and therefore full HVDC technology’s advantage is not being taken.
HVDC projects often provide strategically important enhancements and cost effective
additions to AC networks. However, HVDC transmission is perceived to be expensive,
difficult to integrate in an AC network, to require highly skilled personnel to operate
and maintain, and to have high power losses [64, 65].
Recent developments in energy policies and stronger environmental lobbies have
a significant impact on the design and construction of electrical power transmission
networks, and could provide a number of opportunities for HVDC transmission. The
number of HVDC projects committed or under consideration globally has increased in
recent years reflecting a renewed interest in this mature technology. This new converter
design has broadened the potential range of HVDC transmission to include applications
for underground, offshore, economic replacement of reliability-must-run generation, and
voltage stabilization. This broader range of applications has contributed to the recent
growth of HVDC transmission [64, 65].
1.2 Historical Background
Power transmission utilized with DC is not a new idea. The first commercially generated
electricity by Thomas Edison in the 1880s was DC at low voltage levels [64, 66]. The
first electricity transmission system was also DC, but because of the low voltage levels
the electric energy had to be generated close to its consumers to avoid too large losses.
The AC system by Nikola Tesla made it possible to easily transform the voltage to
higher voltage levels, suitable for electric power transmission over long distances. The
generation of power no longer needed to be close to its customers; instead it could be
placed where the energy source was located. For this reason, the winner in the ”war
of currents” in the late 1880s was the AC technology. It has been the dominating
technology for power transmission ever since. HVAC is very good for transforming the
voltage and thereby reduce the losses in transmission over longer distances. As the
current passes zero each cycle in HVAC breakers, it is possible to construct big meshed
AC grids that can connect large number of generators and consumers [67, 68].
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History may have looked different if there had been a technology earlier that was
able to step up the DC voltage to a higher level, as transformers do with AC. In
1901, such a component made it possible when Hewitt’s mercury-vapor rectifier was
presented. This high voltage valve made it possible, at least in theory, to transmit DC
power at high voltage levels and for long distances. Hence, HVDC technology was born.
The development of mercury arc valves in the 1930s improved the technology and in
1945 a commercial HVDC system in Berlin was commissioned. This system was never
put into operation [66, 69]. In 1954, the first commercial HVDC transmission connected
the Swedish island of Gotland to the mainland via 96 km, 20 MW submarine cables has
been put into service. The converter stations at that time used mercury arc valves as key
element, the filtering was done with single tuned filters, with oil-immersed components.
The control was strictly analogue, and with essential functions only. HVDC technology
makes it possible to connect AC networks that are not synchronous or have large
differences in phase angle [68]. HVDC is also more economical when large amounts
of power shall be transmitted long distances on Over Head Lines (OHL). The most
important advancements since then, especially in power electronics and semiconductors
domain, lead to the present VSC-HVDC [70].
The development of power electronics and semiconductors in the late 1960s led to
the thyristor based valve technology, first tested in Gotland transmission in 1967, and
later introduced on a larger scale in Canada 1972 with a rating of 320 MW. Today the
thyristor based current source Line Commutated Converter (LCC) technology is used
in the majority of HVDC transmissions in the world. One of the largest HVDCs is
the Three Gorges-Shanghai link with a rating of 3000 MW and ±500 kV [71, 72]. The
LCC-HVDC technology is also known as HVDC Classic, conventional HVDC or even
HVDC. During the late 1990s, the semiconductor development for power electronics,
such as IGBTs and Gate Turn-Off (GTO) thyristors, had reached the point where their
ratings made it possible to be used for VSCs. The first commercial VSC-based HVDC
transmission was first commissioned in 1999 on Gotland island with an underground
cable (UGC) of 50 MW. ABB refers to LCC-HVDC and VSC-HVDC technologies
as HVDC Classic and HVDC LightTM respectively. Siemens also offers VSC-HVDC
variant, commercialized as HVDC PlusTM . VSC technology has been improved in
recent years due to continuous semiconductor development[66, 71, 72].
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1.3 Electrical Transmission Systems
Traditionally, a transmission grid is a network of power stations, transmission circuits,
and substations [68]. Energy is usually transmitted within the grid with three-phase
AC. High-voltage grid in Europe uses alternating current at 50 Hz. A hundred years
ago, the transformer and the three-phase system made it possible to transmit AC
power efficiently and economically over vast distances and to distribute the power to a
multitude of users [15].
For over a century, electrical transmission systems have been based mainly on OHL.
The main reason for this has been its cost advantage when compared to high-voltage
UGC transmission [73]. In general, it is getting increasingly difficult to build OHL. It
changes the landscape. The construction of new lines is often met by public resentment
and political resistance. People are often concerned about possible health hazards of
living close to OHL. In addition, a right-of-way for a high voltage line occupies valuable
land. The process of obtaining permissions for building new OHL is also becoming
time-consuming and expensive.
Yet, laying a new UGC is administratively much easier and quicker than for an
OHL [15, 73]. Moreover, UGCs can assist the transmission of power across: densely
populated urban areas, areas where land is unavailable or planning consent is difficult,
rivers and other natural obstacles, land with outstanding natural or environmental
heritage, areas of significant or prestigious infrastructural development, and land whose
value must be maintained for future urban expansion and rural development [68].
Advantages of AC transmission using UGC compared to OHL [68]:
• Less subject to damage from severe weather conditions;
• UGCs suffer interruptions and faults much less frequently than OHLs;
• Greatly reduced emission of electromagnetic fields (EMF);
• Narrower surrounding strip of about 1-10 meters is required to install, and to be
kept permanently clear for safety, maintenance and repair;
• UGCs pose no hazard to low flying aircraft or to wildlife, and are significantly
safer as they pose no shock hazard;
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• Much less subject to conductor theft, illegal connections, sabotage, and damage
from armed conflict.
On the other hand, the disadvantages of AC UGCs compared to OHLs [68]:
• Capital costs for UGCs are clearly higher than for OHLs of the same transmission
capacity;
• Easier and quicker to repair;
• UGCs, due to their proximity to earth, cannot be maintained live, whereas OHLs
can be;
• Operations are more difficult since the UGC’s high reactive power produces large
charging currents and so makes voltage control more difficult especially at high
voltages.
The advantages of the transmission system can in some cases outweigh its disadvan-
tages of higher investment, maintenance and management costs. Recent studies suggest
the cost premium of UGC’s transmission is in the range of 5-15 times the traditional
OHL alternative. But this comparison is already dated.
Two main factors are affecting the paradigm [73]:
• Environmental restrictions are increasing the costs and implementation time for
overhead transmission;
• Technological development significantly reduces the cost of underground trans-
mission.
However, today’s AC transmission and distribution systems are, at least in prin-
ciple, based on ideas that have not changed so much as: to generate power, step up
the voltage with transformers, transmit power, step down the voltage and distribute
power. Despite their proven advantages, it is difficult and expensive to adapt AC
transmission and distribution systems either to numerous small scale generating plants
or to other complex and variable generation units recently established. Environmen-
tal concerns and regulations also put heavy restrictions on building new right-of-ways
and on small-scale, fossil-fueled generating plants, such as diesel generating plants [15].
Therefore, HVDC transmission systems have lately replaced overhead HVAC ones due
to environmental, technical, and economical aspects.
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1.3.1 Environmental Aspects of HVDC
An HVDC transmission system is basically environment-friendly because improved en-
ergy transmission possibilities contribute to a more efficient utilization of existing power
plants [69].
1. Visual impact and space requirements:
An HVDC cable uses significantly less land than an HVAC OHL [66]. An HVDC
transmission with an OHL requires less space per MW than traditional AC so-
lutions. The tower’s visual impact is therefore reduced. If a cable is used, the
only visual impact is the converter stations. However, the size of these stations
in comparison with traditional AC stations may have larger visual impact to be
dealt with [66, 69].
2. Electric and magnetic fields:
The magnetic field produced by a DC line is stationary while in the AC case
it is alternating, which can cause inducing body currents. This results in fewer
restrictions for the magnetic field in the HVDC line [74]. The electric field is less
severe in DC lines compared to AC ones since there is no steady state displacement
current in the DC case [66, 75]. VSC-HVDC cables’ magnetic fields are almost
eliminated with the bipolar system. However, an undersea HVDC line can cause
disturbances to magnetic compass systems on vessels crossing the cable [66, 69].
3. Radio interference:
The harmonics created in switching processes by converters cause disturbances
in the kHz and MHz regions. An appropriate shielding of valves minimizes this
problem. This makes the radio interference comparable with AC solutions [74,
75, 76]. Radio interference is normally a minor problem in transmission systems.
4. Audible noise:
An underground DC cable naturally has no audible noise emission. Audible noise
from transmission line corona is most noticeable when OHL conductors are wet
in foggy weather conditions. Consequently, buildings construction close to OHLs
might be restricted. Audible noise mostly depends on line’s voltage and its design
specifications [73].
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Furthermore, underground HVDC cables have better environmental profile than
overhead HVAC lines in favor of these additional reasons:
• Right-of-way as a loss of CO2 sink: growing forests are considered CO2 sinks
because trees convert carbon dioxide from the atmosphere into carbon stored in
the form of wood and organic soil matter. A forest can absorb 9.2 tons of CO2
per hectare per year. For example, building a 400 km, 400 kV OHL through an
area that is 75 percent forest represents a loss of a carbon sink of 16,780 tons of
CO2 per year [73];
• Material use: AC OHL’s material weight is higher than for a DC cable. The
material used in a DC cable has only 17.6 percent the environmental impact of
AC OHL [73].
1.3.2 Technical Merits of HVDC
The DC link technical advantages over an AC one are [69]:
• A DC link allows power transmission between AC networks with different fre-
quencies, or systems which can not be synchronized for other reasons;
• Inductive and capacitive parameters do not limit either the transmission capacity
or the maximum length of a DC OHL or DC cable. Additionally, the conductor
cross section is fully utilized because there is no skin effect;
• There is no phase shift between current and voltage. With AC, this flaw has to
be eliminated using controlling elements in an energy-intensive process [77];
• HVDC solutions may have lower power losses especially for large distances. The
power loss in a HVDC converter station is higher than that in an AC substation
because of the conversion between AC and DC and the harmonics produced by
this process. However, the total power loss in a HVDC transmission line can be
50% to 70% of that in an equivalent HVAC one. Moreover, when VSC-HVDC
underground transmission is used inside an AC-grid, the transmission system can
be more optimally operated that leads to lower electrical losses;
• Fast modulation of DC transmission power can be used for power oscillations
damping in an AC grid and thus improving system’s stability;
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• A digital control system provides accurate and fast active power flow control.
Thus, HVDC helps stabilize the existing three-phase current networks that it
connects.
Attention should be taken to harmonics produced by all power electronic converters
as a byproduct of conversion process. In order to prevent these harmonics spreading
into AC network, where they could cause problems, AC harmonic filters are used at AC
terminals of the HVDC scheme. AC harmonic filters and any shunt capacitor banks
used for reactive power compensation can actually cause magnification of the distor-
tion produced by other remote harmonic sources. Therefore, HVDC manufacturers
need to consider new converter topologies and commercialization of low-cost active AC
harmonic filters, which would provide adaptable filtering of harmonics over a broad
range.
1.3.3 Economical Merits of HVDC
As world energy resources are normally decentralized from the ever increasing energy
consumption, long HVDC transmissions are a particularly interesting area for the fu-
ture. A key characteristic of HVDC transmissions is higher power transfers in fewer lines
than an equivalent AC solution [78]. Furthermore, a major constraint when designing
traditional AC transmission lines over long distances is the significant inductance such
a line will have. The effects of both the line inductance and capacitance have to be
compensated along the AC line and this adds costs for long distances. The frequency
is zero for DC; hence the inductance is irrelevant. Subsequently, an overhead DC line
with its towers can be designed to be less costly per km than an equivalent AC solution,
if both the investment and capitalization of total energy losses are considered.
Whenever long-distance transmission is discussed, the concept of ”break-even dis-
tance” frequently arises. This is where the savings in line costs offset the higher con-
verter station costs. Bipolar HVDC lines use only two insulated sets of conductors
rather than three. This results in narrower rights-of-way, smaller transmission towers,
and lower line losses than with AC lines of comparable capacity. A rough approxima-
tion of savings in line construction is about 30%. Furthermore, long-distance AC lines
usually require intermediate switching stations and reactive power compensation which
increases the overall AC transmission cost [64].
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Figure 1.1: Cost against transmission distance for HVDC and HVAC systems.
HVDC converter stations at both ends are more costly than equivalent AC termi-
nals, thus, an economical break-even distance arises, as illustrated in Figure (1.1) [66].
The break-even distance, where the HVDC solution becomes more economical than an
equivalent AC, greatly depends on land conditions and project specifications [79].
The reasons for choosing HVDC are generally economic and not technical. Power
system stability improvements and environmental circumstances may, however, also
be reasons for using this technology. Favorable economics of bulk power transmission
with HVDC together with its controllability make it an interesting alternative or com-
plement to AC transmission. Therefore, thanks to HVDC transmission’s economical,
technical, and environmental merits, the strategies for future transmission infrastruc-
ture development go clearly towards HVDC applications.
1.4 HVDC Applications
HVDC transmission applications can be broken down into different basic categories.
Although the rationale for selection of HVDC is often economic, there may be other
reasons for its selection.
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HVDC may be the only feasible way to interconnect two asynchronous networks, re-
duce fault currents, utilize long UGC circuits, bypass network congestion, share utility
rights of-way without degradation of reliability, and to mitigate environmental con-
cerns. HVDC nicely complements AC transmission systems as explicitly demonstrated
in [64] and the references within in. Therefore, the following HVDC applications are
presented:
Long-distance bulk power transmission
HVDC transmission systems often provide a more economical alternative to AC trans-
mission for long-distance bulk power delivery from remote resources such as hydroelec-
tric developments, mine-mouth power plants, or large-scale wind farms. Higher power
transfers are possible over longer distances using fewer lines with HVDC than with AC
transmission. Typical HVDC lines utilize a bipolar configuration with two indepen-
dent poles, one at a positive voltage and the other at a negative voltage with respect
to ground. Bipolar HVDC lines are comparable to a double circuit AC line since they
can operate at half power with one pole out of service but require only one-third the
number of insulated sets of conductors as for double circuit AC line [64].
Underground and submarine cable transmission
The charging current in HVAC cables makes transmissions over long distances imprac-
tical. In order to keep voltage levels and power losses within reasonable limits, HVAC
transmission requires reactive power compensation equipment along the cable. Such
equipment adds cost to the link, and in some cases can not be implemented. If how-
ever the cable is fed with HVDC, the large capacitance is irrelevant since the charging
current is frequency dependent [80].
Nonetheless, there is no physical restriction limiting the distance or power level for
HVDC underground or submarine cables. For these types of HVDC transmission cables,
considerable savings in both installation and losses costs are yielded. For a given cable
conductor, HVDC cable’s losses can be about half those of AC ones. AC cables clearly
require more conductors (three phases), carry the reactive current component, present
skin-effect, and carry induced currents in the cable sheath and armor. With this cable
system, the need to balance unequal loadings or the risk of post contingency overloads
often requires the use of series-connected reactors or phase shifting transformers. These
potential problems do not exist with a controlled HVDC cable system.
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Extruded HVDC cables with prefabricated joints used with VSC-based transmis-
sion are lighter, more flexible, and easier to splice than the mass-impregnated oil-paper
cables MINDs used for conventional HVDC, thus making them more conducive for land
cable applications where transport limitations and extra splicing costs can drive up in-
stallation costs. Thus, long distance underground with DC VSC-based transmission is
comparatively economically feasible for use in areas with rights-of-way constraints, or
subjected to licence difficulties or delays compared with OHLs [64].
Asynchronous ties
With HVDC transmission systems, interconnections can be performed between asyn-
chronous networks for more economic or reliable system operation. Asynchronous sys-
tems’ interconnections allow mutual benefit while providing a buffer between both AC
systems. These interconnections often use back to back converters with no transmission
line. Asynchronous HVDC links act as an effective ”firewall” against propagation of
cascading outages in any network from passing to another one.
In August 2003, Northeast blackout of North America gave an example of ”firewall”
against cascading outages of asynchronous interconnections. As the outage expanded
and propagated around the lower Great Lakes and through Ontario and New York, it
stopped at the asynchronous interface with Quebec. Quebec was unaffected; the weak
AC interconnections between New York and New England tripped. However, HVDC
links from Quebec continued to deliver power to New England [64].
Offshore transmission
Self-commutation, dynamic voltage control, and black-start capability allow compact
VSC-HVDC transmission to serve isolated loads on islands or offshore production plat-
forms over long-distance submarine cables. This capability can eliminate the need for
running expensive local generation or provide an outlet for offshore generation such as
that from wind.
VSCs can operate at variable frequency to efficiently drive large compressor or
pumping loads using high-voltage motors. Therefore, VSC-based HVDC transmission
allows efficient use of either long-distance land or submarine cables. It also provides
reactive support to the wind generation complex unit [64].
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Multi-terminal systems
Most HVDC systems are of point to point HVDC transmission type with a converter
station at each end. The use of intermediate taps is rare. Conventional HVDC trans-
mission uses voltage polarity reversal to change the power flow direction. Polarity
reversal requires no special switching arrangement for two terminal system where both
terminals reverse polarity by a control action with no switching. However, special DC
side switching arrangements are required for polarity reversal in multi-terminal systems
where they may be desired to reverse the power direction at a tap while maintaining
the same power direction on remaining terminals. For a bipolar system, this can be
done by connecting the converter to the opposite pole. Notably, VSC-HVDC reverses
power through the reversal of current direction rather than voltage polarity [64].
Power delivery to large urban areas
Power supply to large cities depends on local generation and power import capability.
Local generation is often older and less efficient than newer units located remotely.
However, older less-efficient units located near the city center must often be dispatched
out-of merit because they must be run for voltage support or reliability due to inad-
equate transmission. Air quality regulations may limit the availability of these units.
New transmission into large cities is difficult to site due to right-of-way limitations and
land-use constraints [64].
Compact VSC-based underground transmission circuits can be placed on existing
dual-use rights-of-way to bring in power as well as to provide voltage support allowing a
more economical power supply without compromising reliability. The receiving terminal
acts as a virtual generator delivering power, supplying voltage regulation and reserving
dynamic reactive power. Stations are compact and housed mainly indoors, making
siting in urban areas somewhat easier. Furthermore, dynamic voltage support offered
by VSCs can often increase the adjacent AC transmission capability [64].
Stabilization in power systems
HVDC links can be used within synchronous AC systems to improve the power flow
control from one part of the system to another, and consequently, to prevent large
cascading failures or even blackouts in the grid. System stability can be improved since
the HVDC link provides damping torque [66, 75].
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Figure 1.2: Simplified schematic of overall HVDC system configuration.
1.5 HVDC System Configuration
Figure (1.2) shows a simplified schematic diagram of an HVDC system configuration,
with the basic principle of transferring electric energy from an AC system or node to
another, in any direction. The system consists of three blocks: two converter stations
and a DC line. Within each station block there are several components involved in the
conversion of AC to DC and vice versa.
1.6 HVDC Classifications
HVDC systems can be classified according to either power electronics technology used
or their power transmission categories as follow [64]:
1.6.1 HVDC Types according to Power Electronics Technology used:
Modern HVDC transmission systems are practically available in two basic types ac-
cording to the converter power electronics technology. These are conventional current
source line-commutated converters based-HVDC (LCC-HVDC) and self-commutated
voltage source converters based-HVDC (VSC-HVDC).
HVDC based on line-commutated converters
Conventional HVDC transmission employs current source LCCs with thyristor valves.
Such converters require a synchronous voltage source in order to operate. Figure (1.3)
shows a conventional HVDC converter station with LCCs. The basic building block
used for HVDC conversion is the three phase full-wave bridge named as a six-pulse or
Graetz bridge.
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Figure 1.3: Conventional HVDC with current source converters (LCC-HVDC).
The term six-pulse is due to six commutations or switching operations per period
resulting in a characteristic harmonic ripple of six times the fundamental frequency in
the DC output voltage. Each six-pulse bridge comprise six controlled switching elements
or thyristor valves. Each valve consists of a number of series-connected thyristors to
reveal desired DC voltage ratings [64].
The DC terminals of two six-pulse bridges with AC voltage sources phase displaced
by 30◦ can be connected in series to increase the DC voltage and eliminate some of
the characteristic AC current and DC voltage harmonics. The 30◦ phase displacement
is achieved by feeding one bridge through a transformer with a wye-connected sec-
ondary and the other bridge through a transformer with a delta-connected secondary.
Operation in this manner is referred to as 12-pulse operation.
Most modern HVDC transmission schemes utilize 12-pulse converters to reduce
harmonic filtering requirements needed for six-pulse operation (e.g., fifth and seventh
harmonics on the AC side and sixth on the DC side). Although these harmonic currents
still flow through the valves and transformer windings, they are 180◦ out of phase and
are cancelled out on the primary side of the converter’s transformer.
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LCCs require a relatively strong synchronous voltage source in order to commutate.
Commutation is the transfer of current from one phase to another in a synchronized
firing sequence of thyristor valves. The three-phase symmetrical short circuit capacity
available from the network at the converter connection point should be at least twice
the converter rating for converter operation. LCCs can only operate with AC current
lagging the voltage, so the conversion process requires reactive power. Reactive power
is supplied from the AC filters, which seem capacitive at fundamental frequency, shunt
banks, or series capacitors that are an integral part of converter stations. Any surplus
or deficit in reactive power from these local sources must be accommodated by AC
systems. This difference in reactive power needs to always be within a given band to
keep the AC voltage within the desired tolerance.
The weaker the AC system or the further the converter is away from generation, the
tighter the reactive power exchange must be to keep within the desired voltage toler-
ance. Figure (1.4) illustrates the reactive power demand, compensation, and exchange
with the AC network as a function of DC load current [64].
Because of the following drawbacks, LCC-HVDC system is considered inefficient and
its application range is therefore limited [15, 81]:
• A distortion of AC voltage can lead to commutation failures, with an interruption
of power flow as a result. Thus, both the rectifier and the inverter of conventional
HVDC systems require sufficiently strong AC grids for valve commutation. Sim-
ply, LCC requires a receiving network of a strength exceeding the HVDC link’s
power;
• Higher degree of complexity for a multi-terminal system, for at least two rea-
sons: Firstly, the reversal of active power flow is only performed by reversing the
DC polarity. Secondly, high-speed communication between all terminals will be
required for control purposes;
• The reactive power must be supplied externally. This is usually done in steps
with switched filters and other capacitive elements;
• There is no inherent black start capability in a LCC-HVDC system. It can not
deliver power to the network without other generation sources;
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Figure 1.4: Reactive power compensation for LCC-HVDC station.
• Moderate control bandwidth for AC voltage and reactive power, which may cause
problems for stable wind turbine generators (WTGs) operation and grid code
compliance;
• Continuous operation of active power below 5% may not be possible, which com-
plicates wind plant (WP) energization and operation at low wind speeds.
Therefore, converters with series capacitors connected between valves and trans-
formers were introduced in the late 1990s for weak-system back to back applications.
These converters are called capacitor-commutated converters based-HVDC (CCC-HVDC).
The series capacitor provides some of the converter reactive power compensation re-
quirements automatically with load current. It provides part of the commutation volt-
age in order to improve voltage stability. Overvoltage protection of series capacitors is
simple since the capacitor is not exposed to line faults. The fault current for internal
converter faults is limited by the impedance of converter transformers. The CCC-
HVDC configuration allows higher power ratings in areas were the AC network is close
to its voltage stability limit [64].
HVDC based on voltage source converters
HVDC transmission using VSCs with Pulse Width Modulation (PWM), commer-
cially known as HVDC LightTM by ABB, was introduced in the late 1990s. Siemens
also offers a VSC-HVDC variant, commercialized as HVDC plusTM .
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Since then, the progression to higher voltage and power ratings for these converters
has roughly paralleled that for thyristor valve converters in the 1970s. VSC-HVDC
based on IGBT valves are self-commutated. An IGBT is a combination of PNP Bipolar
Junction Transistor (BJT) and a MOSFET. Thus, it has the BJT’s low conduction
losses advantage besides the MOSFET’s fast commutation merit. IGBT cells have a
small size (around 1cm2). Many IGBT cells are, thus, connected in parallel in IGBT
chips and then in modules capable to handle current up to 2.4 kA with blocking voltage
up to 6.5 kV.
The design of both HVDC Light and HVDC plus is very close to each other. A
module concept is used to provide flexibility in the building. The size (volume and
weight) is very small for both. However, the HVDC Light concept has a lower weight
whereas the HVDC Plus concept can have a smaller volume by using SF6 insulated
device to shrink the converter down as minimum as possible. Those criteria are very im-
portant for offshore construction. Converter stations require little maintenance. They
are designed to be unmanned and can be operated remotely.
The main difference between both is on the number of level in the converter. HVDC
Light converters are based on PWM. However, HVDC Plus uses a new multi-level ap-
proach, individual module capacitors are uniformly distributed throughout the topol-
ogy, and each level is individually controlled to generate a small voltage step. In this
way, each module within the multi-level converter is a discrete voltage source in itself,
with a local capacitor to define its voltage step without creating ripple voltage distor-
tion across the converters’ other phases. By incrementally controlling each step, an
almost sinusoidal voltage is generated at the AC outputs of multi-valves. To allow the
use of modular IGBTs, Siemens has developed an economical and fail-safe short-circuit
mechanism within the multi-level module.
Figure (1.5) shows a VSC-HVDC converter station. It mainly consists of:
• High voltage valves with series-connected IGBTs;
• Compact, dry, high-voltage DC capacitors;
• High capacity control system;
• Solid dielectric DC cable.
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Figure 1.5: HVDC with voltage source converters.
VSC-based systems are self-commutated with IGBT valves and solid-dielectric ex-
truded HVDC cables. Instead of a stiff current, a stiff voltage is used in VSC-HVDC
systems. Thus, the converter creates an AC voltage electronically which can be rapidly
changed in amplitude and phase. The power direction can be accordingly reversed by
changing the current direction and not by DC voltage polarity changement. Figure
(1.6) depicts solid-state converter development for both types of converter technologies
using thyristor and IGBT valves [64].
HVDC transmission with VSCs can be beneficial to overall system performance. It
can rapidly control both active and reactive power independently. Reactive power can
also be controlled at each terminal independent of the DC transmission voltage level.
This control capability gives total flexibility to place converters anywhere in the AC
network since there is no restrictions on minimum network short-circuit capacity.
Self-commutation with VSC even permits black start; i.e., the converter can be used
to synthesize a balanced set of three phase voltages like a virtual synchronous generator.
The dynamic support of AC voltage at each converter terminal improves the voltage
stability. The power transfer capability of both sending and receiving ends of the AC
systems can be increased, thereby, the DC link’s transfer capability is leveraged.
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Figure 1.6: Solid-state converter development.
Figure (1.7) shows the active and reactive power operating range for a converter
station with a VSC. Unlike conventional HVDC transmission, the converters themselves
have no reactive power demand. Their reactive power can be actually controlled to
regulate AC system voltage just like a generator.
VSC-HVDC is explicitly attractive in favor of the following features [82, 83]:
• Independent control of reactive and active power;
• Reactive control independent of other terminal(s);
• No communication between stations during normal operation is required;
• Simpler interface with AC system;
• No need of transformers for the conversion process for DC transmission;
• Compact filters;
• Continuous AC voltage regulation;
• No minimum power restriction;
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Figure 1.7: Operating range for VSC-HVDC transmission.
• Operation in extremely weak systems;
• No commutation failures;
• No restriction on multiple infeeds;
• No polarity reversal required to reverse power;
• Black-start capability;
• Variable frequency.
Consequently, VSC-HVDC transmission technology is economically feasible to con-
nect small scale or renewable power generation plants to the main AC grid. Vice versa,
using the same technology, remote locations as islands, mining districts and drilling
platforms can be supplied with power from the main grid. Thus, the need for ineffi-
cient, polluting local generation such as diesel units is eliminated. This technology also
relies on a new type of UGC which can replace OHL at no cost penalty [15].
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Figure 1.8: Simplified schematic diagram for different HVDC types according to power
electronics technology for (a) LCC-HVDC; (b) VSC-HVDC.
Simplified schematic diagram for different HVDC types according to power electron-
ics technology, LCC-HVDC and VSC-HVDC systems, are illustrated in Figure (1.8).
Notably, VSC-HVDCs have the ability of bidirectionally transmitting electric energy
from an AC system to another.
1.6.2 HVDC Types According to Power Transmission Category
Depending upon the function and location of converter stations, various classifications
of HVDC systems can be identified. The ones drawn in this section involve LCC-HVDC
configurations but similar forms exist for VSC-HVDC with or without transformers
depending upon the project in question [83, 84].
• Back to back HVDC system
In this case, the two converter stations are located at the same site. There is
no power transmission for a DC link over a long distance. The back to back
LCC-HVDC system with 12-pulse converters is shown in Figure (1.9). Clearly,
two AC systems of similar or different frequency can be connected.
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Figure 1.9: Back to back LCC-HVDC system with 12-pulse converters.
Figure 1.10: Monopolar LCC-HVDC system with 12-pulse converters.
• Point to point HVDC system
OHLs or submarine cables are used in this type of transmission systems to connect
the converter stations. These systems can be either monopolar or bipolar.
– Monopolar HVDC system
In a monopolar HVDC system, two converters which are separated by a
single pole line and a positive or a negative DC voltage is used. Many of
cable transmissions with submarine connections use monopolar system. The
ground is used for returning current. Figure (1.10) shows a block diagram
of a monopolar LCC-HVDC system with 12-pulse converters.
– Bipolar HVDC system
Bipolar HVDC systems, depicted in Figure (1.11), are the most common
LCC-HVDC system configuration in applications where OHLs are used to
transmit power.
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Figure 1.11: Bipolar LCC-HVDC system with one 12-pulse converter per pole.
A bipolar system comprises two monopolar ones. The advantage of such
system is that one pole can continue to transmit power while the other is
out of service. In other words, each system can operate on its own as an
independent system with the earth return. Since one is positive and the
other is negative, in case that both poles have equal currents, the ground
current is theoretically zero, or in practice within a 1% difference.
• Multi-terminal HVDC system
A multi-terminal LCC-HVDC system with 12-pulse converters per pole is shown
in Figure (1.12). Explicitly, converters 1 and 3 act as rectifiers while converter 2
operates as an inverter. Otherwise, converter 2 acts as a rectifier when both con-
verters 1 and 3 operate as inverters. By mechanically switching the connections
of a given converter other combinations can be achieved.
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Figure 1.12: Multi-terminal CSC-HVDC system–parallel connected.
1.7 VSC-HVDC Recent Installations
Table 1.1 shows various projects worldwide where VSC-HVDC systems have been suc-
cessfully exploited [83, 85]. For each project, the reasons of choosing VSC-HVDC are
clearly summarized. VSC technology has been selected as the basis of these recent
projects in favor of its controllability, compact modular design, ease of system interfer-
ence and low environmental impact. VSC-HVDC transmission systems can practically
transmit power underground and underwater over long distances. It offers numerous
environmental benefits, including ”invisible” power lines, neutral electromagnetic fields,
oil-free cables and compact converter stations. Therefore, the experiences gained from
the projects so far ensure that VSC-HVDC technology remains competitive and assists
utilities worldwide in order to deliver efficient, reliable and economic energy to cus-
tomers no matter how challenging the applications are.
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Table 1.1: Summary of recent VSC-HVDC projects
Project Name Year P (MW) VAC (kV) VDC (kV) DC link
(km)
Comments and
Reasons for VSC-
HVDC Choice
Gotland,
Sweden
1999 50 80 ±80 (2×70)∗ Wind power volt-
age support.
Eagle Pass,
USA
2000 36 132 ±15.9 B2B Controlled asyn-
chronous connec-
tion for trading.
Voltage control.
Tjaereborg,
Denmark
2000 7.2 10.5 ±9 (4×4.3)∗ Wind power
(Demonstration
project).
DirectLink,
Australia
2000 180 110(Bungalora)–
132(Mullumbimby)
±80 (6×59)† Controlled asyn-
chronous connec-
tion for trading.
MurrayLink,
Australia
2002 220 132(Berri)–
220(RedCliffs)
±150 (2×180)† Controlled asyn-
chronous connec-
tion for trading.
CrossSound,
USA
2002 330 345(NewHeaven)–
138(Shoreham)
±150 (2×40)∗ Controlled con-
nections for
power enhance-
ment.
Troll offshore,
Norway
2005 84 132(Kollsnes)–
56(Troll)
±60 (4×70)∗ Environmental
merit; Compact-
ness of converter
on platform.
Estlink,
Estonia-Finland
2006 350 330(Estonia)–
400(Finland)
±150 (2×31)†
(2×74)∗
Connection of
asynchronous AC
systems.
Valhall offshore,
Norway
2009 78 300(Lista)–
11(V alhall)
±150 292∗ Cost reduc-
tion; Efficiency
improvement;
GHG emission
Minimization.
∗Submarine Cable
†Underground Cable
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1.8 WE Integration via VSC-HVDC Technology
RE is continuously innovated in new global markets. Although the renewable electricity
generation centers are often far from consumption points, it is necessary to transmit
large energy amounts with minimal losses. For this purpose, several projects using
HVDC technologies in combination with RE are currently being developed especially
via submarine cables [7, 8, 9, 10].
The wind may be more stable offshore, but there will be less geographical smoothing
effect, so wind variations will still be a key issue. Power transmission and grid con-
nection represent other main challenges for realization of large scale wind power, and
especially for offshore wind farms [53]. In addition, reactive power can be supplied at
the offshore station for the WTGs, and it can also be supplied at the onshore stations
to regulate the voltage. Furthermore, active power can be used to control the grid
frequency, in case it is weak.
To be profitable, large-scale development of WE production will require state-of-
the-art HVDC technology as previously mentioned. This technology combines the
flexibility, transmission capacity, controllability and operability required both by tech-
nical and commercial requirements [86]. By using HVDC, transmission grids can be
optimized and controlled to support the introduction of renewable generation into the
grid [86].
The offshore network may act as a power pool where power may be injected to and
extracted from the network at different nodes. Thus, flexibility to control direction of
power in the network is required while governing the voltage. For such a situation,
implementation of VSC-HVDC technology is favorable [87]. VSC-HVDC transmission
systems may be preferred compared to the conventional HVDC technology for certain
power levels [63]. Moreover, a general control strategy would be required in order to
regulate the power flows in the offshore network and the exchange of power with onshore
power systems [87].
When connecting a wind park to the main grid by means of a VSC transmission
system, the wind park is disconnected from the main grid. This results in several tech-
nical and economical benefits for Transmission System Operators (TSOs), wind park
developers and WTG’s manufacturers.
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From TSOs point of view, a VSC-connected wind park becomes comparable to a
normal power plant (although a generation with intermittent operation). The main
grid-side of the VSC converter can be directly connected to a control or power dispatch
center [86]. Additionally, AC faults appearing in a wind park or main grid will not
be propagated by the VSC transmission system, thus, less mechanical stress on WTGs
is provided. Furthermore, the inherent VSC voltage and frequency control capability
simplifies wind park black starts and its energization transients will not transfer to the
main grid [88]. The following summarizes the main features of VSC-HVDC transmission
for large-scale offshore wind power evacuation [88]:
• VSC-HVDC can fully cope with grid code;
• WTGs no longer need to be designed for fulfilling the grid code, and the opti-
mization can focus on cost, efficiency and robustness;
• VSC-HVDC can separate the wind farm from the AC network. Thus, faults in
the AC grid will not give stress or disturbances on the wind turbine. Moreover,
faults in the wind farm will not affect the AC network;
• VSC-HVDC provides voltage and frequency control, and it can be used for en-
hancing the stability of the AC network.
The planned France-Spain interconnection line is a clear example where the imple-
mentation of a VSC-HVDC interconnection is chosen as a technically and environmen-
tally feasible solution [89]. The aim is to address cross-border congestions (frequently
occurring in both directions), enhancing the net transfer capacity and avoiding over-
loading of the transmission line, with a clear environmental advantage over conventional
HVAC transmission [89].
1.9 Conclusions
HVDC today is a very mature technology that is still developing rapidly into higher
voltages and higher power and more flexibility. The world faces tremendous challenges
on energy supply to growing population.
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If this energy should be supplied without damage to the environment; new types
of generation will be required such as distant hydro, wind at sea and solar generation
in the deserts. All this require transmission of huge electric energy amounts over long
distances. HVDC is the most suitable technology for this task [68]. Thus, HVDC will
have a great and considerable role in the future to create a more sustainable world.
Furthermore, VSC-HVDC technology is now emerging as a robust and economical
alternative for future transmission grid expansion. Thus, well-controlled VSC-HVDC
applications could significantly improve overall system performance, enabling smart
operation of transmission grids with improved security and efficiency.
In addition, VSC-HVDC transmission also offers a superior solution for many chal-
lenging technical issues associated with integration of large-scale RE sources such as
offshore wind power.
Consequently, for VSC-HVDC transmission links, where parameters uncertainties
are involved in the plant operation. These uncertainties result from either poor model-
ing or abnormal situations. Therefore, nonlinear control design which is robust under
all possible normal and abnormal situations is a must. Thus, nonlinear control and sta-
bilization of VSC-HVDC transmission systems in presence of parameter uncertainties
will be extensively shown and explained in the rest of the thesis.
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Chapter 2
Nonlinear Control Systems
T
HIS chapter provides an overview of both robust and adaptive nonlinear control
used for VSC-HVDC transmission system’s stabilization and performance enhance-
ment. Then, the main reasons of parametric uncertainties existed in electrical power
systems are clearly stated. Moreover, the basic concepts of variable structure systems
control theory comprising both SMC and AOT control, with the provision of minimal
mathematical derivations, are surveyed. An extended explanation for SMC theory and
design are pointed out. The features and drawbacks of SMC are discussed. Finally, the
state-of-the-art techniques for solving the problem of chattering are explicated.
2.1 Introduction
The control of uncertain nonlinear systems has become an important subject of re-
search. Accordingly, considerable progresses in both nonlinear adaptive and robust
control techniques have been attained. Among these techniques, the design approaches
based on Lyapunov’s direct method or the phase plane one have offered analysis tools
for nonlinear controllers construction. Since they are not systematic, their application
to complex systems often fails. In absence of parameters uncertainties, backstepping
approach can be used to force a nonlinear system to behave like a linear one in a new
set of coordinates. However, backstepping and other forms of FL control require can-
celation of nonlinearities, even those which are helpful for stabilization and tracking.
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A major advantage of backstepping is its flexibility to avoid cancelations of useful
nonlinearities and to pursue the stabilization and tracking objectives, rather than that
of linearization. Intuitively, FL approaches, including the backstepping approach [90,
91] do not guarantee robustness under parameter uncertainties or unmodeled dynamics.
Recently, great attention has been paid to control design for nonlinear and uncertain
plants by using the theory of Variable Structure Systems (VSS) [92]. A central feature
of VSS’s control is sliding mode, which occurs when the system state repeatedly crosses
certain subspaces, or sliding surfaces, in the state or error vector space. The design of
the sliding surface completely determines the closed-loop system performance [93, 94].
When a certain matching criterion holds, nonlinear VSS’s control can yield invariance
to parameter uncertainties and external disturbances [92, 95]. A difficulty in applying
the VSS’s control approach is the need of full state knowledge [94]. Practically, it is
neither possible nor feasible to have full information regarding the state. Thus, when
the state cannot be measured, the output is measured instead. Moreover, the use of
state observers is a natural step towards the relaxation of this condition. However, the
system implementation complexity is increased, and only asymptotic tending of the
state to the sliding surface can be achieved. In order to simplify the system control
implementation, the output feedback or Asymptotic Output Tracking (AOT) control
can be applied instead of the state feedback [96, 97].
SMC [98, 99] based on VSS theory, that explicitly accounts for an imprecise de-
scription of the controlled plant model, guarantees the control targets attainment
in the presence of modeling errors, parameter uncertainties, and/or external distur-
bances. SMC approach has been proved efficient technique to provide high-fidelity
performance for different control problems. Theoretically, ideal sliding modes are of
infinite-frequency switching. However, real conventional sliding modes feature high
finite frequency switching of the input signal (control) due to switching element imper-
fections, discrete-time control implementation or unmodeled plant dynamics. During
the sliding mode, the system possesses high robustness against various kinds of uncer-
tainties [100]. In spite of robustness properties, high frequency oscillations of the state
trajectories around the sliding manifold, known as chattering phenomena [101, 102],
are found. Chattering is considered as the major SMC implementation obstacle. Differ-
ent methods have been proposed to reliably prevent it such as boundary layer solution
[103], observer-based solution [102], and either higher order or integral SMC [104, 105].
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An appropriate control law modification via using continuous high-gain saturation
functions, or hyperbolic tangent functions instead of the sigmoid ones can be employed
to eliminate chattering [102, 106, 107].
2.2 Theoretical Background
Feedback has often had revolutionary consequences with drastic improvements in con-
trol performance. The Proportional—Integral—Derivative (PID) controller, which in-
volves three separate parameters: the integral (I), proportional (P) and derivative (D)
that are respectively based on the past, present and future control error, is the generic
control loop feedback mechanism (controller) widely used in industrial control systems
[108, 109]. The weighted sum of these three actions is used to adjust the process via a
control element. The error, the difference between the measured process variable and
the desired set-point, is minimized by adjusting the process control inputs. To attain
significant performance, the PID parameters used in the calculation must be tuned
according to the nature of the system, its parameters and operating conditions. The
controller response can be described in terms of how it is responsiveness to an error,
the degree to which the controller overshoots the set-point, and the degree of system
oscillation. The PID control algorithm guarantee neither system’s optimal control nor
stability. Some applications may require only one or two modes to provide appropriate
system control. This is achieved by setting the gain of undesired control outputs to
zero. Thus, the PID controller will be called a PI, PD, P or I controller in the absence
of the corresponding control actions. PI controllers are fairly common, since derivative
action is sensitive to measurement noise, whereas the absence of an integral value may
prevent the system from reaching its target value due to the control action.
While PID controllers are applicable to many control problems, and often perform
satisfactorily. However, they can act poorly in some applications, and do not in general
provide optimal control. The fundamental difficulty with PID control is that it is a
constant parameter feedback system with no direct knowledge of the process [108]. The
most significant improvement here is to incorporate feed-forward control with knowl-
edge on the system, and to use the PID only to error control.
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Alternatively, PIDs can be modified in other ways like changing the parameters
(either gain scheduling in different use cases or adaptively modifying them based on
performance), improving measurement (higher sampling rate, precision, accuracy, and
low-pass filtering if necessary), or cascading multiple PID controllers.
PID controllers, when used alone, can give poor performance or even cause instabil-
ity. When the PID loop gains must be reduced, the control system does not overshoot,
oscillate or hunt about the control set-point value. They also have difficulties in pres-
ence of non-linearities, may trade-off regulation versus response time, do not react to
changing process behavior, and delay in responding to large disturbances [108, 109]. To
overcome the risk of either system’s performance degradation or system instability when
using PID controllers; adaptive or robust nonlinear controllers have been used instead
to gain considerable system performance particularly in presence of process dynamics,
nonlinearities, parameter uncertainties and/or external disturbance [108, 109].
2.3 Adaptive versus Robust Nonlinear Control
Two nonlinear control approaches principally account for system models’ uncertainties
and/or external disturbances. Adaptive controller, the first approach, is a controller
with adjustable parameters and a mechanism for adjustment (fine-tuning) which is used
to deal with plant uncertainty and/or time-varying parameters. Its basic idea is to have
a controller which tunes itself with respect to the plant being controlled. Self-tuning
devices are appreciably successful, but they involve on-line design computations and
therefore are not as simple to be implemented as a fixed controller. The ideal adaptive
control would be a dual control, in which the control signal is optimal for both plant
estimation and control. However, dual control is computationally prohibitive.
Robust control, the second approach, can deal with uncertainties in fixed controller
design. It is insensitive to parameter uncertainties and/or external disturbances [110,
111, 112, 113].
2.3.1 Adaptive Control
Adaptive control for nonlinear systems is defined as nonlinear dynamic (state or out-
put feedback) compensators capable of guaranteeing asymptotic tracking of an output
reference signal for any unknown parameter vector and any closed loop system initial
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condition when time varying disturbances are absent [110, 111, 112, 113]. Adaptive
controllers typically consist of a Linear Time Invariant (LTI) compensator together
with an identifier (or tuner) used for compensator parameters adjustment.
Most adaptive controllers up to date, unfortunately, have several major drawbacks:
(a) they do not track very well time-varying parameters; (b) only asymptotic results
are typically proved, however, the transients may be poor; (c) they are nonlinear, so the
effect of the Initial Conditions (ICs) and the exogenous input are coupled; and finally
(d) the control signal can become quite large (in comparison to what the control signal
would be if the plant parameters were known and the ”correct” LTI compensator were
applied) [110, 111, 112, 113].
2.3.2 Robust Control
Robust control deals generally with the nonlinear controller design in presence of plant
uncertainties. This can simultaneously cover: parameter variations (affecting low- and
medium-frequency ranges) and unstructured model uncertainties (often located in the
high-frequency range). Although the control adaptation will handle the parameter
variations, conversely, the problem of managing unstructured model uncertainties may
remain [110, 111, 112, 113].
Until recently, robust control and adaptive control have been viewed as two tech-
niques that compete with each other to cope with plant model uncertainties. However,
the latest developments indicate that both techniques complement each other, thus,
an adaptive control can be built on top of a robust one in order to marry the both
controls’ advantages [110, 111, 112, 113].
Forcing mechanical and electrical structures to follow a desired trajectory is emphat-
ically a fundamental task for various applications and products particularly electrical
power systems. These systems are governed by a set of nonlinear and strongly coupled
differential equations. Accordingly, they pose a challenge when designing control al-
gorithms to meet the highly appreciated demands of precision and fast response time
especially in the presence of system parameter uncertainties.
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2.4 Power System Uncertainty
There are many causes of power system’s operating conditions’ variations. For instance,
the most common uncertainties which are a matter of great concern to design robust
controllers for power systems are [114]:
• Variation of operating conditions of the generation units as well as the continual
changes in the load power consumption;
• Variation of the power system’s structure, primarily due to changes in the network
configuration and the generation unit’s number;
• Uncertain parameters of the power system elements, which are mainly caused
by parameter’s variation due to either climate changes, alteration of the power
system operation mode, or simply erroneous parameter assessment;
• Bad approximations in power system modeling, resulting in unstructured uncer-
tainties mostly caused by the physical or topological model reduction, or, by the
linearization of power systems’ nonlinear models.
VSC-HVDC transmission systems can be influenced by either external or internal
interference of uncertainties. Attention is thus paid to both power system uncertainty
and operating conditions’ variations especially due to either changes in the network
configuration, erroneous parameter assessment, alteration of power system operation
modes, or bad approximations in power system modeling.
Indeed, parametric uncertainties such as: load power consumption variation (load
impedance value), either DC or AC line impedance stochastic fluctuations caused by
the thermal effects on the line resulted from high currents flow though the cable rea-
soned of online switching or faults, in addition to frequencies’ disadjustments due to
the unexpected unbalance between the power system generation and demand, are taken
into consideration.
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2.5 Variable Structure System Control
The nonlinear system’s trajectory control requires control schemes that take into ac-
count system nonlinearities, modeling uncertainties as well as disturbances. Various
VSS control algorithms have been successfully used for trajectory tracking problems
because they leads to an explicit high performance systems that are robust to parameter
uncertainties and noise.
VSSs often exhibit a peculiar behavior (called ”sliding mode behavior” or ”sliding
motion”), characterized by the fact that the commutation between different system
structures takes place at infinite frequency. The control laws based on VSSs are de-
signed so that the system trajectory always reaches the sliding surface. This is known
as the reaching phase. Once on the sliding surface, the control structure is changed
discontinuously to maintain the system on the sliding surface. At this stage, the sys-
tem is in the sliding phase. Linear or nonlinear control laws may be supposed during
either the control’s whole mission or parts of it. Their structures change according
to a preselected switching logic that depends on the system state along the trajectory
[95, 115, 116].
Popular VSS control approaches for trajectory tracking problems are based on Lya-
punov method which yields multivariable designs to produce sliding mode on the in-
tersection of several switching surfaces.
Principally, VSSs can be represented by the parallel connection of several different
continuous subsystems (called structures) that act one at a time in the input-output
path as shown in Figure 2.1.
2.6 Sliding Mode Control
SMC, developed in early 1950s by V. Utkin, has been proved successful in control prob-
lems. It has been recognized as an efficient tool for robust controllers design in complex
high-order nonlinear dynamic plants operating under various uncertainty conditions.
SMC, based on VSS control theory, provides means to overcome poor performance
or instability problems and to guarantee robustness under parameter uncertainties re-
sulted when PID controllers are used [117, 118]. SMC’s major advantage is its low
sensitivity to parameter variations and disturbances which relaxes the necessity of the
system’s exact modeling [119].
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Figure 2.1: The controlled VSS representation.
Figure 2.2: Graphical interpretation of SMC.
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The SMC approach consists of two steps: The first step is the choice of a manifold
in the state space. Once the state trajectory is constrained on it, the controlled plant
exhibits the desired performance. The second step is represented by the design of a
discontinuous state-feedback capable of forcing the system state to reach, in finite time,
such a manifold (accordingly called ”sliding manifold”).
As depicted in Figure 2.2, it is clear that the idea behind the SMC is to derive the
system state trajectory and to force the error signal to approach the sliding surface,
S (t) = 0, and then slide along it until reaching the desired final value.
During the sliding motion, if the so-called ”invariance principle” can be invoked;
any system belonging to a certain set behaves in the same way (semigroup property).
Consequently, different systems performing a sliding mode on the same manifold may
exhibit the same behavior, which depends only on the manifold on which the sliding
mode occurs. In certain sense, the sliding mode erases the original system’s dynamics,
and replaces it with the one specific for the sliding manifold [95].
To clarify, the class of nonlinear time-invariant systems, which is linear with respect
to the control, is algebraically expressed in the form [90]:
x˙ = f (x) +G (x)u+ z (x)
x˙ = f (x) +
m∑
i=1
gi (x)ui + z (x) with x (t0) = x0
(2.1)
where x ∈ Rn is the system state and u ∈ Rm represents the control input. The
vector functions f, g : Rn 7−→ Rn and the matrix G (x) = (g1 g2 · · · gm) are assumed
to be continuously differentiable. The vector function z : Rn 7−→ Rn summarizes the
unknown parameter uncertainties and external disturbances. SMC theory deals with
the state feedback control schemes that use switching control actions. The control input
u(x) is therefore chosen as a discontinuous function of the system state, thus:
u (x) =
{
u+ (x) for s(x) > 0
u− (x) for s(x) < 0
(2.2)
where s : Rn 7−→ Rm is a continuously differentiable function. The feedback signal
u(x), which is not a continuous function of time, exhibits a discontinuity point at
s (x) = 0 as:
lim
s(x)→0
u+ (x) 6= lim
s(x)→0
u− (x)
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Due to its robustness, SMC has been successfully applied in different trajectory
tracking applications of electrical power systems structures particularly for the stabi-
lization and performance enhancement of VSC-HVDC transmission systems as will be
shown later in the thesis.
2.7 Lyapunov Stability Theorems
For SMC design, a number of approaches can be employed, in particular, the method
based on the selection of Lyapunov function [90].
Consider a Lyapunov function V (x) : Rn 7−→ Rm such that V (0) = 0. In the sense
of Lyapunov, the system is asymptotically stable for:
• V (x) > 0 : positive definite
• V˙ (x) < 0 : negative definite
In order to conclude global asymptotic stability, an additional condition called
”properness” or ”radial unboundedness” is essentially required.
For fulfilling asymptotic stability condition, the control input should be chosen such
that the Lyapunov function candidate satisfies Lyapunov stability criteria, then:
V (x)=
1
2
s2 (x) (2.3)
Its derivative V˙ (x) = s(x)s˙(x) < 0 should be negative definite. Thus, one of the
following single term formula or two-terms formula can be supposed for s(x) while
allowing positive values for the tuning gains K, K1, and K2.
Single term formula:
s˙ (x) = −K func(s (x))
Two-terms formula:
s˙ (x) = −K1 s (x)−K2 func(s (x))
func(s(x)) can be either the sign, sat, and tanh functions that respectively refers
to the sigmoid, saturation and hyperbolic tangent functions that are defined as:
Sigmoid function:
sign(s(x)) =


1 s(x) > 0
0 s(x) = 0
−1 s(x) < 0
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Saturation function:
sat(s(x)) =


1 s(x) ≥ 0
s(x) −1 ≤ s(x) ≤ 1
−1 s(x) ≤ 0
Hyperbolic tangent function:
tanh(s(x)) =
e2s(x) − 1
e2s(x) + 1
On the other hand, for AOT control:
s˙ (x) = −K s(x)
Either sat or tanh function can be used instead of the sign function in order to avoid
the discontinuity point ’singularity’ at the zero point. Making use of these continuous
functions guarantee the avoidance or reduction of highly undesirable chattering which
is caused by the imperfect switching that results from the impossible achievement of
infinitely fast switching control via AOT or single term SMC.
2.8 Existence Conditions and Control Design
To ensure that the system state remains in sliding mode after reaching it, the existence
conditions stated in Equation (2.4) have to be fulfilled [102].
lim
s(x)→0+
s˙ (x) < 0 and lim
s(x)→0−
s˙ (x) > 0 (2.4)
To guarantee that the manifold is reached after a finite period of time and indepen-
dent of the systems’ ICs, the sufficient reaching condition expressed in Equation (2.5)
should also be satisfied in addition to Equation (2.4) .
s˙s < 0, ∀ s 6= 0 (2.5)
In terms of Lyapunov’s theory, the existence and reaching conditions for sliding
mode can be summarized as follows:
If there exists a Lyapunov function
V (s) ∈ R+ :
{
V (s) = 0 for s = 0
V (s) > 0 for s 6= 0 (2.6)
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and a constant ε > 0 satisfying the condition
V˙ (s) ≤ −ε
√
V (2.7)
Sliding mode exists on the manifold s = 0 and is reached within finite time after
starting from any initial state. Condition stated in Equation (2.7) guarantees finite
transient time. If only V˙ (s) < 0 were fulfilled for all s 6= 0 with lims→0 V˙ (s) = 0,
then the points of attraction defined by s = 0 would only be asymptotically stable and
would not be reached in finite periods of time. This situation is common for differential
equations with the right-hand side satisfying the Lipschitz condition. Domains of at-
traction for sliding mode controllers may be found due to nonlinear control theory. The
reaching condition provides a design rule for sliding mode controller. Two approaches
for possible SMC design methods for systems with vector control input can be used,
i.e., the component-wise control approach and the unit control one.
2.9 Chattering Issue
SMC applied to nonlinear systems frequently shows an undesired effect, known as chat-
tering, which results from the control’s discontinuous nature. Chattering is the main
SMC design’s obstacle. This undesirable effect is caused by: high bandwidth dynamics
which are often neglected in the open-loop plant model used for control design. In
SMC implementations, this dynamics is excited by the switched control input. Fur-
thermore, the infinitely high switching frequencies assumed in SMC theory cannot be
realized in practice. Assuming that the control unit can switch ideally, chattering
may also be caused by unmodeled dynamics in the plant. Subsequently, unacceptable
finite-amplitude high-frequency oscillations to the controlled system behavior result.
This chattering phenomenon can cause undesirable audible noise, poor control ac-
curacy, high wear of moving mechanical parts, and high heat losses in power circuits.
As there is usually a trade-off between chattering reduction and robustness, chattering
can be reduced without sacrificing robustness in the control design [90].
Obviously, the reasons of chattering may be assigned to different components of the
electromechanical system, as illustrated in Figure 2.3.
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Figure 2.3: Reasons for chattering in sliding mode controlled electromechanical systems.
Figure 2.4: Chattering reduction methods.
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2.10 Chattering Reduction Concepts
For chattering reduction, different concepts exist. They can be categorized as methods
that modify the hardware or the control structure as displayed in Figure 2.4. Schemes
that change the control structure can be classified in gain modification algorithms and
structural methods. Some methods offer a trade-off between chattering reduction and
robustness. Others are quite effective but hard to implement.
To reduce chattering, an integrator to smooth the switching function can be consid-
ered. Boundary layer solution, observer-based solution and higher order SMC can be
proposed. Additionally, linear approximations of the discontinuous control input can
be used. Alternatively, fuzzy or neural networks merged with SMC theory are supposed
[102, 103, 104, 105, 106, 107].
In this thesis, the sigmoid function is replaced by either continuous high-gain satura-
tion function, or hyperbolic tangent one to reduce chattering and to achieve considerable
control robustness.
2.11 Conclusions
The difference between both robust and adaptive control of nonlinear systems have been
presented. The vital causes of electrical power systems uncertainties are noticeably
demonstrated. Then, SMC theory and its control design methodology are summarized.
The main characteristics, features and drawbacks of SMC methodologies are high-
lighted. Explicitly, the principle advantages of the SMC approach are its simplicity
(of both design and implementation) as well as its efficient performance and significant
robustness. Chattering problem is the main reason of generalized criticism towards
SMC. This later presumes that the controlled system model is known exactly and the
switching frequency of the control input is infinite. As a result, SMC schemes real-life
applications often show some chattering effects in presence of parameter uncertainties.
In recent years, semiconductor technologies have rapidly improved. Solid state
switches that allow high switching frequencies together with minor energy losses are
available. These modern devices make pure SMC algorithms a viable option for control
problems involving nonlinearities and/or parameter uncertainties. Hence, the superb
and simple theoretical properties of SMC design are provided with minimal algebraic
derivations and explanations.
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The thesis target is to develop a robust nonlinear control for VSC-HVDC trans-
mission system stabilization and performance improvement. The chattering reduction
while maintaining the controller’s robustness properties besides keeping the control
design process simple is taken into account. For this purpose, nonlinear control tech-
niques, based on VSS theory such as both SMC and AOT control that account for
an imprecise description of the controlled plant model and guarantee the control tar-
gets attainment, will be explicitly applied to provide high-fidelity performance for the
system in the presence of modeling errors and parameter uncertainties. The use of
both SMC and AOT control methodologies, as will be shown later in the thesis, will
yield a smooth control and considerable performance in the control implementation.
Consequently, less chattering and better convergence accuracy while preserving the
controller’s robustness properties will be demonstrated.
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Chapter 3
VSC-HVDC Modeling, Control
and Stabilization
T
his chapter deals with the control, stabilization and performance enhancement
of VSC-HVDC transmission systems under parameter uncertainties. For this
purpose, the simplest yet conventional PI control is applied to the generator-load
(GL) VSC-HVDC transmission system. Moreover, the generator-generator (GG) VSC-
HVDC transmission one -that exhibits a nonlinear character- is then controlled via Lya-
punov theory based nonlinear control methodologies such as AOT or SMC approaches
in order to enhance the system performance and improve its stability.
For the GL VSC-HVDC system with unidirectional power flow, the steady state
mathematical model is comprehensively described and deduced. Then, the feedback
conventional PI controllers are proposed in order to govern the DC link voltage and
to control the reactive power while observing the active power dynamic performance.
The system’s dynamic behavior is explicitly demonstrated and analyzed in presence of
load resistance variations, AC reactance changes and step in the reference signals.
For the GG VSC-HVDC systems with directional power flow, the overall system
state space representation is developed. Appropriate feedback control signals, as a
combination of state space variables and outputs, are hence formulated to control the
active and reactive powers at the AC terminal of either VSCs via Lyapunov theory
based nonlinear control such as AOT or SMC. Furthermore, the DC voltage and the
reactive power are governed to their desired reference values for the other converter.
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Desirable unity power factor is revealed for zero reactive power reference. The DC
link power losses and voltage drop are considered. The results are introduced to eval-
uate the robustness of the nonlinear controllers and their flexibility towards acquiring
favorable tracking performance, improving the system’s dynamic behavior and enhanc-
ing its stability for different DC link lengths considering parameter uncertainties such
as DC cable and AC line parameter variations.
3.1 Introduction
VSC-HVDC is a newly developed HVDC transmission technology in favor of the ever
increasing penetration of the power electronics technologies into power systems mainly
due to the continuous progress of high-voltage high-power fully controlled semiconduc-
tors. It is mostly based on extruded DC cables and VSCs with IGBT technology. The
high power IGBT development allows the use of VSCs in HVDC systems in a frequency
range of 1-2 kHz [7, 120] with much lower harmonic distortion than in the conventional
HVDC systems. The VSC-HVDC transmission system connects AC networks and in-
cludes converters at each AC side. The control of DC voltages and power flows is of
primary necessity and importance.
Under strict environmental and economical constraints due to the deregulation, the
VSC-HVDC system provides a significant promising solution to power transmission and
distribution thanks to its unique features [16, 121, 122, 123]:
• The active and reactive power exchange can be controlled flexibly and indepen-
dently;
• The power quality and system stability can be improved via continuously ad-
justable active and reactive powers supported with AC voltage feedback control;
• The ability of feeding AC systems with low short circuit power or even passive
networks with no local power generation.
Since an electrical power system is a disturbed network, its global information is not
available real time, and the system’s parameters and topology often change [124, 125].
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The VSC-HVDC transmission system, which is one of these nonlinear electrical
power systems, is accordingly characterized by parameter uncertainties, neglected dy-
namics, as well as time dependence. The control of such systems has been a serious
challenge to the control community [102, 126]. Advanced nonlinear control techniques
has consequently become a must to improve the power system stability. This later is
defined as the power system ability to attain an acceptable steady-state behavior under
operating conditions’ variations and/or after an unexpected disturbance [27, 127].
Contrary to the design of classic control systems, where linearized models depend on
a certain operating point, the advanced control techniques allow the controlled system
to face parameter uncertainties and/or large disturbances due to the use of the whole
structural properties.
In this chapter, the load quantity and the AC reactance variations are considered as
system parameter uncertainties in case of GL VSC-HVDC systems. Other uncertainties
such as the change in the DC cable or AC line impedance will be proposed for the
GG VSC-HVDC systems. These uncertainties are often caused by the thermal effects
entailing the flow of high currents in the cable in consequence of faults or on-load
switching, or reasoned by the variation of the system topology, or due to the unbalance
between the system’s power generation and the demand.
After the development of both VSC-HVDC systems’ mathematical model, conven-
tional PI control besides AOT and SMC are applied for the system’s control design.
For these nonlinear approaches, the final control laws are derived step by step through
VSS theory. Thus, the design process is not complex. Considering various parame-
ter uncertainties, such as DC cable and AC line parameter variations, the controllers’
robustness, their dynamic performance and system stability are hence assessed.
3.2 D-Q transformation theory
The substitutions which replace the synchronous machine variables associated with the
stator windings (currents, voltages, and flux linkages) with another variables related to
fictitious windings rotating with the rotor was first investigated by Park [128]. There-
fore, a polyphase winding can be reduced to a set of two phase windings with their
magnetic axes aligned in quadrature as depicted in Figure (3.1).
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Figure 3.1: d-q representation in synchronous machines.
The d-q axis transformation eliminates the phase-winding’s mutual magnetic cou-
pling. Consequently, the magnetic flux linkage of one winding becomes independent of
the current in the other winding. This transformation system allows both polyphase
windings in the machine’s stator and rotor to be viewed from a common reference frame,
which may rotate at any angular speed or remain fixed to the stator. The reference
frame can be assumed to be rotating at any arbitrary angular speed.
For explicitly, let S represents any of the synchronous machine variables (current,
voltage, or flux linkage) that to be transformed from the a-b-c frame to d-q frame,
therefore, the relation Sdq0 = [P ]Sabc is used.
Under balanced 3-phase systems, the zero sequence component S0 is always zero.
The Park transformation equation is given by:
 SdSq
S0

 = 1
3

 sin θ sin
(
θ − 2pi3
)
sin
(
θ − 4pi3
)
cos θ cos
(
θ − 2pi3
)
cos
(
θ − 4pi3
)
1 1 1


︸ ︷︷ ︸
[P ]

 SaSb
Sc

 (3.1)
3.3 Mathematical Modeling of GL VSC-HVDC systems
The converter substation of the GL VSC-HVDC system scheme shown in Figure (3.2)
is coupled with an AC network via an equivalent impedance RL1 + jXL1. The AC
generator is directly connected to the load with unidirectional power flow.
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Figure 3.2: Physical model of GL VSC-HVDC system.
The DC capacitor C1 is used across the VSC’s DC side during feeding a load of an
equivalent impedance R+ jX. Both R and L respectively refer to the load equivalent
resistance and its equivalent inductance.
For transmission applications, DC filters and zero-sequence blocking reactors can
be used to mitigate interference on any metallic telephone circuits existed adjacent to
the DC cables.
The AC network at the terminal is assumed very strong. Hence, the AC network
can be modeled as an AC voltage source due to the relatively small capacities of most
of VSC-HVDC systems compared to that of power systems [42].
The rectifier substation is devoted to control the reactive power Q1 and to govern
the DC bus voltage UC1 while noticing the active power P1 performance in the VSC-
HVDC continuous-time equivalent model depicted in Figure (3.3) [42, 44, 129, 130, 131].
From this model, the voltage drop in each phase ’ph’ is given by:
LL1
diL1ph
dt
+RL1iL1ph = vL1ph − v1ph (3.2)
According to the d-q phasor diagram illustrated in Figure (3.4) and for a duty cycle
r1, the following set of equations is demonstrated considering a balanced three phase
system rotating at a pulsation ω1 with θ = ω1 × t, and d-q rotating frame initially
oriented on θ:

−→vL1 = VL1 ejγ1 = VL1cos (γ1) + jVL1sin (γ1) = VL1d + jVL1q−→v1 = V1 ejψ1 = V1cos (ψ1) + jV1sin (ψ1) = V1d + jV1q−→
iL1 = IL1 e
jϕ1 = IL1cos (ϕ1) + jIL1sin (ϕ1) = IL1d + jIL1q
(3.3)
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Figure 3.3: Continuous–time GL VSC-HVDC model.
Figure 3.4: d-q phasor diagram.
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where vL1d and vL1q are the constant d-q voltage components of the AC source
estimated using Park transformation. iL1d and iL1q are the d-q current components
flowing in the AC line. v1d and v1q are the d-q voltage components on the AC side of
the VSC-HVDC transmission system.
Furthermore,
−→v1 = r1UC1
2
ejψω1 (3.4)
Taking into account that,
−→r1 = r1ejψω1 = V1dω + jV1qω (3.5)
then,
−→v1 = V1dω
UC1
2
+ jV1qω
UC1
2
(3.6)
where, {
V1dω = 2
v1d
UC1
V1qω = 2
v1q
UC1
(3.7)
V1dω and V1qω are the dimensionless d-q components that show the relation between
the d-q voltage components on the AC side of the VSC-HVDC transmission system,
v1d and v1q respectively, and the DC bus voltage UC1. They present the converter duty
cycles.
From the GL VSC-HVDC system illustrated in Figure (3.3):
LL1
−−→
diL1
dt
+RL1
−→
iL1 + jω1LL1
−→
iL1 =
−→vL1 −−→v1 (3.8)
Substituting from Equation (3.3) into Equation (3.8), the following equations are
deduced:
LL1
diL1d
dt
+RL1iL1d − ω1LL1iL1q = vL1d − v1d (3.9)
LL1
diL1q
dt
+RL1iL1q + ω1LL1iL1d = vL1q − v1q (3.10)
Applying the loop and node equations for the DC side of the VSC HVDC system,
thus:
C1
duC1
dt
= i1 − ix (3.11)
uC1 = L
dix
dt
+Rix (3.12)
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Additionally, to derive the active and reactive power equations, the power equal-
ity on both sides of the ideal lossless rectifier is applied for a balanced three phase
generation, then:
UC1I1 = 3V1IL1cos (ψ1 − ϕ1) (3.13)
therefore,
I1 =
3
4
(v1dω iL1d + v1qω iL1q) (3.14)
UC1I1 =
3
4
UC1(v1dω iL1d + v1qω iL1q) (3.15)
Using Equations (3.7) and (3.15), the active and reactive powers entering the rec-
tifier, P1 and Q1 respectively, are derived as [42, 129, 130, 131, 132]:

P1 =
3
2(v1d
iL1d + v1q iL1q)
Q1 =
3
2(v1q iL1d − v1diL1q)
(3.16)
Similarly, the active and reactive powers supplied by the generator, PL1 and QL1
respectively, are estimated by:


PL1 =
3
2(vL1d
iL1d + vL1q iL1q)
QL1 =
3
2(vL1q iL1d − vL1diL1q)
(3.17)
The global continuous-time equivalent VSC-HVDC system mathematical model,
that indicates the relationships among the systems’ different variables, is thus exhibited
by the following state space equation form:{
x˙ = [A]x+ g(x)u+ [R] z
y = h (x, u, z)x
(3.18)
where,
x1,...4 = [iL1d , iL1q , uC1, ix]
T
u1,2 = [v1dω , v1qω ]
T
z1,2 = [vL1d , vL1q]
T
y1,2 = [P1, Q1]
T
x, u, z and y respectively refer to the state variables, control signals, constant d-q
voltage components of the AC source calculated using Park transformation and the
output power signals [131, 132].
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Explicitly, the system is of fourth order with two control inputs and two outputs.
The [A], g(x), [R] and h(x, u, z) matrices are defined as:
[A] =


(
−RL1
LL1
)
ω1 0 0
−ω1
(
−RL1
LL1
)
0 0
0 0 0
(
−1
C1
)
0 0
(
1
L
) (
−R
L
)


4∗4
g(x) =


(
−1
2LL1
)
x3 0
0
(
−1
2LL1
)
x3(
3
4C1
)
x1
(
3
4C1
)
x2
0 0


4∗2
[R] =


(
1
LL1
)
0
0
(
1
LL1
)
0 0
0 0


4∗2
h(x, u, z) =
3
2
[
v1d v1q 0 0
v1q −v1d 0 0
]
2∗4
The outputs of the state space representation differ according to the objective of
the controller. Therefore, h(x, u, z) will be consequently changed. For example, in case
of controlling (UC1 and Q1) instead of (P1 and Q1), the new matrix h(x, u, z) will be:
h(x, u, z) =
[
0 0 1 0
3
2v1q
−3
2 v1d 0 0
]
2∗4
The simplified overall VSC-HVDC system block diagram together with its controller
(i.e., the conventional PI controller or the Lyapunov (LPV) theory based nonlinear
controller) is presented in Figure (3.5). It is mandatory to find out the control inputs
u1 and u2 with which UC1 and Q1 tracked their reference values.
The following system hypotheses are assumed: (i) Balanced three phase AC net-
works which are modeled as AC voltage sources; (ii) Synchronized rotation reference
frame (d, q); (iii) Ideal lossless VSC of neglected dynamics; (iv) No internal current
control loop; (v) Parameters uncertainties as: Load impedance besides the DC and AC
line parameter variations.
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Figure 3.5: Simplified overall system’s block diagram together with its controller.
3.4 VSC-HVDC Systems Control via PI Controllers
Due to their simplicity, conventional PI controllers are first proposed to control the
reactive power Q1 on the VSC’s AC side and to govern the DC voltage UC1 to their
corresponding reference values. Unity power factor is attained for zero reference value
of Q1. For GL VSC-HVDC systems, the flow of the active power P1 is unidirectional.
For this purpose, automated tuning Simulink PID controller blocks are used. This
PID tuner provides fast and widely applicable PID tuning method for the controller
blocks. Therefore, PID parameters can be tuned for attaining reasonable robust design
with acceptable response time.
A typical design of the PID tuner involves the following tasks:
• Launching the PID tuner. Hence, the software automatically identifies the system
input and output. Then, it uses the current operating point for the system
linearization. Therefore, a linearized system model is found out and an initial
controller is designed to achieve a reasonable tradeoff between performance and
robustness;
• Tuning the controller in the PID tuner by manually adjusting the design criteria
in two design modes. These modes are simply the system stability margins (i.e.,
phase margin and gain margin).
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Figure 3.6: PI control for VSC-HVDC systems.
A compromise between the controller performance (measured by settling time)
and robustness (measured by overshoot) should be accounted. Larger gain mar-
gins result in faster responses. Greater phase margins lead to smaller overshoot.
Therefore, the PID parameters that can robustly stabilize the system are de-
signed.
After tuning the conventional PID controller parameters, the system dynamic per-
formance and stability are studied regarding the step response of any of the controlled
signals. Alternatively, ramp variations can be also supposed to ensure slow and smooth
variations of the reference signals. Hence, the robustness of the such PID controller is
evaluated under parameter variations and/or perturbation.
As illustrated in Figure (3.6), two PI controllers -with either fast or slow responses-
are used for controlling UC1 and Q1 on the VSC terminals. The system dynamic behav-
iors are compared for different operating conditions while using both PI controllers. The
designed fast PI controller provides a time response of settling time of about 30 msec-
onds. To govern UC1 and Q1, two fast PI controllers with (Kp = 0, Ki = 1.6919E−4)
and (Kp = 1.4264E−9, Ki = 3.9179E−6) are respectively considered.
On the other hand, the proposed slow PI controller has a settling time of about
200 mseconds. Slow PI controllers with (Kp = 0, Ki = 3.3775E−5) and (Kp =
1.9393E−10, Ki = 1.8486E−8) are supposed to control UC1 and Q1 respectively. Prac-
tically, slow PI controllers of settling time above 150 mseconds is more acceptable for
power system applications due to implementation constraints.
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Step in Q1ref
In Figure (3.7), the states and outputs dynamic behavior of the system are presented
considering a step in the reactive power reference Q1ref . It drops from 40 MVar to
0 MVar at t=2 seconds. One second later, it becomes -40 MVar. These variations
in Q1ref present different system operating conditions (i.e., lagging, unity and leading
power factor respectively at the converter’s AC terminal).
As shown in Figure (3.7a), the states’ time responses are stable even when consid-
ering a step in Q1ref . Obviously, UC1 is governed to its 300 kV reference value. Due to
the step, UC1 increases to 312 kV before reaching again its steady state value after 88.2
mseconds using the fast PI controller. However if the slow PI controller is proposed,
UC1 increases to 307 kV before reaching again its reference value after about 250 msec-
onds. Additionally, the currents dynamic behavior is stable if either PI controllers is
used. Better overshoot and more reasonable settling time are depicted for iL1d , and ix
time responses following the mentioned step if slow PI controllers are used.
On the other hand, iL1q dynamic behavior reaches new steady state values after the
mentioned step. Unlike the iL1d and ix behavior, iL1q time response is more influenced
by Q1ref variation. As Q1ref decreases from 40 MVar to 0 MVar, iL1q varies from -450
A to -200 A Then, it increases to 50 A when Q1ref becomes -40 MVar. The dynamic
behavior of iL1q confirms the mutual relation between this current component and the
Q1 dynamic performance.
Figures (3.7b) and (3.7c) demonstrate the active and reactive power behavior of
the system after Q1ref step. Obviously, P1 perfectly reaches its 200 MW steady state
value. The overshoot and the settling time depend on the PI controller’s gain tuning.
For fast PI controllers, the overshoot and the settling time are about 15% and 50
mseconds respectively in the P1 dynamic performance. However, their corresponding
values become 6% and 200 mseconds for slow PI controllers. Moreover, the Q1 time
response tracks their stepped reference values when either fast or slow PI controllers
is used. Clearly, better overshoot and more practical time responses are attained in
case of slow PI controllers. After the mentioned step, Q1 behavior needs about 25
mseconds to reach again its desired reference value while using a fast PI controller.
However, implementing this fast controller that provides very short settling time may
be practically impossible especially for high rated power systems.
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(a) iL1d , iL1q , UC1 and ix time responses
(b) P1 time response
(c) Q1 time response
Figure 3.7: States and outputs dynamic behavior via PI control:
(a) Q1ref = 40 MVar for (t=0 to 2 sec.);
(b) Q1ref = 0 MVar for (t=2 to 3 sec.);
(c) Q1ref = −40 MVar for (t=3 to 4.5 sec.).
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Figure 3.8: v1d and v1q time responses.
Figure (3.8) depicts the dynamic performance of the d-q voltage components on the
AC side of the VSC. V1d behavior is greatly influenced by Q1ref variation rather than
V1q. The variation of both V1d and iL1q behaviors guarantee the trajectory tracking of
Q1 behavior in accordance to Q1ref variation.
Indeed, the control signals (V1dω and V1qω) have the same waveform shape of the dy-
namic performance of (V1d and V1q) respectively due to their proportional relationships
presented in Equation (3.7).
Uncertainty in Load Resistance
The GL VSC-HVDC transmission system states and outputs dynamic behavior is il-
lustrated in Figure (3.9). The fast and slow PI controllers, with the same tuning gains
previously stated, are used for controlling UC1 and Q1 respectively to their correspond-
ing reference values of 300 kV and zero. The load resistance is instantaneously increased
by 20% and 100% of its base value at t=2 seconds and t=3 seconds respectively. Stable
states and power flows dynamic performance are attained even under load resistance
variations.
In Figure (3.9a), the d-q current components’ behavior are clearly affected by the
variation of load resistance. iL1d and iL1q time responses reach new stable steady state
values in consequence of each load resistance variation.
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For the d-q current components behavior, shorter settling time and smaller over-
shoot are shown if using the fast PI controller. Due to iL1q time response, an overshoot
of about 200 A for a duration of approximately 150 mseconds is noticed if the load
resistance is increased by 20%. Additionally, the overshoot rises to 500 A if the load
resistance is doubled.
The UC1 dynamic behavior is controlled to its 300 kV reference value considering
this type of uncertainty. However in case of using fast PI controller, its behavior depicts
overshoots of 10 kV and 25 kV that last about 30 mseconds each.
According to the inversely proportional relation between the load current ix and
the load impedance, the load current decreases by 20% and then halved with respect
to load resistance variation.
Figures (3.9b) and (3.9c) illustrate the power flows time responses using PI con-
trollers (fast and slow) considering load resistance uncertainties. The active power
behavior decreases with the increase of the load resistance due to their inverse propor-
tional relation. On the other side, the reactive power is always zero.
If the slow PI controller is used considering load resistance variation, unfavorable
high overshoots of about -45 MVar and -90 MVar with reasonable settling time of about
150 mseconds duration each are presented. Still, the fast PI controller provides faster
time response with negligible overshoot that may be impossibly implemented due to
physical limitations as illustrated in Figure (3.9c).
Figure (3.10) shows the d-q voltage components time responses. These components
are stabilized using the fast and slow PI controllers even considering load resistance
variation. Following the resistance change, new steady state values of the d-q voltage
behavior are attained. These values together with the d-q current components behavior
act on controlling Q1 as demonstrated in Equation (3.16).
Uncertainty in AC Line Reactance
Figure (3.11) illustrates the system states and outputs dynamic behavior considering
AC line reactance variation while using the conventional PI control for governing UC1
to 300 kV and controlling Q1 to zero. It is assumed that the AC line reactance is
increased by 20 % at t=2 seconds. From Figure (3.11a), the system is stable when
controlled using either fast or slow PI controller. The DC voltage UC1 reaches its
trajectory reference value of 300 kV.
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(a) iL1d , iL1q , UC1 and ix time responses
(b) P1 time response
(c) Q1 time response
Figure 3.9: VSC-HVDC system states and outputs dynamic behavior via PI control
considering load resistance variation.
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Figure 3.10: v1d and v1q time responses.
In case of fast PI controller, negligible overshoot and settling time of about 25
mseconds are attained. Supposing slow PI controller, UC1 drops to 288 kV before
reaching again its steady state value with an acceptable settling time of 150 mseconds.
Stable dynamic behavior of iL1d is depicted in presence of this type of uncertainty.
Although fast PI control provides better dynamic performance than the slow one, it
can not be implemented due to physical restrictions. After the AC line reactance rise,
slow PI control renders acceptable settling time of about 200 mseconds for iL1d time
response. iL1d decreases from 1266 A to 1120 A before reaching its steady state value.
In addition, iL1q time response decreases from -200 A to its new steady state value of
-250 A. However, an undesired drop to -450 A that lasts about 150 mseconds is yielded
following the AC line reactance variation.
Figure (3.11b) shows that the active power dynamic behavior remains stable even
in presence of AC line reactance variation in favor of conventional PI controllers. For
fast PI control, the overshoot and settling time are approximately -10 MW and 50
mseconds respectively. Their corresponding values become about -24 MW and 150
mseconds in case of slow PI control. Figure (3.11c) demonstrates the reactive power
dynamic behavior following the change in AC line reactance. Using slow PI controller,
Q1 undesirably increases to 38 MVar due to this variation with a settling time of about
150 mseconds.
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For fast PI control, better response with smaller overshoot and shorter settling time
is obtained.
Figure (3.12) explicit the stable d-q voltage components’ time responses. These
components are stabilized using either fast or slow PI controller in presence of AC line
reactance variation. New steady state values of the d-q voltage behavior are attained
due to this variation in order to guarantee that Q1 tracks its desired reference value.
The system dynamic behavior in presence of step variations or uncertainties are
presented in Figures (3.7)–(3.12). Although the system is stabilized via the traditional
PI controller, it is stated that:
– The system dynamic behavior greatly depends on the choice of the controllers’
tuning gains;
– The system dynamic performance is influenced supposing the same tuning gains
for different operating conditions;
The conventional PI control is not robust enough against all possible uncertainties
encountering the system. Adequate dynamic behavior can be attained for limited range
of uncertainties only. However for other operating conditions, poor performance may be
yielded. To meet that, the gains should be retuned. Alternatively, internal PI current
control loops can be added for enhancing the system’s dynamic behavior.
3.5 VSC-HVDC Control via Cascaded PI Controllers
Internal PI current control loops can be used in cascade to other outer conventional PI
controllers as proposed in Figure (3.13). The inputs of the internal PI controllers are
the d-q current components flowing in the AC line (iL1d and iL1q). Their outputs are
the overall system control signals (V1dω and V1qω) required for enhancing the system
performance. Hence, more PI controllers are designed.
The gains of the inner current control loops should be initially tuned. Then, the
outer loop PI controllers’ gains are to be attentively chosen to guarantee controlling
the reactive power Q1 and governing the voltage on the converter’s DC side UC1. Step
by step, the desired gains are selected when reaching acceptable trade-off between
controller robustness and system performance. The PI controllers’ gains are listed in
Appendix A.
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(a) iL1d , iL1q , UC1 and ix time responses
(b) P1 time response
(c) Q1 time response
Figure 3.11: VSC-HVDC system states and outputs dynamic behavior via PI control
considering AC line reactance variation.
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Figure 3.12: v1d and v1q time responses.
Figure 3.13: GL VSC-HVDC system controlled via PI control with internal current
control loop.
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Because of the use of multiple PI controllers for controlling the system, more com-
plexity are encountered choosing the most appropriate tuning gains because of the
mutual interaction and coordination among them especially when accounting for phys-
ical constraints (i.e., current behavior are faster than voltage responses). Therefore,
procedures become difficult to implement for coordinating different controllers. The
coordination must be conducted for a variety of operating conditions in order to satisfy
certain performance specifications.
Step in Q1ref
The system states and outputs dynamic behavior considering a step in the reactive
power reference Q1ref are illustrated in Figure (3.14). These variations in Q1ref present
different system operating conditions (i.e., lagging, unity and leading power factor
respectively at the converter’s AC terminal).
In Figure (3.14a), the states’ time responses are stable even when considering a step
in Q1ref . Obviously, UC1 is governed to its 300 kV reference value. Due to the step,
UC1 increases to 301.2 kV before reaching again its steady state value after about 300
mseconds using the conventional PI controller with a cascaded internal current control.
Therefore, UC1 increases to 301.1 kV before reaching again its reference value after
about 300 mseconds. The UC1 variations are considered negligible and the overshoot is
about 0.3%. Moreover, the currents dynamic behavior is stable. Acceptable overshoots
and reasonable settling time (≈ 200 mseconds) are shown for iL1d , and ix time responses
following the mentioned steps.
Unlike the iL1d and ix behavior, iL1q time response is significantly impacted by
Q1ref variation. As Q1ref decreases from 40 MVar to 0 MVar, iL1q varies from -469
A to -196 A. Then, it increases to 59 A when Q1ref becomes -40 MVar. The dynamic
behavior of iL1q confirms the mutual relation between this current component and the
Q1 dynamic performance.
The active and reactive power dynamic behavior considering Q1ref step are respec-
tively demonstrated in Figures (3.14b) and (3.14c). P1 performance perfectly reaches
its 200 MW steady state value. Acceptable overshoots and settling times of about
0.6% and 500 mseconds respectively are shown. In addition, the Q1 time response de-
sirably tracks its stepped reference values. Practical time responses with settling time
approximately 300 mseconds are attained in case of using cascaded PI controllers.
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(a) iL1d , iL1q , UC1 and ix time responses
(b) P1 time response
(c) Q1 time response
Figure 3.14: States and outputs dynamic behavior via cascaded PI control:
(a) Q1ref = 40 MVar for (t=0 to 2 sec.);
(b) Q1ref = 0 MVar for (t=2 to 3 sec.);
(c) Q1ref = −40 MVar for (t=3 to 4.5 sec.).
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Figure 3.15: v1d and v1q time responses.
The dynamic performance of the d-q voltage components on the AC side of the VSC
are depicted in Figure (3.15). V1d behavior is more affected by Q1ref variation rather
than V1q. The variation of both V1d and iL1q behaviors ensures the trajectory tracking
of Q1 behavior in consequence of Q1ref variation. Obviously, the control signals (V1dω
and V1qω) have the same waveform shape of the dynamic performance of (V1d and V1q)
respectively due to their proportional relationships presented in Equation (3.7).
Uncertainty in Load Resistance
In Figure (3.16), the system states and outputs dynamic behavior is shown. The inter-
nal and outer PI controllers in cascaded, with the unchanged tuning gains previously,
are used for controlling UC1 and Q1 respectively to their corresponding reference val-
ues of 300 kV and -16 MVar. The load resistance is instantaneously increased by 20%
and 100% at t=2 seconds and t=3 seconds respectively. Stable states and power flows
dynamic performance are attained even under load resistance variations.
The d-q current components’ behavior are influenced by load resistance variations
as depicted in Figure (3.16a). iL1d and iL1q time responses reach new stable steady
state values in consequence of each load resistance variation. For iL1q time response, it
unfavorably increases from -92 A to 413 A, then, reaches its new steady state value of
-26 A if the load is increased by 20%. The settling time is about 300 mseconds.
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(a) iL1d , iL1q , UC1 and ix time responses
(b) P1 time response
(c) Q1 time response
Figure 3.16: VSC-HVDC system states and outputs dynamic behavior via cascaded PI
control considering load resistance variation.
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Figure 3.17: v1d and v1q time responses.
Additionally, the response undesirably rises from -26 A to 1037 A if the load resis-
tance is doubled before attainting again its 68 A steady state value at a settling time
of 300 mseconds.
The UC1 dynamic behavior is controlled to its 300 kV reference value considering
this type of uncertainty. However, its behavior depicts overshoots of 4.7% and 11.1%
that last about 100 mseconds each.
According to the inversely proportional relation between the load current ix and
the load impedance, the load current decreases by 20% and then halved with respect
to proposed load resistance variation.
Figures (3.16b) and (3.16c) illustrate the power flows time responses considering
load resistance uncertainties. The active power behavior decreases with the increase of
the load resistance due to their inverse proportional relation. On the other side, the
reactive power is always zero with unfavorable high overshoots of about -75 MVar and
-177 MVar and reasonable settling time of about 400 mseconds duration each.
The d-q voltage components time responses are shown in Figure (3.17). These
components are stabilized using the proposed cascaded PI controllers in presence of
load resistance variation. Following the resistance change, new steady state values
of the d-q voltage behavior are attained. These values together with the d-q current
components behavior act on controlling Q1 as demonstrated in Equation (3.16).
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Uncertainty in AC Line Reactance
The system states and outputs dynamic behavior considering AC line reactance vari-
ation while using the cascaded conventional PI control for governing UC1 to 300 kV
and controlling Q1 to zero are illustrated in Figure (3.18). It is assumed that the AC
line reactance is increased by 20% at t=2 seconds. From Figure (3.18a), the system is
stable and the DC voltage UC1 reaches its trajectory reference value of 300 kV. UC1
behavior drops to 294 kV before reaching again its steady state value after about 250
mseconds.
Stable dynamic behavior of iL1d is depicted in presence of this type of uncertainty.
After the AC line reactance rise, the proposed PI control renders acceptable settling
time of about 400 mseconds for iL1d time response. iL1d decreases from 1270 A to 1215
A before reaching its steady state value. In addition, iL1q time response decreases from
-92 A to its new steady state value of -132 A after about 400 mseconds. However, an
undesired drop to -695 A that is yielded following the AC line reactance variation.
Figure (3.18b) shows that the active power dynamic behavior remains stable even
in presence of AC line reactance variation in favor of the proposed cascased PI con-
trollers. The overshoot and settling time are approximately -10 MW and 400 mseconds
respectively. Figure (3.18c) demonstrates the reactive power dynamic behavior follow-
ing the change in AC line reactance. Using the cascaded PI controllers, Q1 undesirably
increases to 64.7 MVar due to this variation with a settling time of about 400 mseconds.
Figure (3.19) explicit the stable d-q voltage time responses. These components are
stabilized in presence of AC line reactance variation. New steady state values of the
d-q voltage behavior are attained due to this variation in order to guarantee that Q1
tracks its desired reference value.
It can be stated that the PI controllers have the following disadvantages:
• Lack of robustness and poor performance under certain operating conditions;
• Difficulty of tuning their gains in case of multiple PI controllers because of inter-
action and coordination constraints;
To ameliorate the system stability and to enhance its dynamic behavior, the con-
ventional PI control is replaced by Lyapunov theory based nonlinear control technique.
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(a) iL1d , iL1q , UC1 and ix time responses
(b) P1 time response
(c) Q1 time response
Figure 3.18: VSC-HVDC system states and outputs dynamic via cascaded PI control
considering AC line reactance variation.
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Figure 3.19: v1d and v1q time responses.
In favor of the robustness feature of the VSS theory-based controllers against uncer-
tainties besides their relative simplicity, AOT and SMC approaches are then proposed
for GG VSC-HVDC transmission systems.
3.6 Mathematical Model of GG VSC-HVDC Systems
VSC-HVDC links connect mostly asynchronous AC networks, therefore, including con-
verters at each AC side. The steady state analysis of VSC-HVDC systems is signifi-
cantly simplified assuming that: (i) AC networks are strong enough to be modeled as
AC voltage sources that deliver balanced sinusoidal voltage with constant amplitude
and frequency; (ii) All voltage and current harmonics produced by the converters are
filtered out; (iii) The converter transformers’ resistance and magnetizing impedance are
negligible; (iv) The converter is lossless with neglected dynamics since the valves are
ideal with no arc voltage drop; (v) The DC voltage and current have no ripples.
GG VSC-HVDC transmission system controller design is mainly based on its math-
ematical model. However, its actual physical system may be influenced by external
or internal uncertainties. Among these uncertainties, we will consider the DC cable
resistance fluctuations caused by thermal effects resulted of high currents flow due to
on-line switching or faults, besides the variations of the AC line reactance influenced
by the change in the network topology or continuous change in the shunt capacitances.
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Figure 3.20: GG VSC-HVDC transmission system’s scheme.
Accordingly, GG VSC-HVDC controller design becomes a must to reduce the influence
of parameter uncertainties on the system’s dynamic performance.
The schematic representation of the GG VSC-HVDC link is shown in Figure (3.20)
[42, 43, 44, 130, 131, 132, 133, 134]. The system’s main components are: load Tap
Changing (LTC) transformers, VSC-HVDC converter stations to perform the AC/DC/AC
conversion process, AC and DC filters, DC current filtering reactance and DC trans-
mission cable.
In Figure (3.20), reactive powers (Q1 and Q2) on both VSCs’ AC sides are controlled
to their desired values with the goal of attaining unity power factor. Moreover, the
active power and the DC voltage (P1 and UC2) are maintained at their rated values.
The DC link power losses and voltage drop as well as directional active power flow
control are obviously considered.
The continuous–time equivalent model of the GG VSC-HVDC transmission system
is depicted in Figure (3.21) [42, 130, 131, 132, 133, 134]. The VSCs are coupled with
AC generation stations via equivalent impedances RL1 + jXL1 and RL2 + jXL2. Two
shunt DC capacitors (C1 and C2) are connected across the VSCs’ DC sides to mitigate
the impulse current impacts, and attenuate the harmonics on the DC side.
According to Figure (3.21), the voltage drops in each phase for both sides are
expressed by the following:
LL1ph
diL1ph
dt
+RL1phiL1ph = vL1ph − v1ph (3.19)
LL2ph
diL2ph
dt
+RL2phiL2ph = v2ph − vL2ph (3.20)
where, ’ph’ denotes to phase A, B or C respectively.
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Figure 3.21: Continuous–time GG VSC-HVDC model.
As previously deduced in Section 3.3:{
V1dω = 2
v1d
UC1
V1qω = 2
v1q
UC1
(3.21)
and,
{
V2dω = 2
v2d
UC2
V2qω = 2
v2q
UC2
(3.22)
where, (V1dω and V1qω) and (V2dω and V2qω) are the dimensionless d-q components
expressing relations between the d-q voltage components on VSC-HVDC transmission
system AC sides –(v1d and v1q) and (v2d and v2q) respectively– and the DC bus voltages
on both DC link sides (UC1 and UC2).
By analogy, the equations of both converter sides are deduced. Thus, from the GG
VSC-HVDC system illustrated in Figure (3.21):
LL1
−−→
diL1
dt
+RL1
−→
iL1 + jω1LL1
−→
iL1 =
−→vL1 −−→v1 (3.23)
LL2
−−→
diL2
dt
+RL2
−→
iL2 + jω2LL2
−→
iL2 =
−→v2 −−→vL2 (3.24)
where, ω1 and ω2 refer to the angular frequency of both interconnected AC gener-
ation stations in (rad/sec).
The current and voltage vectors exhibited in Equations (3.23) and (3.24) are re-
placed by their d-q components, so that:
−→
iL1 = iL1d + jiL1q (3.25)
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−→vL1 = vL1d + jvL1q (3.26)
−→v1 = v1d + jv1q (3.27)
−→
iL2 = iL2d + jiL2q (3.28)
−→vL2 = vL2d + jvL2q (3.29)
−→v2 = v2d + jv2q (3.30)
Therefore,
LL1
diL1d
dt
+RL1iL1d − ω1LL1iL1q = vL1d − v1d (3.31)
LL1
diL1q
dt
+RL1iL1q + ω1LL1iL1d = vL1q − v1q (3.32)
LL2
diL2d
dt
+RL2iL2d − ω2LL2iL2q = v2d − vL2d (3.33)
LL2
diL2q
dt
+RL2iL2q + ω2LL2iL2d = v2q − vL2q (3.34)
Applying the loop and node equations along the GG VSC-HVDC system’s DC link,
we have:
C1
duC1
dt
= i1 − ic1 (3.35)
uC1 − uCC = Lc1dic1
dt
+Rc1ic1 (3.36)
CC
duCC
dt
= ic1 − ic2 (3.37)
uCC − uC2 = Lc2dic2
dt
+Rc2ic2 (3.38)
C2
duC2
dt
= ic2 − i2 (3.39)
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From Equations (3.21) and (3.22), the d-q voltage components on VSCs’ AC sides
(v1d , v1q , v2d and v2q) are functions of the required control feedback signals.
As introduced in Equations (3.7) and (3.15), the active and reactive powers entering
both converters, (P1 and Q1) and (P2 and Q2), are derived as:

P1 =
3
2
(v1diL1d + v1q iL1q)
Q1 =
3
2
(v1q iL1d − v1diL1q)
(3.40)
and, 

P2 =
3
2
(v2diL2d + v2q iL2q)
Q2 =
3
2
(v2q iL2d − v2diL2q)
(3.41)
Furthermore, the active and reactive powers delivered by both generators, (PL1 and
QL1) and (PL2 and QL2), are expressed by:

PL1 =
3
2
(vL1diL1d + vL1q iL1q)
QL1 =
3
2
(vL1q iL1d − vL1diL1q)
(3.42)
and, 

PL2 =
3
2
(vL2diL2d + vL2q iL2q)
QL2 =
3
2
(vL2q iL2d − vL2diL2q)
(3.43)
Equations (3.31)–(3.41) that illustrate the overall VSC-HVDC system’s global math-
ematical model are then reformulated into the state space representation form:{
x˙ = [A]x+ g(x)u+ [R] z
y = h (x, u, z)x
(3.44)
where, x, u, z and y respectively refer to the state variables, control signals, d-q
components of the AC source voltage calculated using Park transformation, and output
power signals (active and reactive).
The overall system is of ninth order. It comprises four control inputs and four
outputs, as follows:
x1,...9 = [iL1d , iL1q , uC1, ic1, uCC , ic2, uC2, iL2d , iL2q ]
T
u1,...4 = [v1dω , v1qω , v2dω , v2qω ]
T
z1,...4 = [vL1d , vL1q, vL2d , vL2q]
T
y1,...4 = [P1, Q1, P2, Q2]
T
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The [A], g(x), [R] and h(x, u, z) matrices are printed out as::
[A] =


(
−RL1
LL1
)
ω1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
−ω1
(
−RL1
LL1
)
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0
(
−1
C1
)
0 0 0 0 0
0 0
(
1
Lc1
) (
−Rc1
Lc1
) (
−1
Lc1
)
0 0 0 0
0 0 0
(
1
CC
)
0
(
−1
CC
)
0 0 0
0 0 0 0
(
1
Lc2
) (
−Rc2
Lc2
) (
−1
Lc2
)
0 0
0 0 0 0 0
(
1
C2
)
0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
(
−RL2
LL2
)
ω2
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 −ω2
(
−RL2
LL2
)


g(x) =


( −12LL1 )x3 0 0 0
0 ( −12LL1 )x3 0 0
( 34C1 )x1 (
3
4C1
)x2 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 ( −34C2 )x8 (
−3
4C2
)x9
0 0 ( 12LL2 )x7 0
0 0 0 ( 12LL2 )x7


[R] =


( 1
LL1
) 0 0 0
0 ( 1
LL1
) 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 ( −1
LL2
) 0
0 0 0 ( −1
LL2
)


h(x, u, z) =


v1d v1q 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
v1q −v1d 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 v2d v2q
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 v2q −v2d


To provide practical and realistic conditions, AOT and SMC –based nonlinear con-
trollers are used to control (P1 and Q1) for side 1 and (UC2 and Q2) for side 2 of
GG VSC-HVDC systems. The overall system’s mathematical model remains the same.
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However, the outputs equations are changed to comprise (P1, Q1, UC2, and Q2) instead
of (P1, Q1, P2, and Q2) [135].
Therefore, h(x, u, z) become:
h(x, u, z) =


v1d v1q 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
v1q −v1d 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 v2q −v2d


Indeed, the voltage drop and the power losses in the DC link are taken into account
according to the power flow direction (flow from station 1 to station 2 or vice versa).
Subsequently, our goal will be the design of robust nonlinear controllers under pa-
rameters uncertainties and for different DC links lengths.
3.7 Lyapunov Theory–based Nonlinear Control
For nonlinear GG VSC-HVDC transmission systems, the design of feedback controllers
to cope with a wide range of model uncertainties leads either to robust or to adaptive
control problem. Hereby, the robust Lyapuvov theory–based nonlinear control such as
AOT and SMC are applied for system’s in which the model uncertainty is characterized
as imposed perturbations.
The basic target is to design the control input so that the control output yi tracks
its reference value yiref . Accordingly, the tracking error εi approaches zero when time
tends to infinity. To validate that, two different controllers based on AOT and SMC
are proposed.
After developing the system’s mathematical model, the design of robust nonlinear
controllers based on AOT and SMC is illustrated. The actual VSC-HVDC physical
system is often influenced by external or internal uncertainties’ interferences. Despite
parameter uncertainty and nonlinear dynamics, appropriate nonlinear feedback laws
–based on AOT and SMC– are consequently deduced so that the actual trajectory
tracks the desired trajectories. Therefore, both active and reactive powers of the first
converter (P1 and Q1) besides the DC voltage and reactive power of the other (UC2
and Q2) are controlled [135].
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Figure 3.22: Overall GG VSC-HVDC system schematic diagram with nonlinear controller
based on AOT and SMC.
Unity power factors are realized at both converters’ AC sides through zero reactive
powers tracking [135]. The receiving converter DC voltage, UC2, is to be governed to its
rated value. The DC link losses and voltage drop are taken into account. Bidirectional
control of active power flow is performed [135].
AOT and SMC–based nonlinear controllers are examined to perform reference tra-
jectory tracking or stabilization of nonlinear VSC-HVDC system. A proof of stability is
given when the system exhibits finite time convergence to the origin in case of stabiliza-
tion problem, or to reference trajectory for tracking problem in presence of parameter
uncertainties [94].
The overall GG VSC-HVDC system block diagram together with its nonlinear con-
trol is shown in Figure (3.22).
For this purpose, the references of outputs and states (P1, Q1, UC2 and Q2) sup-
posing the power delivered to station 2 are [135]:
ξ1ref=200 MW, ξ2ref=0 MVar, ξ3ref=300 kV, and ξ4ref=0 MVar
where, ξ1ref , ξ2ref , and ξ4ref respectively refer to the reference values of the ouputs
P1, Q1, and Q2. ξ3ref denotes the reference value of the DC voltage state UC2.
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As the reference values are constant, their derivatives are zeros.
In order to formulate nonlinear controller based on AOT and sliding modes, these steps
should be pursued:
Step 1: Assume the sliding surfaces as error functions for the signals to be tracked,
then: εv(ξ) = ξvref − ξv. Obviously, ξv can be either an output or a state signal.
Step 2: To ensure stability in accordance with Lyapunov stability theorem, an ap-
propriate mandatory positive definite Lyapunov energy function candidate such as
V (ξ) = 0.5ε2(ξ) > 0 is considered. Then, the negative definiteness of its time derivative
V˙ (ξ) = ε(ξ)ε˙(ξ) < 0 has to be ensured.
Step 3: The negative definiteness (V˙ (ξ) < 0) is validated by suitably selecting positive
tuning gains using:
• AOT approach: ε˙(ξ) = −Kε(ξ)
Despite choosing a positive value for the tuning gain K leads to system’s sta-
bility, undesirable chattering may be expected in the system dynamic behavior.
Accordingly, the nonlinear AOT approach may be unfavorable compared to the
SMC one.
• SMC approach: ε˙(ξ) = −K1ε(ξ)−K2func(ε(ξ))
Any two-terms SMC formula among the set of equations in Section 2.7 can be
proposed for ε˙(ξ). Positive tuning gains K1 and K2 are selected to ensure V˙ (ξ)
to be always negative. The choice of two-terms formula sliding surface with a hy-
perbolic tangent function can adequately amend the chattering problem probably
caused by single-term SMC (K1=0).
For simplicity, equal positive tuning gains are assumed (K1=K2=K). Therefore,
ε˙(ξ) = −K(ε(ξ) + tanh(ε(ξ))).
The rate at which the tracking error converges to zero is governed by the proper
selection of tuning gains using a simple trial and error approach. Therefore, system’s
behavior with shorter settling time, reasonable overshoot and acceptable steady-state
error will be revealed.
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Step 4: Any positive tuning gains selection guarantees the attainment of the previously
mentioned stability conditions of Lyapunov candidate and its derivatives. These tuning
gains affects the convergence speed.
Higher positive values of tuning gains leads to more negative definite V˙ (ξ). Con-
sequently, the system’s behavior in catching up its input’s variation is faster. Thus,
shorter time response is accomplished.
Selecting K=100 results in two to three cycles of transient response if the frequency
is 50 or 60 Hz which is acceptable for power system applications [136, 137].
Step 5: The robustness of the nonlinear controllers based on AOT and sliding modes
is realized and evaluated in case of different DC link lengths up to 1000 km (i.e., 10
times the typical DC link length).
It should be noted that the Lyapunov function and its derivative can be functions
of either the system state variables, outputs or both.
3.7.1 Nonlinear Feedback Control Laws Deduction
To deduce feedback AOT and SMC signals, these error signals and their derivations
are assumed:
εv(ξ) = ξvref − ξv v = 1, . . . 4 (3.45)
ε˙v(ξ) = ξ˙vref − ξ˙v v = 1, . . . 4 (3.46)
For AOT:
ε˙v(ξ) = −K(εv(ξ)) v = 1, . . . 4 (3.47)
For two-terms SMC:
ε˙v(ξ) = −K(εv(ξ) + tanh(εv(ξ))) v = 1, . . . 4 (3.48)
ξ˙v = −ε˙v(ξ) v = 1, . . . 4 (3.49)
Therefore, (P˙1 and Q˙1) and (U˙C2 and Q˙2) respectively are expressed as:

ξ˙1 = P˙1 =
3
2
(v1d i˙L1d + v1q i˙L1q)
ξ˙2 = Q˙1 =
3
2
(v1q i˙L1d − v1d i˙L1q)
(3.50)
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and,


ξ˙3 = U˙C2 =
−1
C2
ic2 +
3
4C2
iL2du3 +
3
4C2
iL2qu4
ξ˙4 = Q˙2 =
3
2
(v2q i˙L2d − v2d i˙L2q)
(3.51)
The currents’ state derivatives (i˙L1d , i˙L1q , i˙L2d , and i˙L2q) in Equations (3.50)-(3.51)
are replaced by their corresponding equations listed in the state space expressions of
Equation (3.44).
Both equations stated in (3.50) are then simultaneously solved to deduce the control
inputs related to the first converter, then:


u1 =
v1d(
2
3 ξ˙1 − α1) + v1q(23 ξ˙2 − α2)
( −12LL1 )x3(v
2
1d
+ v21q)
u2 =
v1q(
2
3 ξ˙1 − α1)− v1d(23 ξ˙2 − α2)
( −12LL1 )x3(v
2
1d
+ v21q)
(3.52)
Similarly, the other couple of equations in (3.51) are simultaneously solved to for-
mulate the second converter control signals, therefore:


u3 =
1
2LL2
x7v2d[ξ˙3 +
1
C2
x6]− 34C2x9[
2ξ˙4
3 − α3]
( 12LL2 )(
−3
4C2
)x7[x8v2d + x9v2q]
u4 =
1
2LL2
x7v2q[ξ˙3 +
1
C2
x6] +
3
4C2
x8[
2ξ˙4
3 − α3]
( 12LL2 )(
−3
4C2
)x7[x8v2d + x9v2q]
(3.53)
where,
α1 = v1d(−
RL1
LL1
x1 + ω1x2 +
1
LL1
z1) + v1q(−ω1x1 −
RL1
LL1
x2 +
1
LL1
z2)
α2 = v1q(−
RL1
LL1
x1 + ω1x2 +
1
LL1
z1)− v1d(−ω1x1 −
RL1
LL1
x2 +
1
LL1
z2)
α3 = v2q(−
RL2
LL2
x8 + ω2x9 − 1
LL2
z3)− v2d(−ω2x8 −
RL2
LL2
x9 − 1
LL2
z4)
Noticeably, the control inputs of both converters are decoupled as given in Equations
(3.52) and (3.53) respectively.
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3.7.2 Stability Analysis and Robustness Assessment
Different nonlinear approaches based on Lyapunov theory such as AOT and SMC are
therefore used for performing the required control objectives. The system states and
output powers’ time responses are pointed out to investigate the effectiveness of the
proposed controllers. When these controllers are employed to VSC-HVDC systems
shown in Figure (3.20) under different operating conditions, the dynamic behaviors are
compared in order to verify which control methodology is better adopted to deal with
GG VSC-HVDC systems. The robustness of the proposed controllers are assessed under
parameter uncertainties such as DC cable resistance and AC line reactance variations.
Simulations are performed using two-terms SMC controller with K1 = K2 = 100
under parameter uncertainties. It is assumed that DC link’s resistance is increased up
to 25% of its rated value (i.e., worst possible realistic value due to uncertainties caused
by high currents flow). Different DC link distances up to 10 times its typical length of
100 km are studied.
Simulations are done for 200 km, 500 km and 1000 km DC link lengths. Therefore,
the DC link parameters as resistances, inductances and shunt capacitances are increased
to 2, 5 and 10 times their typical values respectively
The controllers robustness are examined for different DC link lengths (200, 500
and 1000 km) where the length variation is assumed by changes of link’s resistance
(changing the resistance is enough as the line inductance is negligible because the rate
of change of d-q currents are zeros and the capacitive reactance is vanished in DC ).
The designated controller, with fixed tuning gains, can be therefore used to provide
better dynamic stability and enhanced system’s performance if:
(i) An identical VSC-HVDC transmission system is used to interconnect two AC net-
works separated by higher distances up to 1000 km;
(ii) Uncertainties in the VSC-HVDC’s DC link impedance up to 25%.
As shown in Figure (3.23), the power flows of both sides and the DC line voltage
dynamic behavior depicts the system’s stability with different DC link lengths up to
1000 km considering a step in P1ref . P1ref was initially adjusted to 200 MW rated
value. At t=2 seconds, it increases by 20% to be 240 MW. A second later, it decreases
to 160 MW.
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From Figure (3.23a), the reactive powers Q1 and Q2 successfully tracks their zero
reference values. Therefore, unity power factor is attained for both sides. Very small
overshoots with setting time of about 150 mseconds are yielded in the reactive powers
behavior. The active power of the sending side VSC’s AC terminal P1 is perfectly
controlled to its 200 MW, 240 MW and 160 MW rated values (i.e., the value to be
tracked). After the step, no active power overshoot reveals. Setting time of about 150
mseconds is required for tracking the new active power reference. The active power on
the receiving side VSC’s AC terminal P2 becomes less than P1 with a value equivalent
to the power losses in the DC line. The losses are directly proportional to the DC link’s
length. Longer DC line leads to higher power loss. Hence, smaller P2 is attained.
From Figure (3.23b), admissible DC voltages (UC1, UCC and UC2) result for different
DC link lengths. UC2 is perfectly governed to its rated 300 kV for all proposed DC link
lengths. For different DC link lengths, UCC and UC1 values are altered because the DC
line voltage drop does not remain constant. The DC line length varies proportionally to
its resistance. Thus, longer DC links result in greater voltage drops. Therefore, higher
values of UCC and UC1 are revealed.
Figure (3.24) illustrate the proposed AOT controller’s capability to control the
active and reactive power at the sending VSC’s AC terminal to their set-point values of
200 MW and zero respectively considering DC line resistance uncertainties up to 25%.
In addition, the reactive power at receiving HVDCs’ AC side is successfully maintained
to its reference value. Q2ref was initially adjusted at 40 MVar that represents a lagging
power factor case. Then at t=2 seconds, it decreases to zero for a duration of one
second in which the unity power factor is yielded. Finally, Q2ref drops to -40 MVar
and the power factor becomes leading. AOT control efficiently guarantees zero steady
state tracking error under this kind of parameter uncertainties. However, undesired
chattering in the P2 behavior is demonstrated. This problem is considered as the
major AOT implementation obstacle.
From Figure (3.24b) confirms that the DC voltage on the receiving DC terminal of
the GG VSC-HVDC is perfectly governed to its rated 300 kV using nonlinear control
based AOT. The DC voltage on the sending DC terminal exceeds 300 kV with an
amount equivalent to the DC line voltage drop. Explicitly, unfavorable high frequency
oscillations appear in the UCC and UC1 dynamic performance if AOT control is used.
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(a) Active and reactive powers time responses
(b) DC line voltages time responses
Figure 3.23: System dynamic behavior using two-terms SMC (Step: P1ref ).
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(a) Active and reactive powers time responses
(b) DC line voltages time responses
Figure 3.24: System dynamic behavior using AOT control (Step: Q2ref ).
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Figure (3.25) depicts the system’s active, reactive powers and the DC line voltages
dynamic behavior considering nonlinear controller based two-terms SMC in presence of
variations in the DC line resistance until 25% and a step in Q2ref . The SMC successful
operation toward stabilizing the system is verified. Desirable chattering-free behavior
result in case of using a two-terms SMC with a continuous hyperbolic function.
Considering AC line reactance variations, the system dynamic behavior is presented
in Figure (3.26). The AC line reactance XL1 is increase by 20% of its typical value
at t=2 seconds due to a sudden variation in the topology of the network. Initially,
the P1, Q1, UC2 and Q2 perfectly tracks their reference values of 200 MW, zero MVar,
300 kV and zero MVar respectively. Unity power factor is attained at the AC sides
of both converters. Due to the AC line reactance rise, UC2 and Q2 time responses
track their reference values. A very small overshoot of about 150 mseconds settling
time result in Q2 behavior. Although their stable dynamic behavior, P1 and Q1 -on
the side where the AC line reactance varies- are not controlled to their expected values
previously mentioned. Consequently, P2 performance is influenced. High steady state
error appears in their behaviors. This undesired error could not be eliminated either
by using an integral part in the SMC or by retuning the controller gains.
Using the proposed two-terms SMC controller, Figure (3.27) illustrates the per-
centage error result in P1 behavior in case of AC line reactance variations. When XL1
changes by -20%, -10%, +10% and +20% of its nominal value, the error in P1 is always
positive. Increasing or decreasing XL1 by the same percentage leads to equal steady
state errors. Obviously, the percentage error in P1 behavior is about 9% if XL1 changes
by ±10%. This error increases to 28.3% for XL1 variation of ±20%. The relation
between ∆P1% and ∆XL1% is not linear.
Similarly, Figure (3.28) demonstrates the error in Q1 behavior while changing XL1.
In consequence of XL1 variation, the reactive power behavior no longer tracks its refer-
ence zero value. Accordingly, the power factor differs than unity. Q1 behavior increases
to +57.19 MVar and +90.1 MVar if XL1 rises by +10% and +20% respectively. How-
ever, the decrease of XL1 by the latter percentages leads to negative Q1 behavior.
Nonlinear relation between the error in Q1 behavior and XL1 variation is shown.
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(a) Active and reactive powers time responses
(b) DC line voltages time responses
Figure 3.25: System dynamic behavior using the two-terms SMC (Step: Q2ref ).
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(a) Active and reactive powers time responses
(b) DC line voltages time responses
Figure 3.26: System dynamic behavior using the two-terms SMC considering AC line
reactance variations.
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Figure 3.27: ∆P1% versus ∆XL1%.
Figure 3.28: ∆Q1 versus ∆XL1%.
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Figure 3.29: Correction of the AC line reactance through TSO.
It is concluded that the system dynamic performance is negatively influenced by
the variation of the AC line reactance. Therefore, neither the AOT nor two-terms SMC
is robust for this type of uncertainty as the control signals defined in Equations (3.52)
and (3.53) are greatly affected by the AC line parameters.
In order to avoid this problem, it is supposed the new value of AC line reactance
will be received from the TSO a certain time after the reactance variation. As shown
in Figure (3.29), the time required until providing the controller with this new value is
taken as 200 mseconds. The AC line reactance increases by 20% and 100% at t=2 and
t=3 seconds respectively.
In Figure (3.30), the GG VSC-HVDC dynamic behavior is demonstrated in presence
of AC line reactance variation and its correction via TSO.
During the first interval that terminates at t=2 seconds, XL1 = X. The two-terms
SMC perfectly stabilizes the system. The controller acts perfectly towards controlling
P1, Q1, UC2 and Q2 to their corresponding reference values because XL1 = X in the
control signal expressions stated in Equations (3.52) and (3.53).
During the second interval (from t=2 seconds to t=2.5 seconds), XL1 = 1.2X. The
steady state errors appear in the dynamic behavior of P1, Q1, and P2. These error last
200 mseconds as still XL1 = X in Equations (3.52) and (3.53).
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(a) Active and reactive powers time responses
(b) DC line voltages time responses
Figure 3.30: System dynamic behavior using the two-terms SMC considering AC line
reactance variation and correction via TSO.
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Figure 3.31: GG VSC-HVDC system controlled via PI control with internal current
control loop.
However at 2.2 seconds, the TSO informs the control center with the new value
XL1. Then, a modification in calculating the control signals is accomplished. Therefore,
XL1 = 1.2X in Equations (3.52) and (3.53). Thereafter, the capability of the two-terms
SMC towards maintaining again P1, Q1, UC2 and Q2 at their corresponding reference
values is verified.
Explicitly, nonlinear chattering-free two-terms SMC approach can be considered
as a successful control methodology against DC link parameter variations especially
with the proper selection of tuning gains. It can be favorably used not only during
normal operating conditions but also for different DC link lengths to enhance the system
performance.
To confirm the feasibility of using the two-terms SMC for GG VSC-HVDC transmis-
sion systems, the system’s dynamic behavior and controller robustness are compared
with the case of applying conventional PI control with cascaded internal current control
in presence of uncertainties.
For this purpose, the overall system is controlled via PI control with internal current
control loop as demonstrated in Figure (3.31. Four controllers are required for each
converter. Two among them are used in the current control loop.
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(a) Active and reactive powers time responses
(b) DC line voltages time responses
Figure 3.32: System dynamic behavior using conventional PI controllers with cascaded
internal current control (Step in P1ref for two different DC line resistances).
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(a) Active and reactive powers time responses
(b) DC line voltages time responses
Figure 3.33: System dynamic behavior using conventional PI controllers with cascaded
internal current control (Step: Q2ref ).
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Indeed, more PI controllers lead to more difficulty in tuning the controllers. Hence,
the PI controller gains for both sides are tuned, step by step, to guarantee zero tracking
errors and to ensure stability. However, attaining adequate compromise between the
system performance and the controller robustness becomes more complex because of
the mutual interaction and coordination of the controllers. The controllers parameters
are listed in Appendix A.
Figure (3.32) demonstrates the system performance when controlled using cascaded
conventional PI control with internal current loops. It is considered that P1ref rises
suddenly by 20% at t=2 seconds and the DC resistance is doubled (i.e., the DC link
length is increased by 100%). In Figure (3.33), the system dynamic behavior is illus-
trated when controlled using cascaded conventional PI control with internal current
loops in case of changing the reactive power reference Q2ref . Initially, Q2ref=40 MVar.
At t=2 seconds, Q2ref decreases to zero.
As shown in Figure (3.33a), (P1 and Q1) time responses perfectly track their corre-
sponding (200 MW and zero MVar) reference values respectively. Reasonable behavior
with settling time of about 1.5 seconds reveal in the Q1 dynamic behavior. Moreover,
stable DC line voltage dynamic behavior with acceptable overshoot and settling time
of about 1.5 seconds are presented in Figure (3.33b).
The dynamic behavior shown in Figures (3.32) and (3.33) is less acceptable than
that previously depicted in Figures (3.23) and (3.25) respectively where the two-terms
SMC is used. Oscillated behavior with more overshoot and higher settling time of
about 1.5 seconds is attained with cascaded conventional PI controllers.
3.8 Conclusions
Conventional PI controllers are applied to control GL VSC-HVDC transmission sys-
tems. The main purpose of governing the DC link voltage and controlling reactive power
is attained. Thus, unity power factor is maintained. However, the system dynamic be-
havior is influenced by certain uncertainties. Therefore, conventional PI controllers are
not robust enough against them.
For GG VSC-HVDC transmission systems, the system states and output powers’
time responses investigate the effectiveness of various nonlinear control based AOT and
SMC controllers under normal operating conditions and DC line parameter variations.
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The dynamic behaviors are compared in order to verify which nonlinear control
methodology is better adopted to deal with these systems. Furthermore, the proposed
nonlinear controllers robustness are examined under parameter uncertainties such as
DC line parameter variations, AC line reactance and reference signal variations.
For GG VSC-HVDC system, the results clarify that AOT control and two-terms
SMC are robust to DC link parameter variations, for different DC link lengths up to
10 times. The controller’s capability towards tracking the reference variations, improv-
ing the overall system’s dynamic behavior and enhancing its stability are verified. In
addition, these robust nonlinear controllers can be easily derived and implemented.
However, AOT controller’s dynamic behavior comprises undesirable chattering.
Thus, this nonlinear approach is less efficient towards the VSC-HVDC stabilization.
Its dynamic performance is less attractive compared to that revealed when nonlinear
two-terms SMC controllers are used.
The use of nonlinear controller based on two-terms SMC is significantly effective
and a relatively successful control methodology especially when proper tuning gains are
considered. Distinguished chattering-free dynamic behavior and satisfied stability level
are performed in presence of DC link parameter variations. Hence, two-terms SMC
can be profitably used to enhance system behavior not only during normal operating
conditions but also in presence of this type of uncertainties and reference variation
conditions.
However, this type of controllers is not robust against AC line reactance variations
as the control signals are highly dependent on the AC line parameters. The AC line
reactance value should be continually replaced by its new value in the controllers design.
An additional adaptive parameter could be provided in the controller to remedy this
problem.
Two-terms SMC provides enhanced behavior and relative simple gain tuning com-
pared to the cascaded conventional PI controllers with internal current control.
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Chapter 4
AC Network Control via
VSC-HVDC Systems
T
HIS chapter aims illustrating the AC network control and stabilization through
VSC-HVDC transmission systems. The overall GG VSC-HVDC system is replaced
by a new equivalent model named SM via VSC-HVDC system. One of the ideal AC
sources of the GG VSC-HVDC system is replaced by a nonlinear generator of seventh
order mathematical model. The rest of the system, the DC link and the other ideal
voltage source, is represented by a bus of constant voltage and variable angle. This bus
is located at the converter side. After modeling the overall system, the conventional PI
controller is employed at the converter’s side to control the AC network, to damp the
power angle oscillations and to enhance the system dynamic performance in presence
of faults. Simulation results verify the controller capability towards desirably damping
the power angle oscillations and enhancing the AC network’s dynamic behavior.
4.1 Introduction
Power systems are nonlinear large-scale systems. Their modeling is a trade-off between
respect of detail, modeling effort, simulation speed and data requirements. A detailed
modeling is often necessary particularly when studying electromagnetic transients. For
planning studies, when the details of the equipment are not yet known, standard models
can be used. In order to obtain more acceptable results, quite detailed models ’full
models’ should be used instead [49].
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Additionally, if the equipment is located far away from the part of the system under
study, the equipment can be modeled with less of details ’reduced model ’. Only for a
detailed study of a part of the system where the equipment plays a prominent role, full
models that closely mimic the behavior of the actual system are needed [19, 48, 49].
Standard models exist for numerous power system equipments, such as excitation
systems [138], and steam and hydro turbines [139]. However, to our knowledge, no
standard models for VSC-HVDC have been proposed in literature as stated in [49].
Recently, VSC-HVDC has an increasingly wide range of application in the power system
[140]. Therefore, it is clearly an area of interest and receives a lot of attention. The
power system engineer needs models of VSC-HVDC systems. In most stability and
electromagnetic transients programs, such models are not yet available because the
technology is relatively new, and hence not yet widespread [48, 49].
In order to study the impact of the VSC-HVDC control on damping the power angle
oscillations of the synchronous generator in case of considerable disturbances such as
faults, the GG VSC-HVDC transmission system is equivalently modeled by another
simplified system of a single machine via VSC-HVDC system (SM via VSC-HVDC).
For the SM VSC-HVDC system, synchronous machine is mathematically described by
its full 7th order model, wheras the VSC-HVDC is replaced by a less detailed model.
Regardless of power electronics topologies, it is considered as a bus of constant voltage
magnitude and variable angle . Hereby, the continuous adjustment of the d-component
of the converter’s voltage or the angle on its side becomes necessary to enhance the
power angle oscillations of the synchronous machine’s rotor.
The frequently occurring transient stability issues make studying the impact of
VSC-HVDC systems on synchronous machines an essential pre-requisite. In addition,
linking HVDC transmission systems with synchronous generators requires effective con-
trol strategy to improve the power angle oscillations as well as the overall system’s
transient stability [141].
Power system controllers design are mightily used to damp power system electrome-
chanical oscillations. There are many approaches to damp these oscillations. Still, clas-
sical methods are not robust in presence of noise and system uncertainties mainly come
from parameter variations, varying network topology (i.e., mainly from faults and/or
sudden load variations) and dynamic variations [142].
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Certain researchers design robust high order dynamic controllers which are relatively
difficult to be implemented in practice [143, 144].
Due to its simplicity and ease to be practically implemented, a conventional PI
controller is applied on the converters side of the SM via VSC-HVDC system to act on
Power Oscillations Damping (POD) of the synchronous machine even under a fault as
an important contribution of this study.
4.2 System Under Study
Synchronous generators play an important role in power system stability studies. An
adequate model for synchronous generators is essential for a valid analysis of stability
and dynamic performance. Hence, one of the AC generators in the GG VSC-HVDC
tranmission system sketched and explicitly modeled in Section 3.6 is replaced by its
detailed full seventh order nonlinear generator mathematical model [19, 145, 146, 147].
This model mainly accounts for the generator dynamics. It is quite accurate for study-
ing low-frequency oscillations and transient stability of power systems [148]. However,
the other AC source equipped with the DC link is equivalently replaced by a bus with
a voltage of constant magnitude V∞ and variable angle. Before demonstrating the
criteria proposed for enhancing the power angle oscillations of the SM via VSC-HVDC
system, the full order mathematical model of the single machine infinite bus (SMIB)
system is presented.
4.2.1 SMIB system
The extended synchronous generator, shown in the SMIB diagram of Figure (4.1),
is mathematically expressed by the following equations with the state space vector
xt = [id, iq, if , ikd, ikq, ωr, δr] [19, 145, 146, 147]:
1
ωo
(−Xdti˙d +Xadi˙f +Xadi˙kd) = Reqid + ωr
ωo
(−Xqtiq +Xaqikq) + V∞d (4.1)
1
ωo
(−Xqti˙q +Xaq i˙kq) = Reqiq − ωr
ωo
(−Xdtid +Xadif +Xadikd) + V∞q (4.2)
1
ωo
(−Xadi˙d +Xf i˙f +Xadi˙kd) = −Rf if + Vf (4.3)
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Figure 4.1: Single machine infinite bus system.
1
ωo
(−Xaq i˙q +Xkq i˙kq) = −Rkqikq (4.4)
(
2H
ωo
)ω˙r = Tm − Tem − (D
ωo
)ωr (4.5)
where,
Tem = ψdiq − ψqid (4.6)
thus,
Tem = −(Xd −Xq)idiq +Xadif iq +Xadikdiq −Xaqikqid (4.7)
δ˙r = ωr (4.8)
where,
Xdt = (Xd +Xtr +Xtl);
Xqt = (Xq +Xtr +Xtl);
Req = (Ra +Rtr +Rtl); and
X = (Xd −Xq)
The d-q components of the infinite bus voltage can be estimated by:
V∞d = V
∞ sin(δr) (4.9)
V∞q = V
∞ cos(δr) (4.10)
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Equations (4.1)–(4.10) are gathered together to form the 7th order synchronous
generator block diagram with both Vf and Tm as inputs and all the system states as
outputs. The parameters and variables in these equations are in (pu) values as listed
in Appendix A, unless otherwise stated. They are defined as:
Xd: direct axis self inductive reactance
Xq: quadrature axis self inductive reactance
Xad: direct axis mutual inductive reactance
Xaq: quadrature axis mutual inductive reactance
Xfd: field windings inductive reactance
Xkd: direct axis damper windings inductive reactance
Xkq: quadrature axis damper windings inductive reactance
Ra: armature windings resistance
Rf : field windings resistance
Rkd: direct axis damper windings resistance
Rkq: quadrature axis damper windings resistance
Rtr: transformer windings resistance
Xtr: transformer windings leakage inductive reactance
Rtl: transmission line series resistance
Xtl: transmission line series inductive reactance
H: inertia constant of the generator rotor in sec
D: load damping coefficient of the generator rotor in pu torque/(rad sec−1)
Tem: generator electromagnetic torque
ωo: synchronous angular frequency in rad/sec
ωr: slip angular frequency in rad/sec
δr: angle of the generator rotor mass in radians
id: direct axis component of the armature current
iq: quadrature axis component of the armature current
if : field current
ikd: current in the direct axis damper windings
ikq: current in the quadrature axis damper windings
Valt: generator terminal voltage
Vt: terminal voltage of the bus connected the transformer with the line
V∞d : direct axis component of the infinite bus voltage
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V∞q : quadrature axis component of the infinite bus voltage
Vf : field voltage
E
′
q: transient EMF in the quadrature axis
P : steady state active power flow at the infinite bus
Q: steady state reactive power flow at the infinite bus
The mathematical model deduction and the initial conditions’ calculations of this
new equivalent system are fulfilled using Equations (4.1)–(4.8). Additionally, the steady
state machine equation is derived from the former equations by assuming: (i) the
derivation of the state variables = 0; (ii) the per unit slip ratio (ωr/ωo) = 1; and (iii)
the steady state damper currents ikdo = ikqo = 0.
Assuming an apparent power (P +jQ) delivered to the the infinite bus (i.e., lagging
power factor), then, the current flow can be calculated as:
i = I∠−φ = (P − jQ)/(V∞)∗ (4.11)
Due to the phasor diagram representation depicted in Figure (4.2), E
′
q can be de-
duced.
As the angle of the infinite bus voltage is always zeros, the initial rotor angle (δr=δ)
is the angle of E
′
q (i.e., the phase angle between the q-axis with respect to the infinite
bus voltage).
Hence, the d-q components of the current can be calculated as:
Ido = I sin(δro + φ) (4.12)
Iqo = I cos(δro + φ) (4.13)
Then, the d-q components of the terminal voltage Vt are expressed by:
Vtdo = V
∞
d + (Rtr +Rtl)Ido − (Xtr +Xtl)Iqo (4.14)
Vtqo = V
∞
q + (Rtr +Rtl)Iqo + (Xtr +Xtl)Ido (4.15)
Therefore,
Vto =
√
V 2t do + V
2
t qo (4.16)
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Figure 4.2: Voltages and currents phasor diagram representation.
The field current and voltage initial steady state values are:
Ifo = (ReqIqo +XdtIdo + V
∞
q )/Xad (4.17)
Vfo = RfIfo (4.18)
The initial steady state power delivered by the synchronous machine is:
Pg = ValtdoIdo + ValtqoIqo (4.19)
If a fault of a resistance Rfault and duration tfault is supposed at the bus between
the transformer and the transmission line in the SMIB system, then:
Ifault =
Vt
Rfault
(4.20)
In case of fault, the current delivered by the generator is the sum of both the
transmission line and the fault path currents. Before the fault occurrence and after its
clearance, the fault resistance is considered as an open circuit. Thus, it can be modeled
by a very high resistance of 1 MΩ.
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Figure 4.3: Rotor angular velocity time response for SMIB system in presence of a fault
at t=5 seconds (Rfault=10 Ω and tfault=120 mseconds).
However during the fault, small resistance of less than 10Ω is to be assumed. To
reduce the risk of the generator’s loss of synchronism in consequence of load variation
or a fault, a PI controller (with Kp ≈ 0.0497 and Ki ≈ 0.1034) acts as a rotor speed
regulator in order to keep the frequency near its scheduled value (50 Hz). Thus, the
system’s mechanical torque is adjusted.
In case of SM via VSC-HVDC systems, this PI regulator will act on guaranteeing
the equilibrium between the system generation and its demand.
Figure (4.3) demonstrates the rotor speed time response in a SMIB system with
and without a speed control considering a fault. Improved rotor speed time response
result if the speed in regulated. Better performance with reduced overshoot and shorter
settling time is obtained.
However, explicit oscillations of 50 Hz frequency appear in the rotor speed dynamic
behavior. These oscillations mainly result due to the DC component of the fault current
during the fault. The oscillations last less than 1 second after the fault.
Figure (4.4) shows that the rotor angle oscillations is damped when using a speed
regulator despite the fault occurrence in the SMIB system. The dynamic response has
lower overshoot and goes faster towards the steady state value compared to the case
without using the speed regulator.
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Figure 4.4: Rotor angle dynamic behavior for SMIB system in presence of a fault at t=5
seconds (Rfault=10 Ω and tfault=120 mseconds).
4.2.2 SM via VSC-HVDC Model
The updated GG VSC-HVDC transmission system can be sketched as in Figure (4.5).
In order to formulate the modified equivalent system of the GG VSC-HVDC trans-
mission system as illustrated in Figure (4.6), the AC source of the first side -which is
considered as the sending unit- is replaced by the seventh order synchronous generator
model. The second side, the DC link grouped with the other AC source, is modeled
as a bus which has a voltage of constant magnitude and variable angle. Both sides
are connected through a transformer of an impedance (Rtr + jXtr) and an AC trans-
mission line of an impedance (Rtl + jXtl) as explicitly demonstrated in Figure (4.6).
Thus, RL1 and XL1 are equivalent to (Rtr + Rtl) and (Xtr + Xtl) respectively. (PL1
and QL1) correspond to (Pg and Qg). Additionally, VL1 and V1 shown in Figure (4.5)
are respectively similar to Valt and V
∞ of Figure (4.6).
4.2.2.1 POD for SM via VSC-HVDC System for constant PHVDC reference
In order to damp the power angle oscillations of the machine’s rotor for SM via VSC-
HVDC system in case of constant PHVDC reference, two different approaches are con-
sidered. The first, the base case, aims at governing the reference of V∞d through a PI
controller. For base case simulations, ∆V∞d is supposed to be always zero.
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Figure 4.5: Physical model for the GG VSC-HVDC system under study.
Figure 4.6: Equivalent physical scheme of GG VSC-HVDC system.
On the other hand, the second approach deals with taking into account the effect
of ∆V∞d on adjusting V
∞
d(ref)
. The dynamic performance related to this method is
represented as the damped case behavior afterward.
Figure (4.7) presents the phasor diagram of the SM via VSC-HVDC system quan-
tities in which the (d,q) reference frame rotates at rotor synchronous speed ωo.
The angles δr and δHVDC , plotted in the following figures, are defined as: δr =
∠(OV∞0 , Oq), δHVDC = ∠(OV
∞, Oq), where, OV∞0 and OV
∞ respectively refer to
the initial steady state and the instantaneous infinite bus voltage phasors. Obviously,
δHVDC = δr at steady state.
Base Case: ∆V∞d =0
For the SM via VSC-HVDC system, the voltage at the converter’s side is always con-
stant (i.e., 1 pu) as an infinite bus, however its angle is variable. The rotor angle
oscillations in the generator side can be damped by governing the reference of V∞d with
the use of PI controller. Therefore, V∞d(ref) can be estimated through a PI controller as
shown in Figure (4.9a).
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Figure 4.7: Phasor diagram representation of SM via VSC-HVDC system.
PHVDC(ref) and PHVDC(mes) are respectively the active power reference and mea-
sured values on the converter terminal. Supposing unity power factor, PHVDC(ref) = 1
pu while PHVDC(mes) is calculated by:
PHVDC(mes) = V
∞
d id + V
∞
q iq (4.21)
where,
V∞q =
√
(1− (V∞d )2) (4.22)
At steady state conditions, δHVDC and δr have similar values. However, δHVDC
estimated at the converter’s side is given by:
δHVDC = tan
−1(
V∞d
V∞q
) (4.23)
Figure (4.8) presents a comparison between the rotor angle dynamic behavior for
both SMIB and the proposed SM via VSC-HVDC system (base case depicted in Figure
(4.9a)). A fault of resistance 10Ω and duration 120 mseconds is considered at t=5
seconds. At steady state, the rotor angle time responses are approximately the same.
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Figure 4.8: Comparison between the rotor angle dynamic performance of the SMIB
system with speed regulator and the equivalent SM via VSC-HVDC one (base case) in
presence of a fault at t=5 seconds (Rfault=10 Ω and tfault=120 mseconds).
(a) PI controller for governing V∞d(ref) (base case).
(b) V∞d(ref) adjustment for POD (damped case).
Figure 4.9: PI controller for SM via VSC-HVDC system with constant PHVDC reference.
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Figure 4.10: Comparison between δr and δHVDC time responses for the base case of SM
via VSC-HVDC system in presence of a fault at t=5 seconds (Rfault=10 Ω and tfault=120
mseconds).
Moreover, the rotor angle dynamic behavior in the base case of SM via VSC-HVDC
has lower overshoot and higher setting time. Consequently, the oscillations are desirably
damped when comparing with the SMIB case.
As depicted in Figure (4.10), the dynamic behavior of both δHVDC and δr for the
base case of SM via VSC-HVDC system are presented when a fault is considered. The
gains of the PI controller (Kp and Ki) used for regulating V
∞
d(ref)
are chosen as (0.005
and 4) respectively. Clearly, the time response of δHVDC has lower overshoot and
shorter settling time compared to the δr time response.
In Figure (4.11), the influence of Kp of the PI controller that governs V
∞
d(ref)
is
demonstrated. The different time responses of δHVDC verify that the variation of Kp
has only a small effect on the dynamic behavior. The behavior’s overshoot and its
settling time remain almost constant for various Kp. However in Figure (4.12), the
effect of Ki of the PI controller on the δHVDC time response is illustrated taking into
account a fault occurrence at t=5 seconds. For constant Kp, greater values of Ki lead
to higher overshoot dynamic behavior.
Similarly, Figure (4.13) displays the effect ofKp of the PI controller governing V
∞
d(ref)
on δr dynamic behavior. Insignificant influence of Kp on δr dynamic behavior is shown.
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Figure 4.11: Influence of the proportional gain of the PI controller (Kp) on damping
δHVDC oscillations for the base case of SM via VSC-HVDC system in presence of a fault
at t=5 seconds (Rfault=10 Ω and tfault=120 mseconds).
Figure 4.12: Influence of the integral gain of the PI controller (Ki) on damping δHVDC
oscillations for the base case of SM via VSC-HVDC system in presence of a fault at t=5
seconds (Rfault=10 Ω and tfault=120 mseconds).
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Figure 4.13: The effect of the proportional gain of the PI controller (Kp) on damping δr
oscillations for the base case of SM via VSC-HVDC system in presence of a fault at t=5
seconds (Rfault=10 Ω and tfault=120 mseconds).
Figure 4.14: The effect of the integral gain of the PI controller (Ki) on damping δr
oscillations for the base case of SM via VSC-HVDC system in presence of a fault at t=5
seconds (Rfault=10 Ω and tfault=120 mseconds).
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However for the same Kp, the decrease of Ki of the PI controller provides lower
overshoot to δr time response as illustrated in Figure (4.14).
Damped Case: ∆V∞d 6=0
From Equation (4.9), ∆V∞d can be calculated by the following procedure:
V∞d = V
∞ sin(δHVDC) (4.24)
V∞do = V
∞ sin(δHVDCo) (4.25)
As δHVDC = δHVDCo +∆δHVDC , and, V
∞
d = V
∞
do +∆V
∞
d . Therefore,
(V∞do +∆V
∞
d ) = V
∞ sin(δHVDCo +∆δHVDC) (4.26)
Then,
∆V∞d = V
∞ sin(δHVDCo +∆δHVDC)− V∞do (4.27)
Thus, it can be concluded that:
∆V∞d = V
∞
do (cos(∆δHVDC)− 1) + V∞ cos(δHVDCo) sin(∆δHVDC) (4.28)
∆δHVDC is used to modify V
∞
d(ref)
in order to damp the electrical power angle
oscillation as shown in Figure (4.9b). Thus, V∞d(ref) can be continuously adjusted by
using the PI controller in addition to ∆V∞d estimated from Equation (4.28).
The damped dynamic behavior of both δr and δHVDC , previously defined in Sub-
section 4.2.2, is presented in Figure (4.15). At steady state, similar dynamic behavior
is illustrated.
Thereafter, Figure (4.16) shows the δHVDC dynamic behavior by adapting V
∞
d(ref)
compared to its corresponding behavior of the base case of SM via VSC-HVDC system
in presence of a fault. Explicitly, the proposed controller is capable of damping the
power angle oscillations appeared in δHVDC response estimated for the converter’s side
when ∆V∞d is taken into account in modifying V
∞
d(ref)
. Lower overshoot during the first
swing is occurred. In addition, shorter settling time results. Consequently, improved
power angle oscillation behavior for δHVDC is verified.
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Figure 4.15: Comparison between δr and δHVDC time responses for the damped case of
SM via VSC-HVDC system (Kp = 0.005, Ki = 4) in presence of a fault at t=5 seconds
(Rfault=10 Ω and tfault=120 mseconds).
Figure 4.16: δHVDC dynamic behavior by governing V
∞
d(ref)
through PI controller with
(Kp = 0.005, Ki = 4) considering a fault at t=5 seconds (Rfault=10 Ω and tfault=120
mseconds).
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Figure 4.17: The machine rotor angle time response by governing V∞d(ref) via PI controller
with (Kp = 0.005, Ki = 4) considering a fault at t=5 seconds (Rfault=10 Ω and tfault=120
mseconds).
Figure (4.17) illustrates the impact of controlling V∞d(ref) on the generator rotor angle
δr dynamic performance. The rotor angle is estimated by integrating the machine rotor
angular frequency. The dynamic behavior is studied with and without providing the
effect of ∆V∞d in governing V
∞
d(ref)
.
In favor of the concerned ∆V∞d used in conjunction with the PI controller, the
generator rotor angle oscillations are damped out and slightly enhanced. Explicitly,
lower overshoot and shorter settling time are obtained for δr dynamic behavior.
In Figure (4.18), the active and reactive power dynamic behavior at the converter’s
terminal are depicted. Obviously, the system is stable with improved and damped
power angle oscillations. Noticeably, oscillations of 50 Hz frequency result after the
fault occurrence. These oscillations, which are mainly due to the DC component of
the fault current, last about 0.6 seconds. Thereafter, the active and reactive power
dynamic behavior track again their steady state values after the fault clearance.
Figure (4.19) presents the effect of governing V∞d(ref) on the voltages through the
system. The voltage on the converter terminal V∞ is the one that was greatly influenced
by controlling its direct component V∞d(ref) . If ∆V
∞
d is considered in calculating V
∞
d(ref)
,
damped and enhanced time response of V∞ is obtained. However, its influence on Vt
and Valt dynamic behavior seems to be negligible.
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Figure 4.18: Active and reactive power dynamic behavior on the converter’s side consid-
ering a fault at t=5 seconds (Rfault=10 Ω and tfault=120 mseconds).
Figure 4.19: V∞, Vt, and Valt time responses under a fault.
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4.2.2.2 POD for SM via VSC-HVDC System for changeable PHVDC refer-
ence
Another methodology for damping electrical power oscillations and enhancing the dy-
namic behavior of the proposed SM VSC-HVDC system is to continuously adjust
PHVDC(ref) as shown in Figure (4.20). This can be done by taking into account
∆PHVDC signal that depends on ∆δ.
In Figure (4.20), PHVDC(refo) is the initial signal of the active power reference value
on the converter’s side that is simply named PHVDC afterward.
To deduce a relation between both ∆PHVDC and ∆δHVDC , the forthcoming proce-
dure is followed from Equation (4.29):
PHVDC = Kp sin(δHVDC) (4.29)
where, Kp proportionally depends on K, such:
K =
|Valt||V∞|
(Xtr +Xtl)
Therefore, the variation in PHVDC related to δHVDC variation can be expressed as:
∆PHVDC = Kp sin(∆δHVDC) (4.30)
As δHVDC = δHVDCo +∆δHVDC , and, PHVDC=PHVDC(ref)+∆PHVDC . Therefore,
PHVDC(ref) = PHVDC −Kp sin(δHVDC − δHVDCo) (4.31)
Thus, the new PHVDC(ref) is used to govern V
∞
d through a PI controller in order to
damp the power angle oscillations of the machine’s rotor.
In Figure (4.21), the effect of selecting Kp on improving the dynamic behavior of
δHVDC is analyzed in presence of a fault. An explicit enhancement of the dynamic
behavior is attained especially for higher values until Kp = 25K. More damped oscilla-
tions with reduced overshoot and settling time are obtained rather than that of the base
case (with PHVDC(ref) constant). Otherwise, negligible influence on power oscillations
damping is noticed for Kp > 25K compared to the case of Kp = 25K.
Figure (4.22) demonstrates the impact of governing PHVDC(ref) on enhancing the
machine rotor angle time response. For higher values of Kp, better time response with
lower overshoot and shorter time response result compared to the base case.
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Figure 4.20: PHVDC(ref) adjustment for damping power angle oscillations considering a
fault.
Figure 4.21: Power angle oscillations damping on HVDC side by governing PHVDC(ref)
considering a fault at t=5 seconds (Rfault=10 Ω and tfault=120 mseconds).
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Figure 4.22: The machine rotor angle time response by governing PHVDC(ref) considering
a fault at t=5 seconds (Rfault=10 Ω and tfault=120 mseconds).
Figure (4.23) verifies that the machine speed dynamic behavior is ameliorated in
case of governing PHVDC(ref) rather that considering constant PHVDC(ref) .
Figures (4.24) and (4.25) present the effect of adjusting PHVDC(ref) on the dynamic
performance of the power supplied by the generator as well as the active and reactive
powers on the converter’s side in presence of a fault at t=5 seconds.
The performance seems to be enhanced with adjusted PHVDC(ref) . After the fault
occurrence, oscillations of 50 Hz frequency appear. These oscillations remain less than
1 seconds for re-maintaining the corresponding steady state values after the fault clear-
ance.
Figure (4.25) demonstrates that there is a risk of overcurrent generation in conse-
quence of the fault. This high current may lead to a probable line tripping. Therefore,
a control through the d-q components of the current should be considered to act as a
current limiter in order to decrease the line tripping probability.
Figure (4.26) depicts the time response of different voltages through the system
taken into account a fault at t=5 seconds. The time responses of Vt and Valt are not
influenced by adjusting PHVDC(ref) compared to the base case. V
∞ is greatly affected
because its d-component V∞d depends on PHVDC(ref) .
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Figure 4.23: The machine speed dynamic behavior assuming a fault at t=5 seconds
(Rfault=10 Ω and tfault=120 mseconds).
Figure 4.24: Dynamic behavior of the active power delivered by the synchronous gener-
ator under a fault at t=5 seconds (Rfault=10 Ω and tfault=120 mseconds).
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Figure 4.25: Active and reactive power time response on the converter’s side under a
fault at t=5 seconds (Rfault=10 Ω and tfault=120 mseconds).
Obviously, changing PHVDC(ref) due to gain variations leads to different dynamic
behavior of V∞ compared to the base case. Greater Kp (until Kp = 25K) improves
V∞’s dynamic performance. The time responses become of lower overshoot and shorter
settling time. However, oscillations of 50 Hz that last less than a duration of 1 second
may appear after that fault occurrence in case of SM via VSC-HVDC system.
4.3 Conclusions
In this chapter, the conventional PI controller is applied to the converter’s side of
the SM via VSC-HVDC system in order to damp the power angle oscillations of the
synchronous machine. For rotor oscillations enhancement, the system is controlled
by either adjusting the phase angle or the voltage magnitude on the VSC converter’s
side. Thus, the d-q components of voltage on the VSC side are governed. Two design
approaches based on PI controllers are investigated for this purpose:
The first is to continuously adjust the V∞d(ref) in case of constant reference power on
the converter’s side. For doing so, ∆V∞d is calculated while governing V
∞
d(ref)
. The other
one aim at governing the V∞d(ref) in case of varying PHVDC(ref) . Hereby, ∆PHVDC(ref)
caused by ∆δHVDC is considered in the PI controller loop.
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Figure 4.26: V∞, Vt, and Valt time responses under a fault at t=5 seconds (Rfault=10
Ω and tfault=120 mseconds).
Simulation results verify that:
• The control of the voltage or the angle on the converter side can achieve better
damping for power angle oscillations inside the synchronous machine. Consider-
able enhanced dynamic performance is demonstrated even under fault;
• The two proposed approaches based on the PI control, which are simple to be
implemented, guarantee acceptable dynamic performance enhancement as well as
power angle oscillations improvement in presence of faults.
The use of the PI control for governing the PHVDC(ref) reflects more dynamic effects on
the system stability. It is more capable of providing POD of the synchronous machine
compared to the method of adjusting V∞d(ref) with constant PHVDC(ref) .
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I
N this chapter, the main conflicting objectives and trade-offs done concerning non-
linear control system design are recalled. The main contributions of this thesis are
presented. In addition, some proposals for further research directions are introduced.
Concluding Remarks
Control system analysis and design have to consider the existence of two different
classes of properties, open-loop and feedback properties. Whereas, the former are con-
cerned with the system responses to commands, the later are related to stability and
disturbance rejection.
It is well-known that many design methodologies are focused on nonlinear feedback
control design. Nevertheless, some approaches are used to simply design a feedback
controller but not necessarily provide robust properties. For this reason, If the conven-
tional PI or PID controller is designed, the final achieved feedback properties may not
be satisfactory for a wide range of operating condition and parameter uncertainties.
Therefore, a trade-off have to be made in order to attain an enhanced system stability
and controller robustness.
Additionally, the nonlinear feedback control system is designed in presence of some
kind of uncertainty associated with the system model. Effectively, such inherent un-
certainty will affect the open-loop and feedback properties. Consequently, the overall
system’s stability and its dynamic behavior will be influenced. However, uncertain is
usually considered as affecting the feedback properties. The reason is obvious: a de-
terioration of feedback properties may cause more harmful operating conditions than
an impairment of open-loop properties, i.e. instability is always undesirable while a
deterioration of the command responses may be, in some cases, tolerated.
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Throughout the thesis, nonlinear VSC-HVDC transmission links with parameter
uncertainties are studied. Therefore, it is necessary to design control strategies which
are robust under all possible normal and abnormal situations. In addition to the con-
ventional PI controllers proposed for GL VSC-HVDC transmission systems, different
Lyapunov theory-based nonlinear controllers such as AOT and SMC are respectively
verified and compared for GG VSC-HVDC ones in presence of parameter uncertainties.
The steady state mathematical models of these systems, whose power flow are
respectively unidirectional and bidirectional, are developed based on relatively simple
expressions. The proposed nonlinear controllers are then designed to govern the DC
link voltages and to control the active and reactive powers on the VSCs’ AC terminals to
attain unity power factors. The effectiveness of these proposed controllers under normal
operating conditions and in presence of parameter uncertainties are investigated. The
dynamic behaviors are compared in order to verify which nonlinear control methodology
is better adopted to deal with these VSC-HVDC systems considering uncertainties.
For GL VSC-HVDC systems, conventional PI controllers provide an acceptable
trade-off among system performance, robustness and simplicity. They show acceptable
capability towards tracking the required trajectories, improving the overall system’s
dynamic behavior and enhancing its stability under parameter uncertainties. However,
adequate dynamic behavior can be attained under limited range of uncertainties. For
other operating conditions, poor performance may be yielded.
It can be concluded that PI controllers, either considering or not the internal current
control loop, are not significantly robust under parameter uncertainties. They can be
efficiently used to enhance system behavior during certain operating conditions.
For GG VSC-HVDC transmission systems, nonlinear feedback control laws based
on different nonlinear control systems such as AOT and SMC are deduced. These con-
trollers are considered to control active and reactive powers of either converters and
to govern the DC link voltage and the reactive power of the other. Indeed, DC link
voltage drop, power losses and power flow direction are accounted for. The necessity
of significant smooth transitions and chattering-free behavior are highlighted especially
for nonlinear SMC design. Thus, chattering phenomena that appear in AOT control
are treated proposing two-terms SMC with continuous functions such as saturation and
hyperbolic ones instead of the discontinuous sigmoid function.
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Both AOT and SMC controller design processes are relatively simple because feed-
back laws are derived step by step making use of Lyapunov theory. The overall system’s
performance is enhanced and significant robustness of both designed controllers based
on AOT and SMC, under DC cable parameter variations and reference signal changes,
are demonstrated. The responses can be further improved by optimizing the controller
gains. The main drawback of these controllers are their relative complex implementa-
tion compared to conventional PI ones. However, SMC’s advantage of chattering-free
behavior makes it more desirable than AOT controllers.
Considering networks’ parameter uncertainties such as DC cable parameter vari-
ations besides reference signal variations, the robustness of the designed controllers
based on AOT and SMC is verified and the system’s enhanced dynamic performance is
illustrated. Moreover, the lack of robustness of these nonlinear controllers against AC
line reactance variations is demonstrated.
Obviously, SMC control methodology is efficiently used in favor of its well-damped
oscillations, its control flexibility towards improving the system’s dynamic behavior and
stability, its robustness to certain parameter variations as well as its relative structural
simplicity. Still, nonlinear AOT controller’s dynamic behavior comprises undesirable
chattering. Thus, nonlinear AOT approach is less efficient compared to SMC one
towards system stabilization.
In favor of its chattering-free merit and better performance, the superiority of the
controller based on two-terms SMC with continuous functions over AOT control and
the cascaded conventional PI control with internal current control loop is displayed.
As an important contribution of the thesis, the influence of VSC-HVDC control
on enhancing the AC network dynamic performance during faults are verified. After
modeling the proposed SM via VSC-HVDC system, the classical PI controller is applied
on the VSC side of the system to act on damping the power angle oscillations of the
synchronous machine even under a fault. Simulation results verify that the use of the
conventional PI control, which are simple to be implemented, for governing the volt-
age or the angle on the converter side can guarantee acceptable dynamic performance
enhancement as well as power angle oscillations damping in presence of faults.
VSC-HVDC, undoubtedly, will continue to provide solutions to challenging issues
associated with the modern deregulated powers systems.
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Future Work
Future work should explore other possibilities and routes in which this thesis could lead
to. Main perspectives should include:
• Implementation of other nonlinear control algorithms for VSC-HVDC
systems:
Besides considering nonlinear controllers based on SMC, AOT, and Lyapunov
theory based-control in presence of parameter uncertainties, other nonlinear con-
trol methodologies could be investigated. Therefore, nonlinear robust controller
such as integral SMC, higher order SMC, and H-infinity loop-shaping controller
could be considered for trajectory control and stabilization of VSC-HVDC trans-
mission systems under parameter uncertainties. These robust methods aim to
achieve robust performance and/or stability in presence of uncertainties.
Additionally, adaptive control methodologies such as gain scheduling control, non-
linear controllers based on NN or Fuzzy approaches could be used. The adaptive
control involves modifying the control law used by a controller to cope with the
fact that the parameters of the system being controlled are slowly time-varying
or uncertain.
• Robustness verification and evaluation of SMC and AOT controllers
for VSC-HVDC in presence of different fault types:
The proposed nonlinear controllers robustness could be verified and assessed for
VSC-HVDC systems subjected to different types of faults.
• Nonlinear control and stabilization of more detailed VSC-HVDC inte-
grated in larger power systems :
The design of nonlinear controllers could be considered for a detailed models of
VSC-HVDC for larger power systems. Synchronous generators of higher order
nonlinear differential equations in addition to comprehensive converter equations
would be incorporated in the controller design process. Thus, the system would
therefore be larger and its control would be more complex.
• Optimization of the implemented control algorithms :
Various optimization techniques could be incorporated to the implemented control
algorithms in order to attain better dynamic performance.
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• Control strategies of an offshore wind farm interconnected to a VSC-
HVDC system :
Different nonlinear control could be applied and verified for offshore wind farms
interconnected to VSC-HVDC systems during normal and abnormal fault condi-
tions.
• Interaction between PSS model of the AVR and the VSC-HVDC con-
trol :
The impact of controlling both VSC-HVDC and the PSS model of the AVR on
each other could be studied.
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Appendix A
VSC-HVDC Operating
Conditions and Tuning Gains
GL-HVDC Transmission Systems
Equivalent AC generator and line resistance, RL1= 0.01 Ω
Equivalent AC generator and line inductance, LL1= 40 mH
Rated active power, PL1= 200 MW
Rated DC-voltage, UC1= 300 kV
Load resistance, R= 450 Ω
Load inductance, L= 11.5 mH
DC side capacitor, C1= 20 µf
Angular frequency, ω1= 314.16 rad/sec.
Tuning parameters of fast PI controller:
Kp = 0, Ki = 1.6919E−4 (DC voltage control)
Kp = 1.4264E−9, Ki = 3.9179E−6 (Reactive power control)
Tuning parameters of slow PI controller:
Kp = 0, Ki = 3.3775E−5 (DC voltage control)
Kp = 1.9393E−10, Ki = 1.8486E−8 (Reactive power control) Tuning parameters using
cascaded PI controller (with internal current control loop):
Internal current control gains:
Kp = 50, Ki = 0 (iL1d control)
Kp = 2.5, Ki = 0 (iL1q control)
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Outer control gains:
Kp = 0.1, Ki = 1 (DC voltage control)
Kp = 5E−6, Ki = 100E−6 (Reactive power control)
GG-HVDC Transmission Systems
The overall system’s operating conditions and gains are:
Frequency of both AC networks: f1= 50 Hz, f2= 60 Hz
Equivalent resistance of AC generator and transmission line and, the equivalent induc-
tance of AC generator and transmission line for both sides:
RL1= 0.01 Ω, LL1= 40 mH and
RL2= 0.01 Ω, LL2= 40 mH
Rated active power of both sides: PL1= PL2 =200 MW
Rated DC-voltage on both sides: UC1= UC2=300 kV
DC cable resistances and inductances:
Rc1= Rc1= 1.95 Ω, and
Lc1= Lc1= 11.5 mH
Shunt capacitors, C1= C2= 20 µf , CC= 16 µf
Two-Terms SMC controller
Tuning parameters for both sides are:
K1 = K2 = K = 100
Cascaded conventional PI controller with internal current control loop
• Side 1:
Internal current control gains:
Kp = 2.5, Ki = 50 (iL1d control)
Kp = 50, Ki = 100 (iL1q control)
Outer control gains:
Kp = 0.2E−6, Ki = 10E−6 (Active power control)
Kp = 0.5E−6, Ki = 20E−6 (Reactive power control)
• Side 2:
Internal current control gains:
Kp = 5, Ki = 5 (iL2d control)
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Kp = 25, Ki = 5 (iL2q control)
Outer control gains:
Kp = 50E−3, Ki = 125E−3 (DC voltage control)
Kp = 0.417E−6, Ki = 12.5E−6 (Reactive power control)
Equivalent SM via VSC-HVDC System
All data are given in per unit on a base voltage of 500 kV and base power 10 GW,
unless otherwise stated.
The synchronous machine parameters are:
Xd=1.5, Xq=1.5, Xad=1.31, Xaq=1.29, Xfd=1.42, Xkd=1.4, Xkq=1.34, Ra=0.0015,
Rf=0.00063, Rkd=0.0153, Rkq=0.0207, H=2.62, D=1, f=50 Hz
Transformer parameters:
Xtr=0.135, Rtr=0.003
Transmission line parameters:
Xtl=0.2410, Rtl=0.0050
Infinite system active parameters:
V∞=1, P=1, Q=0
Tuning parameters of PI controller (Speed Regulator):
Kp=0.0497, Ki=0.1034
Tuning parameters of PI controller (V∞d(ref) Regulator):
Kp=0.005, Ki=4
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COMMANDE NON LINEAIRE ET STABILISATION DES SYSTEMES  
DE TRANSMISSION VSC-HVDC 
 
RESUME : L'intégration des liaisons à courant continu dans les systèmes électriques permet d’accroitre les 
possibilités de pilotage des réseaux, ce qui permet d’en améliorer la sûreté et de raccorder de nouveaux moyens 
de production. Pour cela la technologie VSC-HVDC est de plus en plus plébiscitée pour interconnecter des 
réseaux non synchrones, raccorder des parcs éoliens offshore, ou contrôler le flux d’énergie notamment sur des 
longues distances au travers de liaisons sous-marines (liaison NorNed).  
Les travaux de cette thèse portent sur la modélisation, la commande non-linéaire et la stabilisation des systèmes 
VSC–HVDC, avec deux axes de travail.  
Le premier se focalise sur la conception et la synthèse des lois de commandes non-linéaires avancées basées sur 
des systèmes de structures variables (VSS). Ainsi, les commandes par modes glissants (SMC) et le suivi 
asymptotique de trajectoire des sorties (AOT) ont été proposées afin d’assurer un degré désiré de stabilité en 
utilisant des fonctions de Lyapunov convenables. Ensuite, la robustesse de ces commandes face à des 
perturbations et/ou incertitudes paramétriques a été étudiée. Le compromis nécessaire entre la robustesse et le 
comportement dynamique requis dépend du choix approprié des gains. Ces approches robustes, qui sont facile à 
mettre en œuvre, ont été appliquées avec succès afin d’atteindre des performances dynamiques élevées et un 
niveau raisonnable de stabilité vis-à-vis des diverses conditions anormales de fonctionnement, pour des 
longueurs différentes de liaison DC.  
Le deuxième vise à étudier l’influence de la commande du convertisseur VSC-HVDC sur l'amélioration de la 
performance dynamique du réseau de courant alternatif en cas d’oscillations. Après une modélisation analytique 
d’un système de référence constitué d’un groupe connecté à un convertisseur VSC-HVDC via un transformateur 
et une ligne, un contrôleur conventionnel simple PI est appliqué au niveau du convertisseur du système pour agir 
sur les oscillations rotoriques de la machine synchrone. Cette commande classique garantie une amélioration 
acceptable des performances dynamiques du système; surtout pour l'amortissement des oscillations de l'angle de 
puissance de la machine synchrone lors de défauts. 
 
Mots clés : VSC-HVDC, Commande non-linéaire, Commande par modes glissants, fonctions de Lyapunov, 
Incertitudes paramétriques, Robustesse, Amortissement des oscillations, Stabilisation.  
 
 
 
NON-LINEAR CONTROL AND STABILIZATION OF VSC-HVDC  
TRANSMISSION SYSTEMS 
 
ABSTRACT: The integration of nonlinear VSC-HVDC transmission systems in power grids becomes very 
important for environmental, technical, and economic reasons. These systems have enabled the interconnection 
of asynchronous networks, the connection of offshore wind farms, and the control of power flow especially for 
long distances. 
This thesis aims the non-linear control and stabilization of VSC-HVDC systems, with two main themes. 
The first theme focuses on the design and synthesis of nonlinear control laws based on Variable Structure 
Systems (VSS) for VSC-HVDC systems. Thus, the Sliding Mode Control (SMC) and the Asymptotic Output 
Tracking (AOT) have been proposed to provide an adequate degree of stability via suitable Lyapunov functions. 
Then, the robustness of these commands has been studied in presence of parameter uncertainties and/or 
disturbances. The compromise between controller’s robustness and the system’s dynamic behavior depends on 
the gain settings. These control approaches, which are robust and can be easily implemented, have been applied 
to enhance the system dynamic performance and stability level in presence of different abnormal conditions for 
different DC link lengths. The second theme concerns the influence of VSC-HVDC control on improving the AC 
network dynamic performance during transients. After modeling the Single Machine via VSC-HVDC system in 
which the detailed synchronous generator model is considered, the conventional PI controller is applied to the 
converter side to act on damping the synchronous machine power angle oscillations. This simple control 
guarantees the reinforcement of the system dynamic performance and the power angle oscillations damping of 
the synchronous machine in presence of faults. 
 
Keywords: VSC-HVDC, Nonlinear control, Sliding mode control, Lyapunov functions, Parameter uncertainties, 
Robustness, Power oscillations damping, Stabilization.  
